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Abstract 
 

The destructive potential of tsunamis has been well-documented in past events such as the 2004 

Indian Ocean and 2011 Great East Japan tsunamis, which resulted in extensive damage to coastal 

regions including the destruction or damage of numerous bridges. These transportation links are 

particularly vulnerable to damage from tsunami-driven debris, such as boats, vehicles, and shipping 

containers, which upon impact can remove a bridge superstructure from its supports. The 

significance of understanding the effect of floating debris on coastal bridges cannot be 

overemphasized, as transportation infrastructure plays a vital role in post-disaster response and 

recovery efforts. Despite the availability of data from several debris-related studies, the majority of 

them have been focused on buildings, and very limited information is available for bridges. 

Furthermore, the majority of studies have been experimental, as the numerical investigation of 

complex multi-physics phenomena involving fluid flow with turbulent wave breaking, and non-

linear contact between the debris, the trapped fluid, and the bridge, is quite challenging. Accurate 

quantification of the forces involved in debris-flow-bridge interaction is important for the design 

of tsunami-resilient bridges.   

The main objectives of this study were to (a) understand the two-fold effect of debris impact and 

damming on bridges, (b) shed light on the debris dynamics and debris-fluid-bridge interaction and 

associated loads, (d) quantify the effect of the debris orientation,  (d) explore, calibrate and assess 

the accuracy and limitations of particle-based (SPH) and/or coupled particle-mesh based (SPH-

FEM) methods, (e) investigate the role of debris mass, and (e) provide recommendations regarding 

simplified prescriptive load equations for debris impact for inclusion in the Tsunami Design 

Guidelines for Coastal Bridges developed by PEER and recently adopted by the AASHTO 

Committee on Bridges and Structures. 
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In the present study, a thorough examination of the effect of various factors on debris movement, 

velocity, and impact force on bridge superstructure was conducted. By utilizing the coupled SPH-

FEM numerical technique, it is demonstrated that the trajectory of debris can vary depending on 

the tsunami flow characteristics, the debris initial orientation, debris mass, and the bridge elevation. 

Through observation and analysis, three distinct patterns of debris movement around bridge decks 

are identified and designated as Patterns A, B, and C. Pattern A, the most frequently observed 

pattern, involves debris impacting the offshore side of the bridge superstructure, followed by 

movement below the soffit and eventual resurfacing on the onshore side. Additionally, when debris 

passes below the deck, it may impact the soffit, leading to uplift loads that can surpass the maximum 

horizontal loads. Pattern B involves debris movement above the deck with or without impact on 

the top surface. Pattern C -the least frequently observed pattern- involves a debris impacting the 

offshore side of the superstructure and becoming trapped below the offshore overhang, resulting in 

repetitive impulsive loads and long-duration damming loads until the end of the inundation. 

The study also reveals that the debris exhibits both horizontal and vertical velocities at the instant 

of primary impact, resulting in applied forces on the bridge in both directions simultaneously. 

Additionally, the research demonstrates the complexity of the debris dynamics and debris-flow-

bridge interaction, with some cases resulting in secondary impacts of greater magnitude than the 

primary impact. The study further demonstrates that the debris initial orientation has a significant 

effect, with longitudinal debris reaching higher velocities and resulting in larger impact forces than 

the transverse one. In addition, it is also shown that the debris mass plays a crucial role in 

determining its movement, velocity, and impact forces.  

The results of this study indicate that the presence of the debris significantly impacts the flow 

velocities and pressures on bridges relatively to clear-water tsunami conditions. Specifically, it is 

found that the presence of debris leads to a consistent increase in total horizontal forces. Through 
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the use of SPH-FEM analyses, the ratio of total forces with transverse debris to total forces without 

debris (Rx) is found to range between 1.5 and 6.5, with an average value of 2.67. Additionally, the 

ratio in the vertical direction (Rz) is found to range between 0.9 and 4.7, with an average value of 

1.85. Furthermore, it is found that the presence of longitudinal debris leads to an average of 3.64 

and 2.13 times larger horizontal and vertical forces respectively, in comparison to cases without 

debris. These findings highlight the importance of considering the debris in tsunami risk assessment 

frameworks and the design of bridge structures in tsunami-prone areas. 

In summary, the findings of this research are expected to have significant implications for the 

design and construction of bridges in areas prone to tsunamis and in this regard, a preliminary set 

of prescriptive equations for the debris impact forces is proposed. 
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1. Introduction 

 Literature review and motivation 

After the recent major tsunamis generated by earthquakes including the Indian Ocean Tsunami in 

2004 and the Great East Japan Tsunami in 2011, which caused tremendous structural damages and 

significant destruction of coastline infrastructure and enormous financial losses [1], tsunamis have 

gained a great deal of attention. Due to the enormous amount of energy, tsunami waves can travel 

many kilometers, pose significant threats to coastal communities, and take away lives. In spite of 

the low frequency of the occurrence of such events, due to population growth, the urbanization 

trend, and sea level rise, the exposure of coastal environments to extreme water hazards is 

increasing. Past tsunamis revealed that much of the nearshore infrastructure located in tsunami-

prone areas are highly vulnerable to hydrodynamic loads. The tsunami waves inundated a large 

number of bridges, damaged the connections, and washed away the superstructures. Failure of 

coastal bridges is critical (due to the significant role of these structures in emergency services 

aftermath of the event) and possess a huge obstacle for the transportation system. According to 

field surveys, a total of 1,100 km of coastline was affected and 81 bridges were washed away as a 

result of the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami [2]. The Great East Japan tsunami resulted in widespread 

damage of about USD211 billion and about 252 bridges were washed away [3-4]. On-site 

reconnaissance surveys after the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami revealed that a number of bridges were 

subjected not only to large hydrodynamic loads but also to debris and floating objects, such as boats 

and shipping containers resulting in an increase in the impact force and significant lateral 

displacement or washout of the structure [5-7]. FEMA outlined the catastrophic effect of debris and 

reported that about 27% of the total disaster recovery costs in the United States are accounted for 

by the existence of water-borne debris [8]. 
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Several numerical simulations and experimental studies have been carried out to date to advance 

the understanding of tsunami forces on coastal structures. In an experimental attempt to estimate 

the tsunami-induced load combinations on shoreline structures, Palermo et al. (2009) [9] reported 

that hydrodynamic and surge components are a function of the velocity and water depth. The results 

of a series of 1:100 scale experimental tests for evaluating the impact of tsunami-induced bores on 

buildings showed that the applied forces on the projected area of an octagonal building are reduced 

by about 20% compared with the square building [10]. Honda et al. (2014) [11] carried out an 

experimental investigation on the tsunami pressure acting on Piloti-type buildings and reported that 

the applied forces on the floor slabs are affected by the location of the shaft with respect to the front 

face of the super-structure. Foster et al. (2017) [12] carried out a 1:50 scale experimental study and 

proposed a semi-empirical equation for predicting tsunami induced-forces on a rectangular 

building. Tomiczek et al. (2019) [13] performed experimental measurements on a 1:10 scale 

physical model to estimate the peak horizontal forces and pressure distribution on an elevated 

coastal structure due to nonbreaking, breaking, and broken wave conditions and modified Goda 

equation. Hasanpour and Istrati (2021) [14] conducted three-dimensional numerical simulations to 

evaluate the wave impact on two types of buildings, with a slab on the ground and an elevated one. 

The results of the analyses demonstrated that as the lowest floor elevation increases, the applied 

horizontal force becomes negligible, while significant uplift force is applied on the elevated slab. 

In addition, the generation of a large overturning moment with simultaneously large uplift forces 

could increase the uplift demand in offshore structural elements and cause failure of the building. 

More recently, Hasanpour and Istrati (2022) [15] investigated extreme wave storm impact on 

elevated coastal buildings with different widths and the results demonstrate that while increasing 

the structure width has a negligible effect on the maximum applied horizontal force, it plays an 

important role for the uplift force. Moreover, it was also shown that by increasing the width, the 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/instantaneous-velocity
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building has to withstand the uplift force for a longer duration, which could potentially increase the 

likelihood of failure. 

To quantify the wave-in-deck loads, Bea et al. (1999) [16] proposed a procedure to determine wave-

in-deck force considering the buoyant, drag, slamming, lift, and inertial forces. Araki et al. 

(2010) [17] investigated solitary wave forces on a bridge model and found that the fluid forces in 

the case of a post breaking wave were smaller than those in the case of a just breaking wave. The 

results of a series of 1:5 scale of bridge superstructure suggested that the large pressure amplitude, 

induced by wave impact had a negligible effect on horizontal and vertical forces on a bridge 

superstructure [18]. Lau et al. (2011) [19] carried out experimental research to evaluate the imposed 

tsunami forces on an inland coastal bridge. The results revealed that the induced vertical forces 

during inundation are followed by approximately constant downward force when the wave 

overtopped the bridge superstructure. Azadbakht and Yim (2015) [20] examined the role of forces 

and overturning moments on California coastal bridges. Based on the simulation results, a design 

approach to compute the maximum induced forces was proposed. Istrati et al. (2018) [21] 

conducted large-scale hydrodynamic experiments on tsunami wave impact on a bridge with open 

girder. The experimental data revealed that maximum stream-wise and uplift forces did not occur 

simultaneously and a significant overturning moment was generated at the initial impact when the 

slamming forces were maximized. Some studies evaluated the effects of different wave forms on 

coastal decks, including unbroken, breaking, and post-breaking waves and bores, and revealed 

fundamental differences in the effects caused by the two wave types. In fact, Istrati et al. (2017) 

[22] demonstrated that turbulent bores applied horizontal forces that were larger than the uplift 

forces by up to a factor of 2.2, while the unbroken waves exhibited an opposite trend with a ratio 

of horizontal/uplift force decreasing down to 0.54. This highlighted the need to be able to identify 

a priori the tsunami wave type that is expected to impact a specific coastal area in order to design 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S037838391630165X#bb0020
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S037838391630165X#bb0020
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/solitary-wave
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S037838391630165X#bb0020
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properly a new structure or strengthen an existing one at that location. Fortunately, several 

simplified predictive load equations have been developed in the literature for a range of different 

types of structures, for both bores [23] and unbroken solitary waves [24-25].  

Other critical aspects related to the hydrodynamic effects on coastal structures that have been 

identified by previous studies include the high aleatory variability of bore impact on structures [26-

27], the importance of structural flexibility and dynamic fluid–structure interaction [27-29], the 

critical role of trapped air below elevated decks [30-33], and the demand on individual connections 

and columns [21]. For example, Robertson et al. (2008) [7] found significant variability in the 

impulsive uplift pressures applied by a turbulent bore on the slab soffit of a vertical wall with an 

overhang, with the maximum pressures at selected locations ranging between 3 and 7.5 kPa among 

the different repetitions of the same bore. Similarly, Istrati (2017) [27] showed large aleatory 

variability in the bore-induced horizontal force on a bridge deck with the standard deviation in the 

experimental tests being equal to approximately 20% of the average value. However, after the 

decomposition of the total force into a slamming and quasi-static component, it was revealed that 

the variability is generated by the slamming component. Moreover, several studies found that the 

air entrapment below elevated decks with girders can significantly increase the maximum total 

uplift forces generated by solitary waves [24, 30]. However, the trapped air can also increase the 

overturning moment, while it has a complex and inconsistent effect on the total slamming and on 

the uplift demand in the offshore bearings and columns generated by bores [21]. 

The majority of the past studies mainly focused on clear-water condition to develop an 

understanding of wave-structure interaction and the applied loadings. However, field surveys 

conducted in the aftermath of major events including the 2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami and the 2011 

Japan Tsunami revealed that the cause of damage to coastal structures in tsunami-prone areas is not 

limited to water wave hydrodynamic loads and water-borne debris loading is one of the critical 
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types of loading which should be considered in the design of tsunami-resistant structures ([1, 6]). 

Therefore, it is crucial to predict the movement and assess the impact of water-borne debris under 

extreme hydrodynamic events. In recent years, several studies have been carried out to investigate 

the dynamics and impact of water-borne debris. According to experimental studies carried out by 

Haehnel and Daly (2004) [33] and Matsutomi (2009) [34], the maximum debris impact force 

depends on the debris mass, the impact velocity, and the effective stiffness. Arikawa et al., (2007) 

[35] carried out an experimental study to explore the impact of the 1:5 scale model of a shipping 

container under air and tsunami conditions and proposed an empirical formula based on the Hertz 

theory to calculate the impact force. The performance of RC columns against the impact loads from 

water-borne shipping containers was investigated by Madurapperuma and Wijeyewickrema (2012) 

[36] and a linear relationship between the maximum impact force and container velocity up to 2m/s 

was reported. Ko et al., (2015) [37] conducted a series of experiments to study the impact of a 1:5 

scale shipping container on a column and concluded that the peak impact force in water was about 

1.2 times the corresponding impact force in the air and has a longer duration. However, in another 

experimental study, it was observed that the cushioning of trapped water between the debris and 

the vertical wall reduced the impact energy and force [38]. Shafiei (2016) [39] carried out a series 

of dam-break tests and reported that the vertical component of the impact force is about 60% of the 

horizontal component which was attributed to the debris impact angle at the instant of impact. 

Goseberg et al., (2016) [40] conducted an experimental study focusing on the motion of a 1:40 

scaled model of a shipping container and observed that the debris tends to rotate toward an 

equilibrium position as it propagates inland with the long axis perpendicular to the flow direction. 

Derschum et al., (2018) [41] conducted a 1:40 scaled experimental study to investigate the impact 

of a shipping container on a vertical structure and reported that the initial orientation of the debris 

did not have a considerable effect on the debris impact load on the structure.  
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Bridges are an important part of the infrastructure and damage or failure of them leads to disruption 

of the transportation network and consequently the recovery process after a tsunami event. 

Therefore, the tsunami-borne debris loads on bridges need to be quantified. Yang (2016) [42] used 

the material point method to investigate the demands on bridge superstructures by tsunami-borne 

debris. The results showed that the existence of floating debris leads to an increase in demand for 

bridges. It is also reported that the debris impact forces in water could be up to 35% higher than the 

corresponding in-air cases. Oudenbroek et al., (2018) [43] conducted numerical and experimental 

investigations to study the debris damming failure of bridge decks and piers. It was reported that 

the bridge stability is affected by the presence of debris via introducing additional drag and uplift 

forces. Istrati et al., (2020) [44] carried out three-dimensional computational fluid dynamic analyses 

to investigate tsunami-borne debris damming loads on a coastal bridge. The results of the analyses 

demonstrated that debris damming does not have a significant effect on the applied horizontal and 

vertical forces. However, it has a major effect on the overturning moment which could transfer to 

additional vertical forces and cause the failure of the offshore structural components. In addition, 

the exact location of the trapped container plays a critical factor in the design of the structural 

component. i.e., if the container is trapped close to the supports of the span, due to the 3D effects, 

additional yow and roll moments are generated, which should be accounted for in the design of the 

structural components to avoid potential damage or collapse. Ruffini et al., (2021) [45] used the 

open-source DualSPHysics and reported that the model is accurate to regenerate the floating debris 

dynamics (trajectory and velocity). Hasanpour et al. (2021) [46] employed the novel smoothed 

particle hydrodynamic coupled finite element method (SPH-FEM) modeling technique to simulate 

tsunami-borne debris transport and impact on the coastal structure. The results of the analyses 

revealed the accuracy of this modeling approach to capture the debris transport and impact. 

Moreover, a high level of debris pitching which transferred to the non-normal impact on the coastal 

structure, and the resultant reduced contact area and impact force was observed. It was reported 
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that the level of debris pitching is a function of tsunami flow characteristics and initial water depth 

and a non-linear force-velocity trend for small water depth was documented. In another study, 

Hasanpour et al., (2022) [47] investigated the tsunami debris impact on a bridge deck utilizing the 

coupled SPH-FEM and the results demonstrated that the debris has both a horizontal and vertical 

velocity at the instant of the initial impact on the offshore side of the bridge deck and consequently 

exerts impulsive loads simultaneously in both directions, and the debris-fluid-deck interaction is 

quite complex and can accelerate the debris as it moves below the box-girder bridge, leading to 

secondary impacts on the soffit with significant magnitudes. much larger than the ones of the 

primary impact on the offshore side of the deck. More recently, Istrati and Hasanpour (2022) [48] 

numerically investigated the water-borne debris impact loads on piers and reported that the debris 

impulsive loads are 6 to 10 times larger than the fluid force.  

In comparison to the tsunami propagation and inundation mechanisms, limited investigations and 

discussions have been made to expand the knowledge of tsunami-borne debris movement and 

associated impact forces on coastal bridges. Considering the increasing rate of natural hazards and 

their associated disruptions, the critical role of the transportation network and the catastrophic 

effect of water-borne debris which could cause considerable damage to infrastructure, it is critical 

to decipher the complex wave-debris-bridge interaction and quantify the associated loads.  

 Research statement and objectives 

Widespread damage to coastal bridges in recent tsunamis (Indian Ocean, 2004, and East Coast 

Japan, 2011) have shown the vulnerability of these structures to tsunami overtopping and the 

crippling socioeconomic impact of their loss on both emergency response and long-term recovery 

of the affected communities. Developing design guidelines for coastal bridges subject to tsunami 

overtopping has therefore become a priority and large-scale experimental and numerical 

simulations have been conducted to develop and validate tsunami design equations. But this work 
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has been limited to clear-water conditions. The goal of the present effort is to study the effect of 

tsunami-borne debris on design loads for bridges using a coupled Finite Element (FE) and 

Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH).  

The objectives of this study are to: 

1. Understand the two-fold effect of debris impact and damming on bridges. 

2. Decipher debris-wave interaction during tsunami propagation inland and debris-wave-

bridge interaction and associated loads for different debris orientations (longitudinal and 

transverse). 

3. Explore and calibrate novel particle-based (SPH) and/or coupled mesh-particle based 

(SPH-FEM) methods of analysis. 

4. Investigate role of debris mass. 

5. Developing prescriptive load equations for debris impact for inclusion in the Tsunami 

Design Guidelines for Coastal Bridges developed by PEER and recently adopted by the 

AASHTO Committee on Bridges and Structures.  

 Numerical method 

1.3.1. Background 

The Smoothed Particle Hydrometric (SPH) is a Lagrangian-based meshless technique, in which 

continuum properties of the fluid are discretized by a set of non-connected particles, which carry 

individual material properties describing the medium such as position, velocity, mass, density, 

pressure, and other physical quantities [49]. Besides representing the problem domain and acting 

as information carriers, the particles act as the computational frame for the filed function 

approximations. Each particle moves and interacts with others within the computational domain 
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according to conservation governing equations derived from the Navier-Stokes equation. SPH was 

created to deal with gas dynamic problems of astronomical interests [50, 51] and later extended to 

solve computational fluid dynamics (CFD) problems to avoid the limitations of mesh tangling 

encountered in extreme deformation problems with the finite element method, governed by the 

Navier–Stokes equations [52]. In this method, conservation governing equations is discretized and 

depends on smoothing functions at one particle using a weighted average of the properties of its 

neighboring particles. The Lagrangian nature of the SPH would lead this method to be well suited 

to problems with large deformations and distorted free-surface. The major advantage of using SPH 

is in dealing with free-surface problems where there is no need for special treatments for the free-

surface to simulate highly nonlinear and potentially violent flows. This property makes it a robust 

computational tool to simulate a wide range of coastal and ocean engineering applications such as 

solitary waves on beaches [53], breaking waves [54-55], wave-structure interaction [56-58], wave 

overtopping on the offshore platforms [59].  

Monaghan (1994) [52] presented some examples of SPH applications for dam break problems and 

propagation of waves toward a beach. The approach was based on the observation that real fluids 

such as water are compressible, but with a speed of sound that is very much greater than the speed 

of bulk flow. The results showed that SPH can be used to simulate free surfaces without any 

difficulty where the particles are moved with the0 correct velocity. Crespo et al. (2008) [59] 

analyzed a dam break evolution over dry and wet beds with smoothed particle hydrodynamics 

method. The model was shown to accurately fit both experimental dam break profiles and the 

measured velocities. Cummins et al. (2012) [60] studied three-dimensional Navier–Stokes SPH 

computations of a dam-break flow with a rectangular column located downstream. The simulations 

demonstrated the ability of SPH to reproduce the complex transient loading characteristics on the 

column. The results approached the existing experimental data as the particle resolution increased 
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and were in good agreement with the experimental data for the finest resolution simulation. In 

particular, oscillations in the column forces after the secondary impact were captured for the higher 

resolutions. 

Monaghan and Kos (1999) [53] numerically and experimentally studied solitary waves propagating 

onto and over a dry beach and returning after striking a vertical wall. They showed that the solitary 

wave can be successfully modeled with SPH. The SPH simulations reproduced the shape and 

position of the surface in a fairly good agreement. Groenenboom et al. (2016) [61] simulated the 

interactions between a tsunami bore using a solitary wave approach and an idealized timber 

structure by SPH based software. The results demonstrated the ability of the SPH method to provide 

impact pressure distributions in a great level of detail both spatially and temporally. Aristodemo et 

al. (2017) [62] analyzed the horizontal and vertical hydrodynamic forces induced by solitary waves 

on a submerged horizontal circular cylinder, by means of experimental and SPH numerical study. 

The good agreement between experimental and SPH forces allowed, as a result, the proposal of 

empirical formulas to calculate the hydrodynamic coefficients.  

Monaghan et al. (2003) [55] used SPH to study numerically the impact between a rigid body and 

water and compared the results with their experiments for a rectangular box. The SPH simulation 

technique reproduced the qualitative features of the entire process and gave satisfactory results 

compared to the experiments. Gómez-Gesteira and Dalrymple (2005) [57] evaluated the collision 

of a wave with a tall stationary structure by conducting a three-dimensional version of the SPH 

method. They reported that the SPH can be used successfully to study three-dimensional wave 

problems like those related to the collision between waves and structures. The interaction between 

a large wave and a coastal structure was studied with a three-dimensional (3D) SPH model by 

Crespo et al. (2007) [59]. The role of protecting barriers (dikes and seawalls) to mitigate the force 

and moment exerted on the structure was analyzed. ST-Germain et al. (2014) [63] used a single-
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phase three-dimensional (3D) weakly compressible smoothed particle hydrodynamics (WCSPH) 

model to investigate the hydrodynamic forces, induced by the impact of rapidly advancing tsunami 

like hydraulic bores, on a freestanding column of a square cross section and the results agreed with 

a physical model and in-situ data. Altomare et al. (2015) [58] validated a SPH-based technique for 

wave loading on coastal structures. Regular and random waves were simulated and good 

agreements were achieved. Wei et al. (2015) [64] applied the SPH method to investigate the impact 

of a tsunami bore on bridge piers. The influences of bridge pier shape and orientation on free surface 

evolution and hydrodynamic loading are carefully examined. Dynamic interactions between a 

tsunami bore and bridge piers were simulated, and the model showed a good capability to capture 

the free surface evolution in front of bridge piers. Furthermore, the model was able to accurately 

compute the tsunami bore hydrodynamic force on different piers. Sarfaraz and Pak (2017) [65] 

used the Lagrangian mesh-free method of SPH to simulate the forces applied by tsunami waves on 

the superstructure of the coastal bridges. The method showed a good level of accuracy to predict 

the free surface configuration and the induced loads on the coastal structures.  

1.3.2. Coupled SPH-FEM modeling technique 

The SPH technique employed in this research was implemented in the LS-Dyna software, from 

Livermore Software Technology Corporation (LTSC). The SPH model in LS-Dyna is based on 

weakly compressible smoothed particle hydrodynamics (WCSPH). LS-Dyna enables the coupling 

of mesh-based (FEM) and mesh-less methods (SPH). Pelfrene (2011) [66] studied the SPH method 

for the simulation of free surface water flow with a focus on a regular and breaking wave. It was 

found that the SPH solver in LS-Dyna is able to simulate free surface flow, and capture the main 

features of plunging breaking waves.  
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1.3.3. SPH governing equations  

The SPH formulation can be divided in two key steps: the integral representation is used for filed 

approximation, known as the kernel approximation and the particle approximation. The particle 

approximation replaces the integral in the kernel approximation by summations over all 

neighboring particles in the so-called support domain. As the particle position and the magnitude 

of the individual properties varies with time, the summation of the particle approximation is 

performed at each time step. 

Kernel approximation 

In the SPH method, the computational domain is discretized into a set of particles, which carries 

individual material properties ([63]). This method is based on a quadrature formula on moving 

particles. Traditional SPH formulation exhibits very substantial pressure oscillation when 

modelling fluid flow. Instead of using the traditional computational grid, the conservation laws of 

continuum mechanics are defined by partial equations. For any SPH pseudo-particle, the function 

describing the field Ω is approximated in the form of “kernel function”, which is stated as the 

integral form of the product of any function and kernel function [52]: 

< 𝑓(𝑥) >= ∫ 𝑓(𝑥′)𝑊(𝑥 − 𝑥′, ℎ)𝑑𝑥′

𝛺

 
Equation 1.1 

where 𝑥 and 𝑥′ are the position vector of the material points in a domain Ω; 𝑓(𝑥) is the continuous 

function of the field corresponding to the coordinate 𝑥; 𝑓(𝑥′) is the value of quantity at the point 

𝑥′; 𝑊(𝑥 − 𝑥′, ℎ) is the bell-shaped smooth kernel function, where ℎ is the smoothing length, 

defining the influence volume of the smooth function which varies in time and in space. 
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The smoothing function determines the range of computation with other particles and therefore has 

a significant effect on precision and accuracy of the analyses. The kernel function can be 

constructed taking in account a number of conditions and should satisfy the following properties 

[67]: 

The smoothing function is normalized: 

∫ 𝑊(𝑥 − 𝑥′, ℎ)𝑑𝑥′

𝛺

= 1 Equation 1.2 

There is a compact support for the smoothing function: 

𝑊(𝑥 − 𝑥′, ℎ) = 0, 𝑓𝑜𝑟 |𝑥 − 𝑥′| > 𝜅ℎ Equation 1.3 

where 𝜅 is the constant determines the effective area of the smoothing function. This area is called 

the support domain. 

𝑊(𝑥 − 𝑥′, ℎ) is non-negative for any 𝑥′ within the support domain. This is necessary to achieve 

physically meaningful results in hydrodynamic computations. 

The smoothing length increases as particles separate and reduces as the concentration increases.  

With the smoothing length approaching zero, the kernel approaches the Dirac delta function: 

𝑙𝑖𝑚
ℎ→0

𝑊(𝑥 − 𝑥′, ℎ) = 𝜕(𝑥 − 𝑥′) Equation 1.4 

The smoothing function should be an even function. 
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The forms of kernel functions usually include quantic spline function, cubic spline function 

Gaussian kernel function [51]. The kernel function must be normalized over its support domain 

regardless of the type and should satisfy the Dirac delta function [67]. By balancing the calculation 

accuracy and efficiency and considering that the commercial software LS-Dyna was used for the 

simulations throughout this study, the following B-spline spline smoothing function was adopted 

[68]: 

𝑊(𝑥, ℎ) =
1

ℎ(𝑥)𝑑
𝜃(𝑥) Equation 1.5 

where d is the number of space dimensions (2 or 3) and 𝜃(𝑥) is the cubic B-spline function defined 

by ([69]): 

                         1 −
3

2
𝑥𝑖𝑗

2 +
3

4
𝑥𝑖𝑗

3        𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑥𝑖𝑗 ≤ 1 

𝜃(𝑥) = 𝐶 ∗         
1

4
(2 − 𝑥𝑖𝑗)3                 𝑓𝑜𝑟 1 < 𝑥𝑖𝑗 ≤ 2                               

                   0                                𝑓𝑜𝑟   2 < 𝑥𝑖𝑗 

Equation 1.6 

where C a constant for normalization, depending on the number of space dimensions and 𝑥𝑖𝑗 is the 

relative distance of particles i and j. 

Particle approximation 

The second key aspect in SPH formulations is the particle approximation, which enables the system 

to be represented by a finite number of particles that carry an individual mass and occupy an 

individual space. For the SPH method, Equation 1.1 can be transformed into discretized forms by 
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the summing up the values of the filed function within the support domain defined by the smoothing 

length ℎ as follows [52]: 

< 𝑓(𝑥𝑖) >= ∑
𝑚𝑗 

𝜌𝑗
𝑓(𝑥𝑖) 𝑊(𝑛

𝑗=1 𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗, ℎ) = ∑
𝑚𝑗 

𝜌𝑗
𝑓(𝑥𝑗) 𝑊𝑖𝑗,

𝑛
𝑗=1   Equation 1.7 

where < 𝑓(𝑥𝑖) > is the kernel approximation operator,  𝑓(𝑥𝑗) is the physical value at the jth 

position,  𝑖 is the number of any particle in the domain; 𝑛 is the total number of particles within the 

influence area of the particle at 𝑖; and  𝑚𝑗 and 𝜌𝑗  are the mass and density associated with particle 

j. Thus, the value of particle 𝑖 is approximated using the weighted average of the function values at 

all particles within the support domain of particle 𝑗. The partial approximation of the spatial 

derivation of a function can be expressed as: 

< 𝛻. 𝑓(𝑥𝑖) >= − ∑
𝑚𝑗 

𝜌𝑗
𝑓(𝑥𝑖). 𝛻 𝑊𝑖𝑗

𝑛
𝑗=1   Equation 1.8 

where  

𝛻 𝑊𝑖𝑗 =
𝑥𝑖 −𝑥𝑗 

𝑟𝑖𝑗

𝜕𝑊𝑖𝑗

𝜕𝑟𝑖𝑗
 Equation 1.9 

1.3.4. SPH for viscous fluid 

The smoothing kernel and particle approximation can be used for discretization of partial 

differential equations (PDE's). The SPH formulation is derived by discretizing the Navier- Stokes 

equations spatially, thus leading to a set of ODE's which can be solved via time integration. 

Substituting the SPH approximations for a function and its derivative to the partial differential 

equations governing the physics of fluid flows, the discretization of these governing equations can 

be written as follows [69]: 
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Equation 1.10 

where the superscripts 𝛼 and 𝛽 are the coordinate directions; g is the acceleration of gravity;𝜎 is 

the particle stress; 𝑣 is the particle velocity; 𝑒 is the internal energy per unit mass; 휀 is the shear 

strain rate (휀 ≅ 0.5) and 𝛱𝑖𝑗 is the Monaghan artificial viscosity [50]. In the analysis of the 

interaction between waves and structures, 𝛱𝑖𝑗 can prevent the non-physical shock of the solution 

results in the impact area and effectively prevent the non-physical penetration of particles when 

they are close to each other. The role of artificial viscosity is to smoothen the shock over several 

particles and to allow the simulation of viscous dissipation, the transformation of kinetic energy to 

heat. Therefore, to consider the artificial viscosity, an artificial viscous pressure term 𝛱𝑖𝑗 is added. 

From Equation 1.10, the following particle body forces can be derived: 

𝐹𝑖
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒

=  − ∑  𝑚𝑗 
𝑝𝑖 +𝑝𝑗  

2𝜌𝑗
𝛻𝑊(𝑟𝑖𝑗𝑗 , h) 

𝐹𝑖
𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦

=  𝜇 ∑  𝑚𝑗 
𝜈𝑖 +𝜈𝑗  

2𝜌𝑗
𝛻2𝑊(𝑟𝑖𝑗𝑗 , h) 

Equation 1.11 
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where 𝑟𝑖𝑗 = 𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗, 𝜇 is the viscosity coefficient of the fluid. The pressure 𝑝𝑖 are computed via the 

constitutive equation: 

𝑝𝑖 = 𝐾 (𝜌𝑖 − 𝜌0 ) 
Equation 1.12 

where k is the stiffness of the fluid and 𝜌0 is the initial density.  

The acceleration of particle 𝑖 is derived from: 

𝑎𝑖 =
1 

𝜌𝑖  (𝐹𝑖
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒

+ 𝐹𝑖
𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦

+ 𝐹𝑖
𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑙)

 Equation 1.13 

where 𝐹𝑖
𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑙 are external forces such as body forces and forces due to contacts. 

1.3.5. Equation of state (EOS) 

When the SPH method is applied in solving the FSI problems, the fluid is treated as weakly 

compressible, which means that an equation of state is utilized to determine the dynamic fluid 

pressure based on the variation in density and internal energy of particles. The equation of state is 

originally applied to SPH by Monaghan (1994) [52] to model free surface flows for water, which 

is stated in the following form: 

𝑃 = 𝑘0[(
𝜌

𝜌0
)ϒ − 1] 

Equation 1.14 

where 𝜌0 denotes the reference water density, 𝜌 is the current density, ϒ is a constant parameter 

and often set to 7 for water, and 𝑘0 is used to govern the maximum fluctuations of pressure, and is 

usually taken as follows [63]: 

     𝑐0 = √
 ϒ𝑘0

𝜌0
≥10 vmax  Equation 1.15 
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where 𝑐0 is the speed of sound in water at the reference density. In order to satisfy the Courant-

Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition, the real speed of sound and is typically chosen to be at least 10 

times faster than the maximum fluid velocity. Satisfying this criterion will keep the density 

variations to within less than 1% and ensure low compressibility while allowing for a relatively 

large time step size. 

1.3.6. Contact 

Penalty-based contact algorithms are utilized to define the interface between the SPH and FE parts, 

in which the particles are treated as the slave and other elements as the master. To treat the 

interaction between SPH and FE parts, the particles are considered as nodes, and the FE parts as 

surface. When the fluid particles come into contact with the surface, each slave node is searched 

for penetration and if the slave node penetrates, a resisting force is applied to eliminate further 

penetration. The resisting force is stated by [68]: 

f=kdn  
Equation 1.16 

where d is the penetration distance, n is the surface normal vector and k is a penalty factor. The 

stiffness factor k for master segment si is given in terms of the bulk modulus Ki, the volume Vi, and 

the face area Ai of the element that contains si as 

𝑘𝑖 =
𝐴𝑖 𝐾𝑖 𝑓𝑠𝑖  

𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙)
  

Equation 1.17 

where 𝑓𝑠𝑖 is a scale factor for the interface stiffness and is defined equal 10. The constant k should 

be set large to minimize penetration and instabilities, but it should not be too large that it generates 

artificially large forces. As the contact location and the direction may be difficult to predict, the 

automatic contacts are recommended, since they can detect the penetration at each time step, 

irrespective of whether it is coming from the slave or master part. The automatic contacts determine 
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the contact surface by projecting normally from the shell mid-plane to a distance equal to half of 

the contact thickness. It must be noted that the solver can simulate the contact between flexible 

structures, rigid and flexible structures, or between rigid bodies only. Interestingly, even in the case 

of rigid bodies where the deformations are not calculated, it is possible to define a bulk modulus at 

the material level, which enables the user to adjust the contact parameters (e.g., contact stiffness) 

and avoid numerical spikes in the contact forces. 

The interaction between the FE elements with each other is defined through a two-way treatment 

of contact in which both slave and master segments are checked for penetration. This type of contact 

is symmetric and the definition of the slave and master surfaces are arbitrary. As the prediction of 

the contact location and the direction may be difficult to conclude, the automatic contacts are 

recommended, since they can detect the penetration at each time-step, irrespective of whether it is 

coming from the slave or master part. The automatic contacts determine the contact surface by 

projecting normally from the shell mid-plane to a distance equal to half of the contact thickness. 

 Organization of the dissertation 

This dissertation follows a paper-based format that encompasses five standalone papers besides 

three introductory, prescriptive design equations, and concluding chapters. Thus, the dissertation is 

organized into a total of eight chapters as follows. Chapter 1 presents the introduction including a 

literature review, research statement and objectives, and a detailed explanation of the utilized 

numerical method. In the second Chapter 2 (standalone paper#1), a coupled SPH-FEM modeling 

approach is introduced which simulates the fluid as particles, and the flume, the debris, and the 

structure with mesh-based finite elements. The validity of this approach is demonstrated through 

comparisons with large-scale experimental data from the literature. These comparisons showed that 

the method is able to accurately capture the interactions between debris, wave, and structure in two-

dimensional simulations. In the third chapter (standalone paper#2), the results of two-dimensional 
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simulations of tsunami debris impacting a box girder bridge are presented. The multi-physics 

modeling approach used in these simulations allowed for a preliminary investigation of the 

interaction between the debris, tsunami and, bridge, as well as the impact loads on the 

superstructure under different orientations of a floating container and varying deck elevations. In 

chapters 4 and 5 (standalone papers#3 and 4), an extensive numerical investigation is conducted to 

gain a more comprehensive understanding of the underlying physics of three-dimensional debris-

wave and debris-wave-bridge interactions. The influence of various factors, including bore 

strength, initial water depth, bridge elevation, and initial debris orientation, on debris dynamics, 

impact forces, and loading sequences are examined. In Chapter 6 (standalone paper#5), the effect 

of the mass of debris on its dynamic and impact forces are analyzed for two different debris 

orientations, using a variety of debris mass values. Chapter 7 presents a comparison of the results 

of numerical simulations with available simplified equations and provides recommendations for 

bridges. This comparison aims to assess the accuracy and reliability of the simplified equations in 

predicting the impact forces. Finally, the last chapter summarizes the key findings of this study 

followed by research recommendations for future studies. 

A chapter-by-chapter summary of the content of this dissertation is therefore as follows: 

Chapter 1: 

Title: Introduction  

Chapter 2: 

Title: Coupled SPH-FEM Modeling of Tsunami-Borne Large Debris Flow and Impact on Coastal 

Structures.  

Publication Status: Published in the Journal of Marine Science and Engineering 
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Citation: Hasanpour, A., Istrati, D., & Buckle, I. (2021). Coupled SPH–FEM modeling of tsunami-

borne large debris flow and impact on coastal structures. Journal of Marine Science and 

Engineering, 9(10), 1068. doi: 10.3390/jmse9101068  

Chapter 3:  

Title: Multi-physics Modeling of Tsunami Debris Impact on Bridge Decks 

Publication Status: Presented at 3rd International Conference on Natural Hazards & Infrastructure- 

Has been indexed in Scopus. 

Citation: Hasanpour, A., Istrati, D., & Buckle, I. G. (2022, July). Multi-physics modeling of 

tsunami debris impact on bridge decks. In Proceedings of the 3rd International Conference on 

Natural Hazards & Infrastructure, Athens, Greece (pp. 5-7). 

Chapter 4: 

Title: Three-Dimensional Investigation of Floating Debris Effects on Bridge Superstructures 

During Tsunamis 

Publication Status: has been submitted to Coastal Engineering: An International Journal for 

Coastal, Harbour, and Offshore Engineers, Published by Elsevier 

Citation: Hasanpour A., Istrati D., Buckle I. (2023). “Three-Dimensional Investigation of Floating 

Debris Effects on Bridge Superstructures During Tsunamis”, Coastal Engineering.  

Chapter 5: 

Title: Effect of Debris Orientation on the Debris-Tsunami-Bridge Interaction and Induced Forces 

Publication Status: To be submitted to a peer-reviewed journal. 

https://www.mdpi.com/2077-1312/9/10/1068
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Citation: Hasanpour A., Istrati D., Buckle I. (2023). “Effect of Debris Orientation on the Debris-

Tsunami-Bridge Interaction and Induced Forces”, (to be submitted to a peer-reviewed journal)  

Chapter 6: 

Title: SPH-FEM Investigation of Floating Container Impact on Bridge Superstructures: Role of 

Debris Mass 

Publication Status: To be submitted to a peer-reviewed journal. 

Citation: Hasanpour A., Istrati D., Buckle I. (202x). “SPH-FEM Investigation of Floating 

Container Impact on Bridge Superstructures: Role of Debris Mass”, (to be submitted to a peer-

reviewed journal)  

Chapter 7: 

Title: Prescriptive Design Equations 

Chapter 8: 

Title: Summary, Conclusions, and Future Work 
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2. Coupled SPH-FEM Modeling Tsunami-Borne Large Debris Flow and Impact on 

Coastal Structures 

Abstract 

Field surveys in recent tsunami events document the catastrophic effects of large waterborne debris 

on coastal infrastructure. Despite the availability of experimental studies, numerical studies 

investigating these effects are very limited due to the need to simulate different domains (fluid, 

solid), complex turbulent flows and multi-physics interactions. This study presents a coupled SPH–

FEM modeling approach that simulates the fluid with particles, and the flume, the debris and the 

structure with mesh-based finite elements. The interaction between the fluid and solid bodies is 

captured via node-to-solid contacts, while the interaction of the debris with the flume and the 

structure is defined via a two-way segment-based contact. The modeling approach is validated 

using available large-scale experiments in the literature, in which a restrained shipping container is 

transported by a tsunami bore inland until it impacts a vertical column. Comparison of the 

experimental data with the two-dimensional numerical simulations reveals that the SPH–FEM 

models can predict (i) the non-linear transformation of the tsunami wave as it propagates towards 

the coast, (ii) the debris–fluid interaction and (iii) the impact on a coastal structure, with reasonable 

accuracy. Following the validation of the models, a limited investigation was conducted, which 

demonstrated the generation of significant debris pitching that led to a non-normal impact on the 

column with a reduced contact area and impact force. While the exact level of debris pitching is 

highly dependent on the tsunami characteristics and the initial water depth, it could potentially 

result in a non-linear force–velocity trend that has not been considered to date, highlighting the 

need for further investigation preferably with three-dimensional models. 

Keywords: tsunami; wave; bore; flooding; debris; SPH; numerical modeling; SPH-FEM coupling; 

fluid-structure interaction; coastal structures 
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 Introduction 

After the Indian Ocean Tsunami in 2004 and Great East Japan Tsunami in 2011, which resulted in 

significant destruction of coastline infrastructure and enormous financial losses [1], tsunamis have 

gained a great deal of attention. Due to the enormous amount of energy, tsunami waves can travel 

many kilometers and pose significant threats to coastal communities, taking away lives, and causing 

serious damage to coastal structures. In spite of the low frequency of the occurrence of such events, 

due to population growth, the urbanization trend and sea level rise, the exposure of coastal 

environments to extreme water hazards is increasing. Past tsunamis revealed that much of the 

nearshore infrastructure located in tsunami-prone areas is highly vulnerable to hydrodynamic loads. 

Extensive damage to coastal buildings, bridges, seawalls, and breakwaters was reported after the 

2004 Indian tsunami and the 2011 Tohoku tsunami [2–5]. FEMA P-646 [3] reported that the Indian 

tsunami generated by a Mw9.1 subduction earthquake [3] caused extensive damage to critical 

infrastructure and total loss of life over 310,000 [6]. Flooding caused by the 2011 Tohoku tsunami 

affected areas that were 7 miles away from the shore and damaged over 162,000 buildings and 

more than 300 bridges [5–9]. 

Several numerical simulations and experimental studies have been carried out to date to advance 

the understanding of tsunami forces on coastal structures. Palermo et al. [10] described the tsunami-

induced force components on nearshore structures and reported that the hydrodynamic and surge 

components were a function of the instantaneous velocity and water depth. Other studies focused 

on the experimental testing of tsunami bore loads on rectangular buildings [11], piloti-type 

buildings [12], walls with overhangs [13] and coastal bridges [14–17]. Some studies evaluated the 

effects of different wave forms on coastal decks, including unbroken, breaking and post-breaking 

waves and bores [14,18], and revealed fundamental differences in the effects caused by the two 

wave types. In fact, Istrati et al. [18] demonstrated that turbulent bores applied horizontal forces 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/instantaneous-velocity
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that were larger than the uplift forces by up to a factor of 2.2, while the unbroken waves exhibited 

an opposite trend with a ratio of horizontal/uplift force decreasing down to 0.54. This highlighted 

the need to be able to identify a priori the tsunami wave type that is expected to impact a specific 

coastal area in order to design properly a new structure or strengthen an existing one at that location. 

Fortunately, several simplified predictive load equations have been developed in the literature for 

a range of different types of structures, for both bores [19, 20] and unbroken solitary waves [21, 

22]. 

Other critical aspects related to the hydrodynamic effects on coastal structures that have been 

identified by previous studies include the high aleatory variability of bore impact on structures [13, 

17], the importance of structural flexibility and dynamic fluid–structure interaction [17, 23, 24], 

the critical role of trapped air below elevated decks [21,25–28] and the demand on individual 

connections and columns [29]. For example, Robertson et al. [13] found a significant variability in 

the impulsive uplift pressures applied by a turbulent bore on the slab soffit of a vertical wall with 

an overhang, with the maximum pressures at selected locations ranging between 3 and 7.5 kPa 

among the different repetitions of the same bore. Similarly, Istrati [17] showed a large aleatory 

variability in the bore-induced horizontal force on a bridge deck with the standard deviation in the 

experimental tests being equal to approximately 20% of the average value. However, after the 

decomposition of the total force into a slamming and quasi-static component, it was revealed that 

the variability is generated by the slamming component. Moreover, several studies found that the 

air entrapment below elevated decks with girders can significantly increase the maximum total 

uplift forces generated by solitary waves [21, 30]. However, the trapped air can also increase the 

overturning moment, while it has a complex and inconsistent effect on the total slamming and on 

the uplift demand in the offshore bearings and columns generated by bores [28]. 
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In addition to the adverse tsunami-induced effects on coastal structures documented by the 

aforementioned studies focusing on ‘clear-water’ conditions, field surveys after recent tsunamis 

revealed the presence of waterborne debris (e.g., containers, cars, wooden poles), which can result 

in an increase in the uplift and drag forces and lead to significant lateral displacement and potential 

instability of the structure [1, 31, 32]. Consequently, the quantification of the impact forces caused 

by the waterborne debris attracted the attention of several research studies, both numerical [33–35] 

and experimental [36–39]. According to Haehnel and Daly [36], the peak debris impact force is a 

function of the impact velocity, the mass of the debris, and the effective stiffness. Como and 

Mahmoud [35] evaluated the debris impact on interior and exterior wood structural panels using 

fluid–structure interaction analyses and reported that the debris impact forces on an exterior panel 

increased with the wave height, while this was not the case for the interior panels. Ko [37] 

investigated experimentally the impact of a shipping container on a column and reported that the 

in-water applied load was 1.2-fold larger than the corresponding in-air condition, and had a longer 

duration. An equation to estimate the debris velocity based on the relative distance of debris pick-

up location and the structure was developed in Shafiei et al. [38]. Derschum et al. [40] investigated 

the debris impact on structures and reported that the initial impoundment depth had a significant 

effect on the impact angle. Moreover, the same study observed a non-linear movement of the debris 

with a reduced impact velocity close to the structure, which was attributed to the formation of 

splitting streamlines and a stagnation zone in front of the coastal structure. 

Yang [41] studied the tsunami-induced debris loading on bridge decks using the material point 

method. The results of the analyses showed that the presence of debris increases the applied loads 

on bridges, with the in-water analyses giving up to 35% larger debris impact forces than the in-air 

cases. Oudenbroek et al. [42] carried out an experimental and numerical study to evaluate the failure 

mechanism of selected bridges in Japan. The results confirmed that debris accumulation had 
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significant effects on the hydraulic demand on bridges by increasing the uplift and drag forces, 

which could lead to the structural failure of the bridge. Istrati et al. [43] carried out a three-

dimensional (3D) numerical investigation on the effects of tsunami-borne debris damming on 

coastal bridges. The results demonstrated that a shipping container trapped below the offshore 

overhang of a bridge has a negligible effect on the horizontal load but it can increase the overturning 

moment (pitching), which could consequently increase the probability of failure of the offshore 

bearings and connections that have to withstand this moment. If the container is trapped at locations 

offset from the mid-length of the span (e.g., close to the supports of the span), significant yaw and 

roll moments are generated due to 3D effects, which could lead to unequal distribution of the loads 

to the structural components of the two bent caps or abutments. 

The majority of the numerical studies conducted to date on tsunami and extreme flooding effects 

on structures used mesh-based solvers that employed the finite volume [26, 42] or the finite element 

method [23, 44], while some of them used particle-based methods including smoothed particle 

hydrodynamics [45–47] or hybrid particle-finite methods such as PFEM [48]. SPH is a Lagrangian-

based meshless technique, in which continuum properties of the fluid are discretized by a set of 

non-connected particles that carry individual material properties describing the medium, including, 

position, velocity, mass, density, pressure, and other physical quantities [49]. The Lagrangian 

nature of the SPH makes this method well suited to problems with large deformations and distorted 

free surface. The major advantage of using SPH is in dealing with free-surface problems where 

there is no need for special treatments for the free surface in order to simulate highly non-linear 

and potentially violent flows [50]. In recent years, SPH has been widely utilized to simulate a wide 

range of coastal and ocean engineering applications, such as solitary waves on beaches [51], 

breaking waves [52–55], wave–structure interaction and impact on coastal structures [45–47, 56–

60], and wave overtopping on offshore platforms [61]. Although the SPH method is one of the most 
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matured forms of meshless techniques for cases of large deformations, such as during the breaking 

process of a wave, the computational accuracy and efficiency in simulating small deformation of 

solid bodies are lower than that of the FEM approach [62]. However, in the context of coastal 

structures and their dynamic response to large wave loads, the hybrid SPH–FEM approach could 

be utilized to take advantages of the ability of: (a) the SPH method to simulate complex free-surface 

flows and large fluid deformations, and (b) the FEM to simulate the dynamics of the structure [63, 

64]. 

The number of available numerical studies of tsunami-borne debris loading on coastal structures is 

quite limited, which can be attributed to the challenging multi-physics nature of the phenomenon. 

This phenomenon involves a complex fluid flow with turbulent wave breaking, a non-linear debris–

fluid interaction with large deformations, a contact between the debris, the fluid and the coastal 

structure, and a dynamic structural response. Given (i) the catastrophic effects of large tsunami-

borne debris, such as containers, in past tsunami events, and (ii) the good performance of SPH in 

other coastal engineering applications, the aim of this manuscript is to present a coupled SPH–FEM 

numerical modeling approach and evaluate its accuracy in simulating both the debris flow and the 

impact on a coastal structure. Therefore, this paper presents first a detailed explanation of the 

governing equations and modeling approach. Then, a comprehensive comparison of the coupled 

SPH–FEM models against experimental data available in the literature [37, 65] is presented in terms 

of wave propagation and tsunami inland flow, debris motion and impact on a downstream coastal 

structure. Following the verification phase, a preliminary investigation focusing on the role of the 

debris restraints, the tsunami characteristics, and the initial water depth is conducted in order to 

shed light on the underlying physics of the debris–fluid interaction and impact on structures, and 

identify some critical parameters that govern this complex phenomenon. 
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 Numerical method 

The SPH technique employed in this research is available in LS-DYNA [66] and is based on weakly 

compressible smoothed particle hydrodynamics (WCSPH). Several numerical investigations of 

fluid–structure interaction (FSI) were conducted using the SPH formulation in LS-DYNA to study 

large deformation problems [55, 65, 67]. For example, Pelfrene [55] used the SPH method for the 

simulation of free-surface water flow with focus on regular and breaking wave, and found that the 

solver is able to simulate the free-surface flow and capture the main features of the plunging 

breaking wave. Moreover, Grimaldi et al. [67] and Panciroli et al. [68] used the same method to 

investigate the impact of a solid body on water and both of them showed a good comparison with 

experimental results, justifying the selection of this solver for the numerical investigation 

conducted in the current study. 

2.2.1. SPH governing equations 

Kernel approximation 

In the SPH method, the particles are the computational framework on which the governing 

equations are resolved. This method is based on a quadrature formula on moving particles. 

Traditional SPH formulation exhibits very substantial pressure oscillation when modelling fluid 

flow. Instead of using the traditional computational grid, the conservation laws of continuum 

mechanics are defined by partial equations. For any SPH pseudo-particle, the function describing 

the field Ω is approximated in the form of a “kernel function”, which is stated as the integral form 

of the product of any function and kernel function [66, 69]: 

< 𝑓(𝑥) >= ∫ 𝑓(𝑥′)𝑊(𝑥 − 𝑥′, ℎ)𝑑𝑥′
𝛺

, 
Equation 2.1 
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where 𝑥 and 𝑥′ are the position vectors of the material points in a domain Ω; 𝑓(𝑥) is the continuous 

function of the field corresponding to the coordinate 𝑥; 𝑓(𝑥′) is the value of quantity at the point 

𝑥′; 𝑊(𝑥 − 𝑥′, ℎ) is the bell-shaped smooth kernel function, where ℎ is the smoothing length, 

defining the influence volume of the smooth function which varies in time and in space. 

The smoothing function determines the range of computation with other particles and therefore has 

a significant effect on precision and accuracy of the analyses. The kernel function can be 

constructed taking in account a number of conditions and should satisfy the following properties 

[49]: 

The smoothing function is normalized: 

∫ 𝑊(𝑥 − 𝑥′, ℎ)𝑑𝑥′
𝛺

= 1, 
Equation 2.2 

There is a compact support for the smoothing function: 

𝑊(𝑥 − 𝑥′, ℎ) = 0, 𝑓𝑜𝑟 |𝑥 − 𝑥′| > 𝜅ℎ, 
Equation 2.3 

where 𝜅 is the constant that determines the effective area of the smoothing function. This area is 

called the support domain. 

𝑊(𝑥 − 𝑥′, ℎ) is non-negative for any 𝑥′ within the support domain. This is necessary to achieve 

physically meaningful results in hydrodynamic computations. 

The smoothing length increases as particles separate and reduces as the concentration increases.  

With the smoothing length approaching zero, the kernel approaches the Dirac delta function: 

𝑙𝑖𝑚
ℎ→0

𝑊(𝑥 − 𝑥′, ℎ) = 𝜕(𝑥 − 𝑥′), 
Equation 2.4 

The smoothing function should be an even function. 
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The forms of kernel functions usually include a quantic spline function [70], a cubic spline function 

[71] and a Gaussian kernel function [72]. By balancing the calculation accuracy and efficiency and 

considering that the commercial software LS-DYNA was used for the simulations throughout this 

study, the following B-spline smoothing function was adopted [66]: 

𝑊(𝑥, ℎ) =
1

ℎ(𝑥)𝑑 𝜃(𝑥), Equation 2.5 

where d is the number of space dimensions (2 or 3) and 𝜃(𝑥) is the cubic B-spline function defined 

by: 

             1 −
3

2
𝑥𝑖𝑗

2 +
3

4
𝑥𝑖𝑗

3      𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑥𝑖𝑗 ≤ 1 

𝜃(𝑥) =         𝐶 ∗   
1

4
(2 − 𝑥𝑖𝑗)3        𝑓𝑜𝑟 1 < 𝑥𝑖𝑗 ≤ 2 

                              0                            𝑓𝑜𝑟   2 < 𝑥𝑖𝑗 

 

Equation 2.6 

 

where C is a constant for normalization, depending on the number of space dimensions and 𝑥𝑖𝑗 is 

the relative distance of particles i and j. 

Particle approximation 

The second key aspect in SPH formulations is the particle approximation, which enables the system 

to be represented by a finite number of particles that carry an individual mass and occupy an 

individual space. For the SPH method, Equation (1) can be transformed into discretized forms by 

summing up the values of the field function within the support domain defined by the smoothing 

length ℎ as follows [69]: 
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< 𝑓(𝑥𝑖) >= ∑
𝑚𝑗 

𝜌𝑗
𝑓(𝑥𝑖) 𝑊(𝑛

𝑗=1 𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗, ℎ) =

∑
𝑚𝑗 

𝜌𝑗
𝑓(𝑥𝑗) 𝑊𝑖𝑗,

𝑛
𝑗=1 , 

Equation 2.7 

where < 𝑓(𝑥𝑖) > is the kernel approximation operator; 𝑓(𝑥𝑗) is the physical value at the jth 

position, 𝑖 is the number of any particle in the domain; 𝑛 is the total number of particles within the 

influence area of the particle 𝑖; and 𝑚𝑗 and 𝜌𝑗  are the mass and density associated with particle j. 

Thus, the value of particle 𝑖 is approximated using the weighted average of the function values at 

all particles within the support domain of particle 𝑗. The partial approximation of the spatial 

derivation of a function can be expressed as in Das and Holm [73]: 

< ∇. 𝑓(𝑥𝑖) >= ∑
𝑚𝑗 

𝜌𝑗
𝑓(𝑥𝑖). ∇ 𝑊𝑖𝑗

𝑛
𝑗=1 , Equation 2.8 

where 

∇ 𝑊𝑖𝑗 =
𝑥𝑖 −𝑥𝑗 

𝑟𝑖𝑗

𝜕𝑊𝑖𝑗

𝜕𝑟𝑖𝑗
 Equation 2.9 

2.2.2. SPH for viscous fluid 

The smoothing kernel and particle approximation can be used for discretization of partial 

differential equations (PDEs). The SPH formulation is derived by discretizing the Navier–Stokes 

equations spatially, thus leading to a set of ODEs which can be solved via time integration. 

Substituting the SPH approximations for a function and its derivative to the partial differential 

equations governing the physics of fluid flows, the discretization of these governing equations can 

be written as follows [74]: 
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𝑑𝜌𝑖

𝑑𝑡
=  ∑  𝑚𝑗  (𝑥𝑖

𝛽
− 𝑥𝑗

𝛽
) 𝑛

𝑗=1
𝜕𝑊𝑖𝑗

𝜕𝑥𝑖
𝛽 , 

 

𝑑𝑣𝑖
𝛼

𝑑𝑡
=  ∑  𝑚𝑗  (

𝜎𝑖
𝛼𝛽

𝜌𝑖
2 +

𝜎𝑗
𝛼𝛽

𝜌𝑗
2 )

𝜕𝑊𝑖𝑗

𝜕𝑥𝑖
𝛽

𝑛
𝑗=1 ,  

𝑑𝑣𝑖
𝛼

𝑑𝑡
=  ∑  𝑚𝑗  (

𝜎𝑖
𝛼𝛽

𝜌𝑖𝜌𝑗
.

𝜕𝑊𝑖𝑗

𝜕𝑥𝑖
𝛽 −

𝜎𝑗
𝛼𝛽

𝜌𝑖𝜌𝑗
.

𝜕𝑊𝑖𝑗

𝜕𝑥𝑗
𝛽 )𝑛

𝑗=1 , Equation 2.10 

𝑑𝑣𝑖
𝛼

𝑑𝑡
=  ∑  𝑚𝑗  (

𝜎𝑖
𝛼𝛽

𝜌𝑖𝜌𝑗
.

𝜕𝑊𝑖𝑗

𝜕𝑥𝑖
𝛽 −

𝜎𝑗
𝛼𝛽

𝜌𝑖𝜌𝑗
.

𝜕𝑊𝑖𝑗

𝜕𝑥𝑗
𝛽 )𝑛

𝑗=1 ,  

𝑑𝑥𝑖
𝛼

𝑑𝑡
=  𝑣𝑖 + 휀 ∑  

𝑚𝑗  

𝜌𝑗
(𝑣𝑖 − 𝑣𝑗) 𝑊𝑖𝑗

𝑛
𝑗=1 ,  

where the superscripts 𝛼 and 𝛽 are the coordinate directions; g is the acceleration of gravity; 𝜎 is 

the particle stress; 𝑣 is the particle velocity; 𝑒 is the internal energy per unit mass; 휀 is the shear 

strain rate (휀 ≅ 0.5) and 𝛱𝑖𝑗 is the Monaghan artificial viscosity [75]. In the analysis of the 

interaction between waves and structures, 𝛱𝑖𝑗 can prevent the non-physical shock of the solution 

results in the impact area and effectively prevent the non-physical penetration of particles when 

they are close to each other. The role of artificial viscosity is to smoothen the shock over several 

particles and to allow the simulation of viscous dissipation, the transformation of kinetic energy to 

heat. Therefore, to consider the artificial viscosity, an artificial viscous pressure term 𝛱𝑖𝑗 is added. 

From Equations set 2.10, the following particle body forces can be derived [76]: 

𝐹𝑖
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒

=  − ∑  𝑚𝑗 
𝑝𝑖 +𝑝𝑗  

2𝜌𝑗
𝛻𝑊(𝑟𝑖𝑗𝑗 , h) Equation 2.11 

 

 

𝐹𝑖
𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦

=  𝜇 ∑  𝑚𝑗 

𝜈𝑖 + 𝜈𝑗  

2𝜌𝑗
𝛻2𝑊(𝑟𝑖𝑗

𝑗

, ℎ) 
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where 𝑟𝑖𝑗 = 𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗, and 𝜇 is the viscosity coefficient of the fluid. The pressure 𝑝𝑖 is computed via 

the constitutive equation: 

𝑝𝑖 = 𝐾 (𝜌𝑖 − 𝜌0 ) 
Equation 2.12 

where K is the stiffness of the fluid and 𝜌0 is the initial density. 

The acceleration of particle 𝑖 is derived from: 

𝑎𝑖 =
1 

𝜌𝑖 (𝐹𝑖
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒

+ 𝐹𝑖
𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦

+ 𝐹𝑖
𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑙)

 Equation 2.13 

where 𝐹𝑖
𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑙 represents external forces such as body forces and forces due to contacts. 

2.2.3. Sorting 

In the SPH method, the location of neighboring particles is important. The sorting consists of 

finding which particles interact with which others at a given time. A bucket sort is used that consists 

of partitioning the domain into boxes where the sort is performed. With this partitioning, the closest 

neighbors will reside in the same box or in the nearest boxes. This method reduces the number of 

distance calculations and therefore the computational time [66]. 

2.2.4. Equation of state (EOS) 

When the SPH method is applied in solving the FSI problems, the fluid is treated as weakly 

compressible, which means that an equation of state is utilized to determine the dynamic fluid 

pressure based on the variation in density and internal energy of particles. The equation of state is 

originally applied to SPH by Monaghan [69] to model free-surface flows for water, which is stated 

in the following form: 
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𝑃 = 𝑘0[(
𝜌

𝜌0
)ϒ − 1] 

Equation 2.14 

where 𝜌0 denotes the reference water density, 𝜌 is the current density, ϒ is a constant parameter 

and often set to 7 for water, and 𝑘0 is used to govern the maximum fluctuations of pressure, and is 

usually taken as follows [45]: 

𝑐0 = √
 ϒ𝑘0

𝜌0
≥ 10 𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥 

Equation 2.15 

where 𝑐0 is the speed of sound in water at the reference density. In order to satisfy the Courant–

Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) condition, the real speed of sound should be at least 10-fold faster than the 

maximum fluid velocity. Satisfying this criterion will keep the density variations to within less than 

1% and ensure low compressibility while allowing for a relatively large time step size. 

2.2.5. Time integration 

The CFL condition requires the time step to be proportional to the smallest spatial particle 

resolution, which in SPH is represented by the smoothing length. LS-DYNA uses a simple and 

first-order scheme for integration. The time step is calculated by the following expression [66]: 

𝛿𝑡 = 𝐶𝐶𝐹𝐿 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖(
ℎ𝑖

𝑐𝑖+𝑣𝑖
) 

Equation 2.16 

2.2.6. Contact definitions 

The interaction between the SPH and FE elements is defined using a penalty-based contact 

algorithm in which the SPH is always defined to be the slave part and the finite elements are defined 

to be the master. When a node is in contact with the surface, each slave node is checked for 

penetration. If the slave node penetrates, a restoring force is applied to prevent further penetration. 

This magnitude of this force is proportional to the penetration distance into the shell or solid 
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element and acts in the direction normal to the master surface. The restoring force is defined by 

[66]: 

f = kdn 
Equation 2.17 

where d is the penetration distance, n is the surface normal vector and k is a penalty factor, 

comparable to a spring constant. The stiffness factor k for master segment si is given in terms of 

the bulk modulus Ki, the volume Vi, and the face area Ai of the element that contains si as: 

𝑘𝑖 =
𝐴𝑖 𝐾𝑖 𝑓𝑠𝑖 

𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙)
 Equation 2.18 

where 𝑓𝑠𝑖  is a scale factor for the interface stiffness and is normally defaulted to 10. The constant 

K should be set large enough to minimize penetration and instabilities, but it should not be too large 

that it generates artificially large forces. As the contact location and the direction may be difficult 

to predict, the automatic contacts are recommended, since they can detect the penetration at each 

time step, irrespective of whether it is coming from the slave or master part. The automatic contacts 

determine the contact surface by projecting normally from the shell mid-plane to a distance equal 

to half of the contact thickness. It must be noted that the solver can simulate the contact between 

flexible structures, rigid and flexible structures, or between rigid bodies only. Interestingly, even in 

the case of rigid bodies where the deformations are not calculated, it is possible to define a bulk 

modulus at the material level, which enables the user to adjust the contact parameters (e.g., contact 

stiffness) and avoid numerical spikes in the contact forces.  

 Experimental work 

The experimental study described in Ko and Cox [65], and Ko [37] was adopted for benchmarking 

the numerical SPH-FE modeling approach. These experiments had been conducted in the Large 

Wave Flume (LWF) at O.H. Hinsdale Wave Research Laboratory (HWRL) at Oregon State 
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University. The flume is 104.24 m in length, 3.66 m in width, and 4.57 m in depth, and is shown 

in Figure 2-1. The LWF is equipped with a piston-type dry-back wavemaker that has a 4 m 

maximum hydraulic stroke actuator and a maximum speed of 4 m/s, which can generate both 

regular and random waves, as well as solitary waves, to simulate hurricane and tsunami waves. The 

LWF has adjustable bathymetry made of 20 square configurable concrete slabs. The flume includes 

a series of bolted holes with vertical patterns every 3.66 m along the flume for supporting test 

specimens, as well as, the concrete bathymetry slabs.  

The coastal structure was represented by a column assembly located between bays 17 and 18, and 

was equipped with a load cell to measure the debris impact force. An aluminum 1:5 scale model of 

the standard intermodal container was used as the debris specimen. Given the fact that a standard 

container has dimensions of 6.1 m in length, 2.44 m in width, and 2.9 m in height, at 1:5 scale, the 

model had dimensions of 1.22 m × 0.49 m × 0.58 m, while the draft of the empty container was 9.1 

cm. The longitudinal orientation is defined so that the major axis of the debris is parallel to the x 

axis and the direction of tsunami propagation. The debris specimen is located 3.5 m away from the 

column in the x direction. In order to control the movement of the debris and maintain the debris’ 

orientation, guide wires had been installed in the LWF between bays 15 and 18. The debris 

specimen was allowed to move freely in the x and z directions, i.e., horizontal and vertical 

directions, but it was restrained in the y direction, which means that there was no translation across 

the flume width and no yaw. 

To measure the free-surface time history and fluid velocity in the x direction, several resistance and 

ultrasonic wave gages, and acoustic doppler velocimeter (ADV) had been installed along the flume. 

The error function method proposed by Thomas and Cox [77] was used to generate the wave paddle 

displacement in the aforementioned experiments. To maximize the volume and duration of the 
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tsunami inundation process, the full 4 m stroke of the wave maker had been used. The time for the 

wave paddle to travel the full 4 m stroke, i.e., error function period, is denoted as Terf. 

 

Figure 2-1 Cross-section of the Large Wave Flume (LWF) depicting the bathymetry, column location and 

flume instrumentation of the experiments of Ko and Cox [65] used for the validation study 

 

 Coupled SPH-FEM modeling 

2.4.1. Numerical settings 

A numerical model of the experimental setup was developed using particles (SPH) for the fluid, 

and finite elements (FEM) for the flume walls, the debris specimen and the column. The bathymetry 

and experimental setup shown in Figure 1 was simulated via a two-dimensional model that 

represented a slice crossing through the mid-width of the flume, and cutting the debris and the 

column in two equal halves. This assumption was possible due to the debris restraints used in the 

experiments, which eliminated the movement of the debris across the flume width (normal to the 

tsunami flow). In this model, the wavemaker was represented with rigid shell elements with a 

prescribed horizontal motion equal to the input wavemaker displacements of the experiments found 

in Ko and Cox [65]. 

The influence of different SPH particle sizes on the computational time and numerical results was 

investigated by comparing sizes of 1, 2 and 3 cm, as shown in Appendix A. Decreasing the initial 

particle size improves the accuracy of the numerical results; however, too small sizes could cause 

numerical instability [78]. Considering the computational time, numerical accuracy, and 

calculation efficiency, the particle size of 1 cm was selected in the final numerical models presented 

herein. The debris and the column were generated using shell elements that had the same size with 
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the fluid particles (1 cm), as shown in Figure 2-2. The final 2D numerical model consisted of 14,571 

shell elements and 1,193,075 SPH particles. Given the fact that no significant deformations of the 

debris were observed in the selected experimental results [65] during the debris–flow interaction 

and impact on the structure, the debris was simulated as a rigid body. In the case of a ‘rigid’ 

assumption the properties of the rigid shell elements are not considered in the calculation of the 

time step of the explicit analyses, meaning that the time step is determined only by the remaining 

elements and particles. This in turn allows the explicit solver to use a significantly larger time step 

and reduce the required computational time per analysis. 

Figure 2-2 Numerical models with large debris: side-views of the debris, the column and the wave maker 

Given the 2D nature of the numerical model, several additional calculations and assumptions had 

to be made in order to ensure compatibility with the actual experiments. First, the 2D geometries 

of the container and the column were simulated (see Figure 2). However, since the sides of the 

container were not simulated in the 2D model, its thickness and density were adjusted in order to 

simultaneously satisfy the required draft of 9.1 cm and exhibit a rotational inertia that was 

equivalent to the one of the experimental specimens. Then, by assuming that the ratio of the debris’ 

mass to the column’s mass is identical in both the numerical and experimental models, the density 

of the column was determined accordingly. With the beneficial effect of the ‘rigid’ assumption in 

mind (in terms of computational time), and the expected small effect of the steel column 

deformation on the overall phenomenon (e.g., fluid flow around the column and the debris–fluid–
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column interaction), the column was assumed to be rigid as well. Despite this assumption, since 

the objective of this paper was to investigate the accuracy of predicting the impact forces, the 

contact stiffness was reasonably calculated by the solver via the bulk modulus (defined at the 

material level) and Equation (18) to avoid artificially high numerical spikes generated by a rigid-

to-rigid body contact. 

Key parts in the development of the numerical models included the definitions of the SPH–FEM 

and FEM–FEM contacts interfaces. In fact, different contact algorithms were employed to define 

the interaction (i) between the fluid (SPH) and the flume wall, the wavemaker and the debris 

specimen (FE), and (ii) between the debris and the column. The interaction between the FE and the 

SPH particles was defined in the numerical simulation via the 

*CONTACT_2D_NODES_TO_SOLID contact card, with the master-slave penalty algorithm, in 

which the shell elements were assigned the role of the master part and the SPH particles the slave 

part. Moreover, the contact between the floating debris and the column was determined via the 

*2D_AUTOMATIC_SURFACE_TO_ SURFACE contact type, which is a segment-based two-

way contact. Such segment-based contacts are preferred over node-based contacts, since the 

penetration can be easily traced even if it happens at locations far from existing nodal locations, 

and consequently tend to be more accurate but computationally more expensive. It must be noted 

that the contact between the fluid and the column was not simulated in the 2D model because it 

would generate a reflection of the bore when it reached the structure, which is not realistic given 

the fact that in the actual experiments the bore can escape from the sides of the column.  

Despite the speed-up of the numerical analyses due to the aforementioned assumptions, it was not 

feasible to run the 2D model on a regular desktop and therefore all the computational analyses were 

run on the high-performance computing (HPC) cluster at the University of Nevada, Reno, using up 
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to 80 cores per analysis. The analysis time ranged between 15 and 21 h depending on the 

hydrodynamic characteristics (i.e., water depth), which affected the total number of SPH particles. 

2.4.2. Accuracy of numerical modeling 

Free surface and fluid velocities 

In order to quantify the accuracy of the numerical model, the results of the free-surface and fluid 

velocity histories at two different distances from the wavemaker, were compared with those 

measured in Ko and Cox [65]. Wave gage 1 (wg1) and adv1 are the closest to the wavemaker and 

are located at the end of the first horizontal part, with x = 24.930 m for both instruments and z = 

1.240 m for the adv. In addition to this location where the wave has propagated only over a 

horizontal slab, the numerical results are also compared with the experimental results at x = 35.890 

m (see wg2 and adv2), which is located along the sloped part. The z coordinate of adv2 is 1.236 m. 

Figure 2-3 shows the variation of free-surface at (a) wg1 and (b) wg2 and fluid velocity at (c) adv1 

and (d) adv2 for all trials of the experimental tests with parameters of h1 = 2.496 m and h2 = 0.13 

m, and Terf = 30 s from [65], where h1 and h2 corresponds to the initial water depth offshore (at 

wavemaker location) and on the coast close to the debris, respectively. It can be observed that both 

the free-surface and fluid velocity histories computed by the numerical model are in good 

agreement with the experimental data, both in terms of the peak values and temporal evolution. 

There are some underpredictions of the maximum wave height and some overpredictions of the 

velocity but those do not exceed 6% for the selected wave. In addition to this good agreement, the 

encouraging thing is that the numerical model can predict the relative increase between wg2 and 

wg1 of the maximum free surface, indicating that the SPH–FEM coupled approach can capture the 

interaction of the fluid with the sloped part of the flume and result in a similar non-linear 

transformation of the wave during the shoaling process. 
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Figure 2-3 Variation of the free surface and fluid velocity at different locations along the flume. 

Experimental [65] and numerical results for h1 = 2.496 m and Terf = 30 s 

Figure 2-4 shows a comparison of the numerically predicted maximum values of the free surface 

at the locations (a) wg1 and (b) wg2 with the experimental data for all the tested tsunami waves 

(Terf = 30 s, 40 s, 45 s) for h1 = 2.496 m and h2 = 0.13 m. Promising agreement with the experimental 

was achieved, with the maximum deviation from the average value of the measured data at wg1 

being 6.3%, 11.7%, and 13.7% for Terf = 30, 40 and 45 s, respectively. At wg2, the maximum 

differences are 4%, 15.9%, and 15.2%. As expected, both the numerical and experimental data 

show that the shorter Terf, i.e., Terf = 30 s gives greater inundation depths at the two locations. This 

also seems to be true for the peak velocities, especially those measured at adv2, as shown in Figure 

2-5. The latter figure presents the experimentally and numerically recorded maximum velocities at 
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the (a) adv 1 and (b) adv2 for the same hydrodynamic conditions as in Figure 2-4 (h1 = 2.496 m). 

Similarly, to the free surfaces, the SPH–FEM approach can predict reasonably the maximum fluid 

velocities with maximum deviations of 3%, 4.7%, and 2% at adv1 for the three different tsunami 

bores (Terf = 30, 40, and 45 s), respectively. At adv2, the maximum differences are 6%, 14%, and 

22%, respectively. It is noteworthy that (i) the experimentally recorded peak fluid velocities in Ko 

and Cox [65] had significantly larger variability than the measurements of the free surface, and (ii) 

the most sensitive experimental results corresponded to the measured velocities of the slower flows 

(e.g., for Terf = 45 s), for which the numerical modeling yielded the largest deviations 

(underprediction of approximately 25%). 

 

Figure 2-4 Maximum free-surface values of experiments [65] and numerical simulations for h1 = 2.496 m, 

and three wave cases with Terf = 30, 40 and 45 s 
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Figure 2-5 Maximum fluid velocities of experimental tests [65] and numerical simulations for h1 = 2.496 

m, and three wave cases with Terf = 30, 40, and 45 s 

Debris motion 

Although the reasonable predictions of the free surface and fluid velocities achieved by the 

numerical simulations increase the confidence in the SPH solver and the coupled SPH–FEM 

approach, one of the most critical aspect for future risk assessment studies is the ability to estimate 

the debris transport and propagation overland. To this end, Figure 6 shows the velocity history of 

the debris specimen for one of the hydrodynamic conditions with h2 = 0.13 m and Terf = 30 s. The 

debris velocity was generated based on the publicly available videos on DesignSafe (i.e., Ko and 

Cox [65]), using a color-based tracking algorithm. However, it must be noted that the estimated 

velocities (from the videos of the experiments) could potentially entail some errors due to the fact 

that the ceiling cameras could not be perpendicular to the top surface of the debris for the whole 

propagation process (from its initial position up to the coastal structure). A more accurate estimate 

would require a perspective correction, as in Ko [37], which was not done herein due to the lack of 

adequate information.  

Since the debris specimen was modeled as a solid body, in order to evaluate the accuracy of the 

debris velocity from the SPH–FEM simulation, the velocity was output at four nodes of the debris, 
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which corresponded to the external corners. Figure 2-6 presents the nodal velocities at the lower 

right and left corner together with the experimental velocity and a reasonable agreement is 

observed. The numerical and experimental simulations seem to give similar debris velocities when 

the bore reaches the container and starts transporting it. However, as the debris propagation 

continues, the numerical model seems to accelerate more and reach a larger velocity than the 

experimental specimen before the impact on the column. This in turn causes the numerical model 

of the container to cross the 3.5 m (initial distance between debris-column) faster and impact the 

column earlier than the experiment.  

One of the possible explanations for the observed differences lies in the 2D formulation of the 

current numerical model, which implies that the pressures applied from the bore on the offshore 

face of the debris (i.e., the mechanism causing the debris movement) are uniform across the debris 

width. However, in the actual experiments the pressures on the offshore face of the debris (and 

below its bottom side) are expected to be smaller at locations close to the sidewalls than the mid-

width due to 3D effects. In other words, some of the bore pressures on the debris are relieved close 

to the vertical sides of the debris since the bore can propagate along these sides, given that there is 

a large area between the flume walls and the debris. Moreover, it must be clarified than in the 

presented numerical results the debris was restrained to move only in the horizontal direction, i.e., 

the direction of the bore propagation, eliminating any pitching that could potentially attenuate the 

debris transport. 

The decision to restrain the debris was made based on the findings of Ko [37], who stated that there 

was significant variability in the experimentally recorded impact forces due to: (i) the “off-

centered” impact of the debris on the load cell, and (ii) the effect of the pitch angle that was present 

in some trials but not in others. For example, it can be estimated from the figures of Ko and Cox 

[65] that for a debris velocity of approximately 1.4–1.5 m/s the ‘off-centered” impact can give 
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maximum impact forces that are reduced by approximately 40% relative to the centered case. This 

explains why in the aforementioned study was decided to consider only the centered experimental 

results, and why in the present numerical investigation the debris was not allowed to pitch during 

the validation phase.  

 

Figure 2-6 Debris velocity histories: Estimated based on the experimental tests of [65] and results from the 

numerical simulations for h1 = 2.496 m, Terf = 30 s 

Debris impact force 

Figure 2-7 shows the time histories of the debris impact forces on the column for two selected 

hydrodynamic conditions, with Terf = 30 s and Terf = 45 s for the same initial water depth h2 = 0.13 

m. Subfigures (a) and (b) correspond to the Terf = 30 s for numerical and experimental data, 

respectively, and subfigures (c) and (d) show the results of Terf = 45 s from numerical and 

experimental analyses, respectively. The agreement between the computations and the different 

trials of the physical tests is reasonable, both in terms of the peak impact force and in the overall 

trends. For instance, for the case of Terf = 30 s, the SPH–FEM models predict a relatively higher 

impact force than the experiments by approximately 15%. However, this can be explained by the 

fact that as shown in Figure 6 the numerically predicted impact velocity was approximately 20% 
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higher than the experimental one. Given the fact that the majority of the available simplified 

equations for debris impact loads, such as those presented in FEMA P646 [3] and ASCE [79], are 

a linear function of the impact velocity, it is reasonable to obtain larger impact forces from the 

numerical simulations since they predict larger velocities. Apart from the similarities in the results, 

there are also two noticeable differences: 

In the numerical simulations, the impact force on the column is applied earlier for Terf = 30 s and 

later for Terf = 45s compared to the physical tests. However, these differences in the instants could 

be justified by the differences in the debris velocities, which were most likely overpredicted and 

underpredicted, respectively, as indicated by the trends in the maximum values. In other words, it 

is reasonable for the debris impact to occur earlier when the numerical models overpredict the 

magnitude of the impact, because the reason is the larger debris velocity. 

Immediately after the primary impact force, the column in the physical tests experienced a second 

short-duration impact force, which is relatively small compared to the main impact. However, this 

trend was not observed in the numerical results. In contrast, the simulations show a long duration 

load after the initial impact, which seems to have a nearly constant magnitude. This difference can 

be attributed again to the 2D simplification made in the numerical models, which are unable to 

allow the fluid to escape from the sides of the debris after the initial impact on the column and 

relieve the pressures applied on its offshore face. This leads consequently to the stagnation of the 

flow in front of the offshore face, resulting in a nearly steady-state horizontal damming load. 

The trends of the peak values of the impact forces observed in the previous figure are also verified 

in Figure 2-8, which plots the corresponding maximum values from the experiments and the 

computational models for all three hydrodynamic flows (Terf = 30, 40, and 45 s) with h1 = 2.496 m 

and h2 = 0.13 m. In fact, this figure reveals that the maximum deviation from the measured values 
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is 14%, 25%, and 19% for the three flows, respectively, which is promising given the differences 

in the debris velocities. Moreover, another observation that reinforces the confidence in the SPH–

FEM modeling approach is that it presents similar trends with the physical tests (as a function of 

Terf,) since both of them give larger debris velocities and impact forces for the smallest Terf = 30 s 

representing the more transient flow with the largest fluid velocities. 

 

Figure 2-7 Comparison of the debris impact forces: experimental tests [65] and numerical simulations for 

h1 = 2.496 m, and two wave cases with Terf = 30 s and 45 s 
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Figure 2-8 Maximum values of debris impact force on column: experimental tests [65] and numerical 

simulation for h1 = 2.496 m, and three wave cases with Terf = 30, 40, and 45 s 

 

 Role of debris restraints 

Given the fact that in the validation section the debris was restrained in order to make it more 

consistent with the experiments, it is essential to assess the role of the restraint for the debris–wave 

interaction, the debris transport overland and the impact on the structure. To this end, the restrained 

model of the previous section was compared with another model that allowed the debris to move 

freely in the 2D plane (horizontal and vertical displacement, and pitching). Figure 2-9 presents 

several selected snapshots of the tsunami flow with Terf = 30 s for h2 = 0.13 m as the free debris 

propagates towards the column location, from the instant that the bore starts moving the debris up 

to the instant of the second impact. Among these snapshots, ‘e’, ‘f’, ‘g’ corresponds to following 

instants: (i) slightly before the first impact on the column, (ii) after the 1st impact, and (iii) at the 

instant of the 2nd impact on the column, respectively. As shown, the debris starts pitching in the 

clockwise direction up to the point that the onshore bottom corner tends to touch the bottom of the 

flume, after which it immediately changes the direction of pitching. It is also revealed that the large 

counter-clockwise pitching continues until the debris reaches the column location, which results in 

a non-normal impact angle and a consequently non-uniform contact of the onshore vertical face of 
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the debris with the column, affecting the contact area and consequently the maximum impact 

forces. After the initial impact, the debris bounces back and re-impacts the column with a clockwise 

pitching angle, which generates a smaller magnitude impulse. 

 

Figure 2-9 Selected instants of the debris−wave interaction and impact on the column of the free debris. 

Numerical results for the hydrodynamic case with h1 = 2.496 m, h2 = 0.13 m and Terf = 30 s 

Figure 2-10 presents a quantitative comparison between the debris motion of the two cases. In the 

case of the free debris four locations are selected for presentation, including, the lower left corner 
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(C1), the lower right corner (C2), the upper right corner (C3), and the upper left corner (C4). The 

x-displacement vs. y displacement curves for the free movement debris reveals that the two lower 

corners move in the opposite y direction as the debris moves along the x direction. A similar motion 

trend is observed for the two upper corners as well. The opposite movement in the y direction 

indicates the initiation of the debris rotation. To evaluate the level of the pitching, the rotation angle 

of the debris is calculated using the corner displacements and is presented on the right subplot of 

Figure 2-10. Based on this figure it becomes evident that the debris starts rotating clockwise after 

the bore reaches its location (negative rotation), then as it transports inland it changes the direction 

of rotation until it reaches the maximum rotation of approximately 37° slightly before the primary 

impact on the column, and then rotates in the opposite direction as it interacts with the column, 

until it stabilizes at a zero angle and the long duration damming process is initiated. 

The debris velocity and impact forces histories for the free and restrained container models are 

presented in Figure 2-11. Interestingly, although it was expected the peak impact velocity to be 

affected by the pitching, the expectation was that the free debris would exhibit a more significant 

wave–structure interaction (due to the larger vertical displacements and rotation), which would 

dissipate more of the energy of the bore leading to a smaller horizontal debris velocity and a delayed 

arrival at the column location. While the delayed arrival did happen as expected and the debris 

velocity was indeed smaller than the respective velocity of the restrained model, this was true only 

at some instants during the debris transport inland and not at the instant of the impact on the column. 

The impact velocity of the free debris was surprisingly larger than the restrained one, which 

highlights the complexity and non-linearity of the debris interaction with the turbulent flow. 
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Another interesting finding can be reached from the subplot of the impact forces, according to 

which, the column experiences a significantly larger impact force from the restrained debris than 

the free case, although the latter one impacts the column with a larger velocity. The debris restraint 

seems to increase the maximum impact force by approximately a factor of 2.3 relative to the free 

case and reach the experimentally recorded values. The above trend could be attributed to the 

presence of debris pitching that affects the impact angle on the column, since as was observed in 

the swinging in-air tests of Ko [37] the cases with a zero-pitch angle tended to give larger impact 

forces than the larger pitch angles, even when the debris impact velocities were the same. 

The above finding indicates that future predictive equations might have to be a function of not only 

the impact velocity but also the impact angle, while design methodologies and risk assessment 

frameworks should be able to predict these two parameters. Ideally, the location of the impact on 

the coastal structure should also be estimated since the structural damage caused by the container 

could be very localized (close to the point of contact) if the debris impacts a coastal structure with 

a non-normal pitching angle.  

 

Figure 2-10 Debris trajectory (left) and rotation (right) for the restrained debris and free debris. Numerical 

results for the hydro-dynamic case with h1 = 2.496 m, and h2 = 0.13 m and Terf = 30 s 
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Figure 2-11 Debris velocity (left) and forces on the column (right). Experimental and numerical results (of 

restrained and free de-bris) for the hydrodynamic case h1 = 2.496 m and Terf = 30 s 

 Effect of hydrodynamic conditions on debris movement and impact forces 

2.6.1. Tsunami flow characteristics 

To gain further insight into the debris–flow interaction and impact on coastal structures, this section 

will evaluate the effects of the flow characteristics by considering the three different cases with Terf 

= 30 s, Terf = 40 s, and Terf = 45 s for h1 = 2.496 m and h2 = 0.13 m tested in [37]. In this section, 

the debris will be considered free in the 2D plane since it is considered more realistic, despite the 

fact that the restrained model captured better the experimental data. Comparison of the free surface 

and fluid velocity at a location close to the container, i.e., x = 62 m, is depicted in Figure 2-12. As 

discussed in [37], the error function (Terf) affects the wave characteristics, and particularly the wave 

height and fluid velocity. The new figure shows that although there are similarities in the free-

surface histories for all three waves, the smallest Terf (which corresponds to the faster movement of 

the wavemaker) exhibits the largest peak values for the free surface and the fluid velocity, with the 

most noticeable differences observed in the fluid velocities. Interestingly, as the Terf increases the 

flow height and fluid velocity is reducing, while the duration of the inundation is elongated, which 

indicates that the flow is switching from a highly transient bore to a more steady-state flow. 
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Figure 2-13 presents two selected snapshots of the debris–fluid interaction as the container 

propagates inland for two selected tsunami waves with Terf = 30 s, and Terf = 45 s, respectively. 

While both waves present similar trends in the debris motion, which comprises of a clockwise 

rotation followed by a counter-clockwise one, the faster moving bore results in larger particle 

velocities around the debris that in turn cause larger pitching of the container. This would indicate 

that the pitching of the debris is mainly caused by the larger velocities, and not that much by the 

differences in the free surface, which are much smaller. Figure 2-14 plots the vertical movement of 

the lower-right corner of the container and its rotation throughout the propagation inland. This 

figure illustrates that the debris flow is indeed highly dependent on the tsunami characteristics and 

that the fastest bore (Terf = 30 s) can cause pitching angles that are approximately 85% larger than 

those of the slowest wave (Terf = 45 s). This larger rotation leads to an increase in the upward vertical 

movement of the offshore face of the container, which enables it to impact structural locations at 

higher elevations. 

 

Figure 2-12 Variation of free surface (left) and fluid velocity (right)at x = 62 m: Numerical results for h1 = 

2.496 m and three wave cases with Terf = 30, 40, and 45 s 
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Figure 2-13 Snapshots of debris−-tsunami interaction and impact on the column. Numerical results for h1 

= 2.496 m and two wave cases with Terf = 30 s (top) and 45 s (bottom) 

 
Figure 2-14 Numerical results of the free debris: vertical displacement (left) and rotation (right), for h1 = 

2.496 m and three wave cases with Terf = 30, 40, and 45 s 

 

Combining the trends of the previous figures and snapshots, it is possible to identify three 

characteristic time instants in the motion of the debris for the case of Terf = 30 s, as shown below: 

• T1: This time instant represents the initiation of the debris rotation. It occurs slightly after 

the tsunami has started pushing the debris inland. After that initial contact with the bore, 

the debris starts accelerating and as the flow below the debris increases and the bore front 
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surpasses the debris, the latter one starts rotating clockwise (see also snapshots b. and c. in 

Figure 2-10). 

• T2: This instant corresponds to the largest clockwise rotation, at which point the lower 

right (onshore) corner has displaced downward so much that it impacts the floor of the 

flume. When this impact takes place, a restoring force is applied to the debris causing it to 

start rotating in the opposite direction (counter-clockwise). 

• T3: After the primary debris impact on the flume floor and the initiation of the counter-

clockwise rotation, the debris continues rotating in this direction until it reaches the 

maximum pitch angle, which tends to occur slightly before the primary debris impact on 

the column. At this instant, it is possible for the lower left (offshore) corner of the debris 

to touch the floor of the flume before it impacts the column. However, this will depend on 

the initial relative distance between the debris and the coastal structure, as well as, the 

hydrodynamic conditions. This means that instant T3 represents the maximum clockwise 

pitching angle, which might be close to the impact angle, but not necessarily the same. 

Future studies should investigate different debris–structure relative distances, and a larger 

range of hydrodynamic conditions in order to determine the dependence of the maximum 

pitching angle and the impact angle on these parameters. Ideally, such studies should 

employ three-dimensional models, which are expected to be more accurate than two-

dimensional models. 

The debris impact forces on the column, including both time histories and the peak value versus 

the impact velocity, are presented in Figure 2-15 for all the tsunami waves of h2 = 0.13 m. As 

expected, larger tsunami waves have more energy and higher particle velocities, which lead to 

higher values of the debris impact velocities and impulsive forces on the column. This is why the 
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wave with Terf = 30 s exerts the largest impact force on the column. Interestingly, the largest/fastest 

tsunami bores also result in higher damming loads, with Terf = 30 s giving almost 3-fold larger 

values than Terf = 45 s. However, this observation must be taken with caution, since, as explained 

earlier, the 2D nature of the numerical models can lead to over-prediction of the damming loads. 

Last but not least, the right subplot of Figure 15 reveals that contrary to the existing simplified 

equations of debris loads (e.g., FEMA P626 [3]), the impact forces might not necessarily be a linear 

function of the impact velocity, at least for the specific hydrodynamic conditions. In fact, when the 

debris velocity increases above a certain limit (e.g., 1.1 m/s for this water depth) the rate of the 

increase in the impact force with the velocity decreases, resulting in a non-linear increase in the 

force. This behavior can be explained by the trends observed in the previous figures, according to 

which, the largest impact velocity corresponds to the fastest bore (Terf = 30 s) that cause significant 

pitching of the debris and non-normal impact on the column. Ultimately, the results presented 

herein indicate that the debris impact forces might be a function of both the debris velocity and 

pitching angle at the instant of the impact on the coastal structure. However, this indication must 

be further verified with validated three-dimensional models. Ideally, such future models should 

simulate the debris and the coastal structure as flexible bodies, since that will enable a more realistic 

prediction of the impact duration and determine its dependence on the debris velocity and pitch 

angle. 

The above findings seem to extend and complement the findings of previous studies, which have 

demonstrated the critical role of the relative tsunami–structure or debris–structure angle, in the 

estimation of hydrodynamic and debris loads, respectively. For example, Istrati and Buckle [44,80] 

demonstrated the dependence of the maximum tsunami loads on the skew angle of a bridge and the 

angle of attack (obliqueness of the wave), respectively, while Haehnel and Daly [36] and Derschum 

et al. [40] revealed experimentally the dependence of the debris loads on the yaw angle of the 
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impact on the structure, for wooden logs and shipping containers, respectively. The former research 

study proposed a reduction coefficient for cases of oblique debris impact on a structure, and was 

later on the basis for the development of the orientation coefficient (equal to 0.65) in the Tsunami 

chapter of ASCE 7-16 [79]. Interestingly, the debris rotation and oblique collisions between 

adjacent containers were suggested as a critical factor in Stolle et al. [81], since these could result 

in energy losses and consequently reduce the impact forces on coastal structures. The latter authors 

simplified the estimation of the impact loads induced by multiple debris, by assuming them to be a 

function of an area coefficient that accounted for the impact debris geometry and compactness. 

However, they noted that accounting for the impact angle of the agglomeration in future studies, 

would be physically more realistic. Last but not least, the experimental observations of Shafiei et 

al. [38] are perhaps the closest in agreement with the findings of the current study, since they 

observed that the debris always impacted the vertical structure at non-zero pitching angle, which 

ranged between 3 and 10° and 15 and 30° for a rigid rectangular box and a disc, respectively. This 

pitching angle had a major effect because it governed the variability of the impact accelerations 

and caused a large vertical load (in the case of a horizontal tsunami flow) that was approximately 

60% of the horizontal one.  

 

Figure 2-15 Free debris histories (left) and maximum values of debris impact on the column vs. the impact 

velocity (right). Numerical results for h1 = 2.496 m h2 = 0.13 m, and Terf = 30, 40, and 45 s 
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2.6.2. Initial water depth 

In addition to the effect of the tsunami characteristics, it is of interest to evaluate the effect of the 

initial water depth on the debris motion, and the debris interaction with the column and the bottom 

of the flume. For this purpose, two of the water depths tested in Ko [37], i.e., h1 = 2.496 and 2.664 

m and a new depth with h1 = 2.8 m were considered for a range of tsunami flows. These offshore 

water depths translated into local initial water depths of 0.13, 0.30 and 0.43 m, respectively, at the 

debris location. Figure 2-16 illustrates the (a) variation of the free surface, (b) fluid velocity, (c) 

debris vertical displacement, (d) debris rotation, (e) debris velocity and (f) impact force. The free-

surface histories are plotted close to the offshore side of the debris, at x = 62 m, and are calculated 

relative to the initial water level, while the fluid velocities are plotted at the same x coordinate at 

the level of the initial free surface (i.e., 9.1 cm above the bottom of the debris). This means that the 

absolute elevation of the locations at which the fluid velocities are plotted are different for each 

water depth, but the relative distance from the bottom of the debris is the same. The figure reveals 

small differences in the maximum bore heights and nearly negligible differences in the fluid 

velocity histories close to the debris location, for three water depths. There are some differences in 

the free-surface history of the shallower water level relative to the two larger depths, with the most 

obvious difference in the bore front and the instant of the arrival at x = 62 m. In the case of the 

deeper water, the tsunami waves are arriving slightly faster, which is attributable to the increase in 

the wave celerity offshore caused by the increase in the water depth. Nonetheless, the tsunami bores 

at the debris location are similar enough for the three water depths, enabling the proper investigation 

of the effect of this parameter. Interestingly, despite the smaller bore height in the case of the h1 = 

2.496 m relative to the other depths, this case exhibits the largest vertical displacement of the debris 

(at its onshore corner) and the largest pitching. In fact, the maximum pitching angle seems to 

consistently decrease with the increase in the water depth, with the shallowest case inducing an 
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approximately 5-fold larger maximum pitching angle relative to the deepest case of 2.8 m. This 

demonstrates that the rotation of the debris is highly dependent on the initial water depth. Moreover, 

in addition to the differences in the magnitudes, it can be observed that the previously identified 

pattern in the debris motion, which involved an initial clockwise debris rotation followed by a 

counter-clockwise one before the impact on the column, is not consistent for all the water depths. 

For larger initial depths it is possible to notice an opposite sequence of debris rotations (i.e., for h1 

= 2.66 m) or just a clockwise rotation before the initial debris contact with the column (i.e., for h1 

= 2.8 m). Last but not least, in contrast to the differences in the vertical displacement and rotation 

of the debris, the debris horizontal velocities present more similarities. The major difference is 

observed in the fact that the deeper cases exhibit a gradual increase in the debris velocity, which 

becomes nearly constant as it approaches the coastal structure, while in the shallowest case more 

abrupt increases in the debris velocity are observed that result in a larger impact velocity on the 

column. Despite the larger debris impact velocity for h1 = 2.496 m (for the specific tsunami bore), 

this case gives similar impact forces with the large water depths, which can be justified by the 

higher level of pitching in the former case. 

Figure 2-17 presents selected snapshots for the three water depths and Terf = 40 s, as the debris 

moves inland and impacts the coastal structure. This visual representation of the phenomenon 

verifies the previously observed trends, with the two larger water depths being associated with 

nearly a consistent debris orientation (small rotation) contrary to the shallow water that is 

dominated by debris pitching effects. Moreover, despite the similar bore velocities at x = 62 m (a 

few meters from the debris) observed in Figure 16, the fringe plots of the fluid particle velocities 

reveal that there are significant differences in the flow around the debris, since in the shallow case 

the flow seems to accelerate more below the debris. This is probably due to the fact that in the latter 

case the bore is more restricted and does not have as much space to propagate below the debris as 
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in deeper waters, resulting in faster flows horizontally that tend to uplift on one side of the debris 

and consequently rotate it. Another major difference lies in the fact that when the initial water level 

is low, the pitching of the debris can move one of its corners downwards so much that it impacts 

the bottom of the flume. This contact between the debris and the flume complicates further the 

debris–fluid interaction and is a distinguishable feature of the small water depths only. Last, but 

not least the snapshots reveal major differences in the fluid flow below the debris after the initial 

impact on the column, which affects the number of secondary impacts and their magnitude, as well 

as, the damming loads. For example, smaller damming loads can be noticed in the case of larger 

water depths, because less of the bore gets reflected on the structure and more of it propagates 

onshore by moving below the debris. However, these differences might be exaggerated by the 2D 

assumption made in the development of the numerical models. 
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Figure 2-16 Time histories of the free surface, fluid velocity, motion of the debris (y displacement and 

rotation), debris velocity and debris impact force on the column. Numerical results of free debris for Terf = 

40 s and three water depths with h1 = 2.496, 2.664 
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Figure 2-17 Snapshots of debris-tsunami interaction and impact on the column. Numerical results of free 

debris for Terf = 40 s and three water depths with h1 = 2.496 (top), 2.664 (center) and 2.8 m (bottom) 

The maximum debris impact forces as a function of the impact velocities for all the water depths 

and bores, are presented in Figure 2-18. This figure reveals, that although for larger water depths 

(e.g., h1 = 2.66 and 2.8 m) the relationship between the maximum debris impact force and impact 

velocity is nearly linear, which agrees with existing predictive equations (e.g., FEMA P646 [3] and 

ASCE [79]), for small water depth the trend seems to be non-linear. In fact, in the latter case, after 

the exceedance of the debris velocities above a certain limit, the impact force increases less than 

what a linear force–velocity assumption would suggest, indicating that predictive equations that 

utilize such an assumption might yield conservative results. To investigate whether such an 

indication is true, additional parametric investigations are required, followed by direct comparisons 

with available simplified equations, which is beyond to scope of this manuscript. However, the 

results presented herein raise the question on whether future predictive equations of debris loads 

should: (i) be a function of the water depth, so that for large initial water depths a linear impact 
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force–velocity relationship is used and for shallow depths a non-linear one that will account for the 

possibility of debris pitching and non-normal impact angle on the structure, especially if the 

structure is located close to the location of the debris entrainment, and (ii) limit the applicability of 

the linear force–velocity equations to a certain velocity limit, above which, the rate of the force 

increase with the velocity will drop significantly. 

As explained earlier, the indications of this preliminary numerical investigation should be verified 

with follow-up expanded studies that will include a wider range of hydrodynamic conditions (e.g., 

faster flows and more water depths) and different relative distances between the debris and the 

coastal structure. The latter parameter is especially crucial, since as observed in Goseberg et al. 

[82] the debris tended to yaw towards an equilibrium position as it propagated inland, in which the 

long axis was perpendicular to the flow direction. It would be interesting to see if the pitching of 

the debris will be damped out in the case where it could propagate for a longer distance before 

impacting the structure. If such a behavior was true, then the significance of pitching effects 

documented herein might be applicable only to locations near the debris entrainment by the bore, 

and disappear after a certain propagation distance. Moreover, although the current 2D SPH–FEM 

models were validated against the restrained debris experiments of Ko [37] and Ko and Cox [65], 

future studies should employ 3D numerical models that will be able to simulate both the yaw and 

roll of the debris, in order to ensure that the influence of the pitching angle on the impact forces 

identified by the current study is not affected by the 2D assumption. Last but not least, given the 

observed complex interaction of the debris with a simplified vertical coastal structure, it would be 

interesting for future studies to investigate how to debris will interact with more complex structural 

geometries, such as elevated decks with overhangs, piloti-type buildings with columns or multiple 

structures in urban environments. 
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Figure 2-18 Maximum values of the debris impact force as a function of the impact velocity for three water 

depths and nine tsunami bores 

 

 Summary and conclusions 

Given the documented catastrophic effects of large debris in past tsunamis, and the difficulty of 

simulating numerically such effects, this study presents a coupled SPH–FEM modeling approach 

and evaluates its capability to predict both the debris–fluid interaction and the impact on a coastal 

structure. In this modeling approach the fluid was modeled via particles, based on the weakly 

compressible smoothed particle hydrodynamics, while the wavemaker, flume, debris and structure 

were modeled with mesh-based finite elements. The interaction between the fluid and solid bodies 

was defined via node-to-solid contacts, while the interaction of solid bodies (e.g., debris–flume, 

debris–structure) was defined via a two-way segment-based contact that could trace the impact at 

any location of the body. For the validation of the coupled modeling, the large-scale experimental 

data from Ko and Cox [65] and Ko [37] were selected as a benchmark. In these experiments, a 

tsunami-like wave was generated offshore via a wavemaker, which then propagated over a complex 

bathymetry, forming a transient flow on the coast that entrained the debris and propagated it 

onshore until it impacted a vertical column. The fact that the debris was restrained experimentally 
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to move only in the direction of the flow (i.e., no yaw and no movement across the flume width) 

enabled the development of a two-dimensional (2D) numerical model instead of a 3D one, which 

reduced consequently the required computational time. 

The comparison between the experimental and numerical results revealed an overall acceptable 

accuracy of the SPH–FEM coupled modeling approach, with some parameters being estimated 

more accurately than other, as explained below: 

• The free surface and fluid velocities had good agreement with the experimentally recorded 

results, both offshore and during the wave propagation along the slope. The deviation of 

the maximum wave height from the average value of the experimental tests ranged between 

4% and 15.2%, while the deviation of the maximum fluid velocities was between 2% and 

22%, depending on the location along the flume and the tsunami flow. These results 

showed that the numerical model can predict the relative increase in the free surface and 

fluid velocities as the wave propagates over the sloped part and undergoes a non-linear 

transformation, indicating that the fluid–flume contact worked properly. 

• The SPH–FEM models estimate similar debris velocities with the experiments, especially 

when the bore reaches the container and starts transporting it. However, as the debris 

propagation inland continues, the numerical model tends to accelerate more and reach an 

impact velocity that is approximately 20% larger than in the experiments, leading 

consequently to some differences in the arrival time at the column location. One possible 

explanation for these differences lies in the 2D formulation of the current numerical model, 

which implies that the pressures applied from the bore on the offshore face of the debris is 

uniform across the debris width, which is not necessarily the case in real 3D environments. 
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• The deviation of the numerically predicted maximum debris impact forces on the column 

from the experimental data was in the range of 14–25% for the investigated hydrodynamic 

flows. However, these differences are consistent with the observed differences in the debris 

impact velocities. Overall, the numerical results presented similar trends with the physical 

tests since both gave larger impact forces for the more transient and faster tsunami flows. 

Following the verification of the numerical modeling, a preliminary investigation was conducted 

with the aim to gain an insight into (i) the sensitivity of the results to the debris restraints, and (ii) 

the role of the hydrodynamic conditions. The analyses of the 2D free debris revealed that for small 

water depths, the debris starts rotating clockwise upon the arrival of the bore, then as it transports 

inland, it changes the direction of rotation until it reaches the maximum counter-clockwise pitching 

angle slightly before the primary impact on the column. The prominent pitching effect during the 

debris transport inland resulted in higher impact velocities relatively to the restrained debris, which 

was unexpected, highlighting the complexity and non-linearity of the debris interaction with the 

turbulent flow. Moreover, despite the larger impact velocity of the free debris, the applied impact 

forces were smaller by approximately 56% relative to the restrained one. This is attributed to the 

fact that the free debris continues pitching until it reaches the column location, which results in a 

non-normal impact angle and a consequently non-uniform contact. This non-normal pitching angle 

reduces the contact area between the debris and the column, and consequently the maximum impact 

forces. 

The comparison of different tsunami flows revealed that the 2D motion of the debris is highly 

dependent on the tsunami characteristics, with the largest wave (i.e., faster flow inland) causing 

pitching angles that were approximately 85% larger than the smallest wave. In fact, there was some 

indication that the pitching of the debris was caused mainly by the high velocities of the turbulent 

flow passing below the debris, justifying why faster bores caused more debris pitching. Moreover, 
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the comparison of similar tsunami flows for three different water depths demonstrated that the 

debris–fluid interaction is also dependent on the initial water level at the debris location, with the 

debris pitching decreasing consistently with the increase in the water depth. When the water level 

is low the bottom corners of the debris can impact the bottom of the flume if the pitching angle is 

large, complicating further the debris–fluid interaction and impact on the column. Interestingly, 

although for larger water depths the relationship between the maximum debris impact force and 

impact velocity is nearly linear, which agrees with existing predictive equations, for the small water 

depth a non-linear trend was observed. In fact, in the latter case, after the exceedance of the debris 

velocity above a certain limit, the impact force increased less than what a linear force–velocity 

relationship would suggest. 

Despite the limited investigated hydrodynamic conditions, the observed trends raise the question 

on whether debris load equations should: (i) be a function of the water depth, so that for large initial 

water depths a linear impact force–velocity relationship is used and for shallow depths a more 

complex equation is developed that will account for the debris pitching angle at the instant of 

impact, and/or (ii) limit the applicability of the linear force–velocity equations to a certain velocity 

range, above which, the rate of the force as a function of the impact velocity will drop. Future 

studies should consider a wider range of hydrodynamic conditions (e.g., faster flows, more water 

depths) and different relative distances between the debris and the coastal structure in order to 

determine if the pitching effects observed herein are going to be damped out as the debris 

propagates over longer distances. Such studies should employ 3D numerical models that will be 

able to simulate both the yaw and roll of the debris, in order to ensure that the influence of the 

pitching angle is not exaggerated by the 2D SPH–FEM models used in this study. 
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 Appendix 

The sensitivity of the numerical results to the SPH particle size was investigated for the fastest bore 

with Terf = 30s. This appendix shows the numerically predicted free surface, debris velocity and 

impact force for particle sizes equal to 1, 2 and 3 cm. 

 

Figure 2-A1 Variation of the free surface at different locations along the flume. Experimental [65] and 

numerical results for three particle sizes, for h1 = 2.496 m and Terf = 30 s 
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Figure 2-A2 Debris velocity histories. Estimated based on the experimental tests of [65] and numerical 

results for three particle sizes, for h1 = 2.496 m and Terf = 30 s 

 

Figure 2-A3 Debris velocity histories. Estimated based on the experimental tests of [65] and numerical 

results for three particle sizes, for h1 = 2.496 m and Terf = 30 s 
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3. Multi-Physics Modeling of Tsunami Debris Impact on Bridge Decks 

Abstract  

Recent tsunamis revealed the vulnerability of coastal infrastructure, including bridges and 

transportation networks. On-site reconnaissance surveys found that a number of coastal structures 

and bridges were heavily damaged or destroyed by the loads generated by debris and floating 

objects, such as, boats, vehicles and shipping containers, which were carried inland by the tsunami-

induced flow. Although several studies have been conducted to date, the majority of them focused 

on buildings, with very limited information currently available for bridges. Moreover, the majority 

of the studies were experimental, since the numerical investigations are quite challenging due to 

the multi-physics nature of the phenomena, which involves: a complex fluid flow with turbulent 

wave breaking, a nonlinear debris-fluid interaction with large deformations, a contact between the 

debris, the trapped fluid and the bridge, and a dynamic structural response. To overcome these 

challenges the authors used a multi-physics modeling approach, in which the fluid flow is simulated 

via the Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics Method (SPH), while the debris and the bridge are 

simulated via the Finite Element Method (FEM). The fact that both the fluid and the structural parts 

are represented via Lagrangian methods facilitates the simulation of the interaction of the different 

parts via a penalty-based contact. Following the description of the numerical approach and the 

validation study with previous large-scale experiments of debris impact on a column, a preliminary 

numerical investigation is presented herein in order to obtain an insight into the debris-fluid-deck 

interaction and impact loads on a bridge superstructure. The SPH-FEM results demonstrate that (i) 

the elevation of deck and the initial orientation of the debris has a significant effect on the debris 

movement, velocity and impact force, (ii) the debris has both a horizontal and a vertical velocity at 

the instant of the initial impact on the offshore side of the bridge deck and consequently exerts 

impulsive loads simultaneously in both directions, and (iii) the debris-fluid-deck interaction is quite 
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complex and can accelerate the debris as it moves below the box-girder bridge, leading to secondary 

impacts on the soffit with magnitudes much larger than the ones of the primary impact on the 

offshore side of the deck. 

Keywords: tsunami, bridge, debris, SPH 

 Introduction 

Recent major tsunamis generated by earthquakes including the 2004 Indian Ocean, 2010 Chile and 

2011 Japan caused tremendous structural damages to buildings, bridges and infrastructure across 

the affected coastal regions. The tsunami waves inundated a large number of bridges, damaged the 

connections and washed away the superstructures. The failure of coastal bridges due to tsunami 

wave impact possess a huge obstacle for the transportation system. Based on the post-tsunami 

surveys, the 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake and Tsunami impacted more than 300 bridges. Most 

of these bridges survived the earthquake but they were collapsed due to the tsunami-induced 

loading [1]. On-site reconnaissance surveys after the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami revealed that a 

number of bridges were subjected not only to large hydrodynamic loads, but also to debris and 

floating objects, such as, boats and shipping containers resulting in an increase of the impact force 

and significant lateral displacement or washout of the structure [2- 4].  

Given the critical role of coastal bridges and observed poor performance in previous tsunami 

events, several experimental and numerical studies have been carried out to investigate (i) the 

tsunami inundation mechanism of bridge decks and the corresponding hydrodynamic forces [1], 

[5-10], (ii) the role of the air-entrapment below the deck of open-girder bridges [11-13] and 

efficiency of air-venting [14] (iii) the fluid-structure interaction [15, 16], (iv) the differences 

between unbroken, breaking and broken waves/bores [5, 17], (v) the three-dimensional effects 

during the tsunami impact on skewed bridges [18, 19] or the oblique impact on straight bridges 
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[20], and (vi) the development of simplified predictive load equations [21, 22] and design 

methodologies with multiple load cases [23]. Despite the extensive investigation of the 

aforementioned challenging aspects of the tsunami inundation of bridges in previous studies, the 

majority of them were focused on clear-water conditions, with very few studies currently available 

on the topic of water-borne debris impact on bridge superstructures.  

Some studies have investigated the tsunami-borne debris transport and impact on coastal structures, 

but they were focused on buildings [24] or simplified vertical structures and columns [25-28]. Yang 

(2016) [29] studied the tsunami-induced debris loading on bridge decks using the material point 

method. The results of the analyses showed that presence of debris increases the applied loads on 

bridges and that the in-water analyses give up to 35% larger debris impact forces than the in-air 

cases. Oudenbroek et al, (2018) [30] carried out an experimental study to evaluate the failure 

mechanism of a selected bridge in Japan. Their results confirmed that debris accumulation in front 

of the superstructure has significant effects on the fluid loads, particularly, increasing the uplift and 

drag force, which could lead to the failure of the structure. More recently, Istrati et al, (2020) [31] 

evaluated the effects of tsunami-borne debris damming loads on coastal bridges using three-

dimensional numerical simulations. The results demonstrated that a trapped container below the 

offshore overhang has a negligible effect on the horizontal load but a larger effect on the vertical 

load and overturning moments that could increase the probability of failure of the offshore bearings 

and connections. 

The majority of the numerical simulation of tsunami impacts on coastal structures were performed 

using mesh-based solvers that utilized the finite volume or finite element technique [11, 21, 28, 

32], particle-based methods, such as, the smoothed particle hydrodynamics, i.e. SPH, [33], and 

hybrid methods, such as, the particle finite element method, i.e. PFEM [10]. The meshless nature 

of the SPH makes it ideal for problems dealing with large deformations, which explains why the 
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method has been successfully applied to different applications of coastal engineering, including the 

propagation of solitary waves on beaches [34], the breaking of waves [35], the wave-structure 

interaction [36] and the wave overtopping of offshore platforms [37]. Recently, Hasanpour et al, 

(2021) [28] employed a coupled SPH-FEM approach to study the tsunami-borne large debris 

transport and impact on a vertical coastal structure, revealing the accuracy of this modeling 

approach and giving an insight into some of the underlying physics, such as, the occurrence of 

significant debris pitching in the case of shallow initial water depths and the nonlinear relationship 

between the debris’ horizontal velocity and impact load.  

Considering the poor performance of coastal bridges in past tsunamis, the critical role of 

transportation networks following natural disasters, and the demonstrated catastrophic debris 

effects on other types of coastal structures, it is of great importance to advance the understanding 

of the water-borne debris impact on bridges in order to improve their resilience. To this end, the 

main objective of this paper is to investigate the effects of tsunami debris loading on a 

representative bridge superstructure by utilizing a coupled finite element (FE) and smoothed 

particle hydrodynamics (SPH) modeling approach. 

 Methodology 

3.2.1. Description of numerical model 

The smoothed particle hydrodynamics was originally invented to deal with astronomical problems 

[38, 39]. SPH is a Lagrangian meshless technique, in which the fluid domain is represented by a 

set of non-connected particles. The particles carry individual material properties and move and 

interact with others within the computational domain according to conservation governing 

equations derived from the Navier-Stokes equations (NS). The SPH technique employed in this 

research is available in LS-DYNA [40] and is based on weakly compressible smoothed particle 

hydrodynamics. 
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Kernel approximation 

For any SPH pseudo-particle, the function describing the field Ω is approximated in the form of 

“kernel function”, which is stated as the integral form of the product of any function and kernel 

function [41]: 

< 𝑓(𝑥) >= ∫ 𝑓(𝑥′)𝑊(𝑥 − 𝑥′, ℎ)𝑑𝑥′

𝛺

 Equation 3.1 

where x and x′ are the position vector of the material points in a domain Ω; f(x) is the continuous 

function of the field corresponding to the coordinate x; f(x′) is the value of quantity at the point x′; 

W(x − x′, h) is the bell-shaped smooth kernel function, where h is the smoothing length, defining 

the influence volume of the smooth function which varies in time and in space.  

Particle approximation 

The second key aspect in SPH formulations is the particle approximation, which enables the system 

to be represented by a finite number of particles that carry an individual mass and occupy an 

individual space. For the SPH method, equation 1 can be transformed into discretized forms by the 

summing up the values of the filed function within the support domain defined by the smoothing 

length h as follows [41]: 

< f(xi) >= ∑
mj 

ρj
f(xi) W(n

j=1 xi − xj, h) = ∑
mj 

ρj
f(xj) Wij,

n
j=1                                    Equation 3.2 

where < f(xi) > is the kernel approximation operator,  f(xj) is the physical value at the jth position,  

i is the number of any particle in the domain; n is the total number of particles within the influence 

area of the particle at i; and  mj and ρj are the mass and density associated with particle j. 
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SPH formulation 

The SPH formulation is derived by discretizing the Navier–Stokes equations spatially, thus leading 

to a set of ODEs which can be solved via time integration. Substituting the SPH approximations 

for a function and its derivative to the partial differential equations governing the physics of fluid 

flows, the discretization of these governing equations can be written as follows [42]: 

𝑑𝜌𝑖

𝑑𝑡
=  ∑  𝑚𝑗  (𝑥𝑖

𝛽
− 𝑥𝑗

𝛽
) 𝑛

𝑗=1
𝜕𝑊𝑖𝑗

𝜕𝑥𝑖
𝛽 , 

 

𝑑𝑣𝑖
𝛼

𝑑𝑡
=  ∑  𝑚𝑗  (

𝜎𝑖
𝛼𝛽

𝜌𝑖
2 +

𝜎𝑗
𝛼𝛽

𝜌𝑗
2 )

𝜕𝑊𝑖𝑗

𝜕𝑥𝑖
𝛽

𝑛
𝑗=1 , 

 

𝑑𝑣𝑖
𝛼

𝑑𝑡
=  ∑  𝑚𝑗  (

𝜎𝑖
𝛼𝛽

𝜌𝑖𝜌𝑗
.

𝜕𝑊𝑖𝑗

𝜕𝑥
𝑖
𝛽 −

𝜎𝑗
𝛼𝛽

𝜌𝑖𝜌𝑗
.

𝜕𝑊𝑖𝑗

𝜕𝑥
𝑗
𝛽 )𝑛

𝑗=1 , Equation 3.3 

𝑑𝑣𝑖
𝛼

𝑑𝑡
=  ∑  𝑚𝑗  (

𝜎𝑖
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.
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𝑖
𝛽 −

𝜎𝑗
𝛼𝛽

𝜌𝑖𝜌𝑗
.

𝜕𝑊𝑖𝑗

𝜕𝑥
𝑗
𝛽 )𝑛

𝑗=1 , 
 

𝑑𝑥𝑖
𝛼

𝑑𝑡
=  𝑣𝑖 + 휀 ∑  

𝑚𝑗  

𝜌𝑗
(𝑣𝑖 − 𝑣𝑗) 𝑊𝑖𝑗

𝑛
𝑗=1 , 

 

where the superscripts 𝛼 and 𝛽 are the coordinate directions; g is the acceleration of gravity; 𝜎 is 

the particle stress; 𝑣 is the particle velocity; 𝑒 is the internal energy per unit mass; 휀 is the shear 

strain rate (휀 ≅ 0.5) and 𝛱𝑖𝑗 is the Monaghan artificial viscosity [43].  

From Equations 3.3, the following particle body forces can be derived [44]: 

𝐹𝑖
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒

=  − ∑  𝑚𝑗 
𝑝𝑖 +𝑝𝑗  

2𝜌𝑗
𝛻𝑊(𝑟𝑖𝑗𝑗 , h) 

Equation 3.4 

𝐹𝑖
𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦

=  𝜇 ∑  𝑚𝑗 

𝜈𝑖 + 𝜈𝑗  

2𝜌𝑗
𝛻2𝑊(𝑟𝑖𝑗

𝑗

, ℎ) 

where 𝑟𝑖𝑗 = 𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗, and 𝜇 is the viscosity coefficient of the fluid. The pressure 𝑝𝑖 is computed via 

the constitutive equation: 
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𝑝𝑖 = 𝐾 (𝜌𝑖 − 𝜌0 ) Equation 3.5 

where K is the stiffness of the fluid and 𝜌0 is the initial density. 

The acceleration of particle 𝑖 is derived from: 

𝑎𝑖 =
1 

𝜌𝑖 (𝐹𝑖
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒

+ 𝐹𝑖
𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦

+ 𝐹𝑖
𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑙)

 Equation 3.6 

where 𝐹𝑖
𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑙 represents external forces such as body forces and forces due to contacts. 

Contact 

The interaction between the SPH and FE elements is defined using a penalty-based contact 

algorithm in which the SPH is always defined to be the slave part and the finite elements are defined 

to be the master. When a node is in contact with the surface, each slave node is checked for 

penetration, and if it penetrates a restoring force is applied to prevent further penetration. The 

magnitude of this force is proportional to the penetration distance into the shell or solid element 

and acts in the direction normal to the master surface. The restoring force is defined by [40]: 

 f=kdn Equation 3.7 

where d is the penetration distance, n is the surface normal vector and k is a penalty factor, 

comparable to a spring constant. The stiffness factor k for master segment si is given in terms of 

the bulk modulus Ki, the volume Vi and the face area Ai of the element that contains si as  

  ki =
Ai Ki fsi  

max (shell diagonal)
 

Equation 3.8 
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where 𝑓𝑠𝑖 is a scale factor for the interface stiffness and is normally defaulted to 10. The constant k 

should be set large enough to minimize penetration and instabilities, but it should not be too large 

that it generates artificially large forces.  

The interaction between the FE elements with each other is defined through a two-way treatment 

of contact in which both slave and master segments are checked for penetration. This type of contact 

is symmetric and the definition of the slave and master surfaces are arbitrary. As the prediction of 

the contact location and the direction may be difficult to conclude, the automatic contacts are 

recommended, since they can detect the penetration at each time-step, irrespective of whether it is 

coming from the slave or master part. The automatic contacts determine the contact surface by 

projecting normally from the shell mid-plane to a distance equal to half of the contact thickness.  

3.2.2. Validation for container impact on coastal structure 

In order to validate the employed SPH-FE numerical technique, the experimental study presented 

by Ko & Cox (2012) [25] and Ko (2013) [45] was selected as the benchmark. Those experiments 

were carried out in the Large Wave Flume (LWF) at the O.H. Hinsdale Wave Research Laboratory 

(HWRL) at Oregon State University. Details of the flume is presented in Figure 3-1. The flume is 

104.24m long, 3.66m wide and 4.57m deep and is equipped with a piston-type wavemaker. Free-

surface and fluid velocity had been measured in the aforementioned experiments via several wave 

gages and acoustic doppler velocimeters along the flume. As it is shown, the coastal structure was 

represented by a column, while an aluminum 1:5 scale model of the standard intermodal container 

with dimensions of 1.22m * 0.49m * 0.58m and draft of 9.1cm was utilized as the floating debris. 

The debris was allowed to move freely in the horizontal and vertical directions, but it was restrained 

to translate across the flume width (no yaw) which made it possible to develop a two-dimensional 

model representing a slice crossing through the mid-width of the flume, the debris and the column.   
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Figure 3-1 Cross section of the LWF depicting the bathymetry, column location and flume instrumentation 

of the experiments of Ko & Cox (2012) [25] 

A two-dimensional numerical model of the experimental setup was generated using finite elements 

(FE) for the flume walls, the column and the floating debris and SPH for the fluid. Extensive 

numerical investigations were carried out to evaluate the effect of different SPH particle sizes and 

the FE mesh sizes on the numerical accuracy and the computational time and particle size and FE 

mesh size of 1cm were selected for the final numerical models presented herein. To define the 

interaction between the fluid particles and the FE parts, the CONTACT_2D_NODES_TO_SOLID 

was employed. In addition, a 2D automatic surface to surface contact was selected to define the 

interaction between the debris and the column. To model the movement of the wavemaker the error 

function method was used, in which the time for the wave paddle to travel the full stroke is denoted 

by Terf [46]. More detailed information about the developed numerical models can be found in 

Hasanpour et al, (2021) [32]. 

In order to evaluate the accuracy of the numerical model, the results of the free-surface and fluid 

velocity histories at two different distances from the wavemaker, were compared with those 

measured in Ko & Cox (2012). Wave gage 1 (wg1) and adv1 are the closest to the wavemaker with 

x = 24.930 m for both instruments and z = 1.240 m for the adv. Moreover, the free-surface history 

is also compared with the experimental results at x = 35.890 m (see wg2), which is located along 

the sloped part.  
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Figure 3-2 presents the variation of free-surface at wg1 and wg2 and fluid velocity at adv1 for all 

the trials of the experimental tests with parameters of h1 = 2.664m and Terf = 25s from Ko & Cox 

(2012) [25], where h1 corresponds to the initial water depth offshore. The figure reveals that the 

free-surface and fluid velocity histories have good agreement with experimentally recorded data in 

terms of the peak values and temporal evolution, both offshore and during the wave propagation 

along the slope. The interesting finding is that the coupled SPH-FEM technique can predict the 

relative increase between wg2 and wg1 of the maximum free-surface, demonstrating that this 

approach can capture the interaction between the fluid and the slope and result in a similar non-

linear transformation of the wave during the shoaling process. The maximum deviation from the 

average value of the experimental data at wg1 and wg2 being 6.1% and 7.6%, respectively. As it 

can be observed, the measured fluid velocity had significantly larger variability than the recorded 

free-surface. Nonetheless, the SPH–FEM approach can predict reasonably the fluid velocities with 

maximum deviations of 30% at adv1. 

Figure 3-3 plots the time histories of the debris impact force on the column for the same 

hydrodynamic condition as in the previous figures. The left subfigure shows the numerical result 

and the right subfigure shows all trials from the experimental tests. It can be observed that the 

impact force computed by the numerical model is in good agreement with the experimental data, 

both in terms of the peak impact force and the overall trends. The numerical model under-predicts 

the impact force by approximately 8.6%. This under-prediction could be correlated to the under-

prediction of the maximum fluid velocity shown in Figure 3-2, since the majority of the available 

simplified equations for debris impact loads, such as those presented in FEMA P646 (2012) [47] 

and ASCE (2016) [48] are a linear function of the impact velocity. 

Therefore, the overall good prediction of the tsunami wave propagation towards to the shore in 

terms of free-surface and fluid velocity, and the debris impact forces on the structure, verifies the 
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ability of the coupled SPH-FEM to simulate such multi-physics phenomena related to coastal 

hazards. 

 

 
Figure 3-2 Variation of the free surface (top) and fluid velocity (bottom) at different locations along the 

flume: Experimental [25] and numerical results for h1 = 2.664m m and Terf = 25s 
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Figure 3-3 Variation of debris impact forces on coastal pier: Experimental [25] and numerical results for 

h1 = 2.664m and Terf = 25 s 

3.2.3. Numerical modeling of debris impact on a box-girder bridge 

In order to evaluate the performance of coastal bridges against tsunami-borne debris flow and 

impact, the developed numerical model of the validation study was modified. There are two main 

differences; the column was replaced by a bridge deck and the debris and the bridge deck were 

scaled-down to a 1:10 scale, so that the same tsunami waves could be leveraged in the new analyses. 

The bridge has a width of 0.96m and height of 0.13m, which follow the dimensions of the deck 

used in the large-scale hydrodynamic tests [9]. The scaled dimensions of the debris are 0.61m * 

0.249m * 0.29m as shown in Figure 3-4. The final numerical model consisted of 17,077 shell 

elements and 1,328,633 SPH particles. Using up to 96 cores of a high-processing computing system 

available at UNR, each analysis was completed within 19 hours.  
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Figure 3-4 Cross section of the computational domain (top), numerical models with debris and bridge 

(bottom) including the side-views of the wave maker, the debris and the bridge deck 

 Results and discussion 

3.3.1. Tsunami-debris-deck interaction and flow patterns around deck 

Tsunami flow characteristics 

Figure 3-5 shows the variation of the free-surface and fluid velocity for the case with h1=2.664m 

and Terf = 20s. The free-surface histories are plotted close to the offshore side of the debris, at 

x=62m, and are calculated relative to the initial water level, while the fluid velocities are plotted at 

the same x coordinate at the level of the initial free-surface. The figure shows that the tsunami bore 

at the debris location has a relatively long duration (about 10 seconds), which should be enough for 

the debris to transport from its initial location, impact the bridge deck and interact with it, and 

reasonable velocities (4.3m/s at full-scale) for tsunami-like conditions. 
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Figure 3-5 Free-surface (left) and fluid velocity histories (right) of tsunami flow in front of the debris for 

h1=2.664m and Terf = 20 s 

Snapshots of tsunami-debris-deck interaction 

Figure 3-6 presents some selected snapshots of the x-velocities for the container in longitudinal 

direction, and for two bridge elevations (0.6m and 0.5m), as the container moves inland and impacts 

the bridge superstructure. In this case the long axis of the debris is parallel to the flume length and 

direction of tsunami propagation. The visual presentation of the phenomenon demonstrates that the 

tsunami bore reaches the deck before the debris, which implies that the impulsive tsunami bore 

forces will not coincide with the debris impact force. In case of the largest deck elevation, as the 

container reaches the offshore side of the deck, it impacts the offshore web and then moves below 

the deck by exhibiting a complex flow pattern with significant rotation and multiple impacts on the 

soffit. However, in case of the smallest bridge elevation (0.5m), the container impacts the concrete 

slab of the offshore overhang and after multiple follow-up impacts at lower locations of the offshore 

web, the debris is trapped below the overhang until the end of the inundation. The snapshots reveal 

that the elevation of the deck is a critical parameter that affects the movement of the debris below 

the deck and the debris-wave-deck interaction that determines sequence of the loading on the deck. 
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Figure 3-7 shows a visualization of the sequence of the flow-debris-deck interaction for the 

container in the transverse direction, i.e. the long axis of the debris is perpendicular to the flume 

length, for the case with a 0.50m deck elevation. As the debris moves inland and starts to interact 

with the deck, the debris rotates and hits the concrete slab which is followed by several impacts on 

the offshore overhang and the web. Then, the debris moves below the deck and applies multiple 

impacts on the soffit. As the debris reaches to the onshore side of the deck, the onshore overhang 

experiences an impact force from the debris which does not happen in the longitudinal direction as 

shown in the bottom snapshot. Therefore, the transverse debris could overload and damage both 

the offshore and onshore overhangs. Overall, the snapshots demonstrate that for the same tsunami 

bore the longitudinal and transverse container exhibit a totally different debris-tsunami-deck 

interaction and flow patterns around deck. The longitudinal debris gets trapped below the offshore 

overhang while the transverse debris moves below the deck. Therefore, in addition to the bridge 

elevation, the initial orientation of the debris plays a significant role on the debris transport and the 

debris-tsunami-deck interaction. 
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Figure 3-6 Tsunami-debris-deck interaction for a container in longitudinal direction and two bridge 

elevations, 0.60m (left) and 0.50m (right) 
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Figure 3-7 Tsunami-debris-deck interaction for a container in transverse direction and deck elevation 

0.50m 

Debris displacements, rotations, and velocities 

In order to get a more quantitative view of the movement of the debris, Figures 3-8 and 3-9 plot the 

horizontal and vertical movements of the lower-right corner of the container and its rotation 

throughout the propagation inland, respectively. For this purpose, three different cases including 

(a) the longitudinal debris and the deck elevations of 0.5m and 0.6m (Long-0.5m, Long-0.6m) and 

(b) the transverse debris and the deck elevation of 0.5m (Transv-0.5m) are presented. This figure 

illustrates that despite the similar flow characteristics, the container flow is significantly dependent 

on the container orientation and the bridge elevation, with totally different movements being 

observed for the investigated cases. In fact, the longitudinal container exhibits the smallest upward 
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and the largest downward displacements as it impacts and moves below the deck with the highest 

elevation, with approximately 30% and 40% increase in upward and downward displacements 

relative to the initial position, respectively. However, the container with similar orientation does 

not have a downward displacement when it hits the deck with the lowest elevation (zb=0.5m) and 

gets trapped below the offshore overhang. This case exhibits an upward displacement with 

approximately 38% increase in displacement relative to the initial position. This verifies 

quantitatively the significance role of the deck elevation on the container movement. Moreover, in 

addition to the difference in the translation of the container, it can be observed that the longitudinal 

container has different rotation trends as well. In case of the highest bridge elevation, the container 

shows a counter-clockwise rotation up to 180 degrees which is followed by a clockwise rotation up 

to 30 degrees. However, in case of the lowest deck elevation, a counter-clockwise rotation up to 70 

degrees is observed. In contrast to the longitudinal debris, the transverse container exhibits upward 

and downward displacements as it impacts and moves below the lowest deck elevation, which 

highlights the effect of the container orientation on the debris flow. For this case, when the container 

impacts the offshore face, the upward displacement increases by approximately 42% relative to the 

initial position and as it moves below the deck it has downward displacement, without however 

moving to lower elevations than its initial one (i.e. y-displacement is always positive). Another 

interesting finding can be reached from the container rotation, according to which, the transverse 

container rotates more than 180 degrees (up to 400 degrees) which means that it rotates upside 

down, a fact that could potentially cause damage to the cargo. Therefore, it is important in future 

risk and damage assessment models, to predict the displacement and rotation of the floating 

container so that the designer can identify the structural components that are susceptible to debris 

impact. 
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The debris velocities in the horizontal and vertical directions for the three investigated cases are 

presented in Figure 3-10. Interestingly, all three cases exhibit similar horizontal impact velocities 

(about 1.4m/s), indicating that for two-dimensional analyses the debris acceleration and impact 

velocity is not a function of the container orientation. However, follow-up three-dimensional 

investigations should be conducted to evaluate if the 3D effects will not affect this finding. 

Moreover, after the primary impact on the bridge with the largest elevation (i.e., Long-0.6m), the 

debris moves below the deck and accelerates until it reaches similar horizontal velocity magnitudes 

with the one before the impact (about 86% of the peak velocity).  

Moreover, the figure reveals that the debris has a vertical velocity at the instant of primary impact. 

The magnitude of the vertical velocity is in the range of (0.29-0.38) m/s, which is approximately 

(20-27) % of the horizontal impact velocity. The majority of previous work on debris impact on 

structures and available simplified equations have focused on the horizontal velocity. However, the 

present results demonstrate that the vertical velocity at the primary impact of a container on a bridge 

deck is significant and therefore should be considered in design guidelines. Furthermore, for the 

cases that the debris moves below the deck and accelerates, the vertical velocity increases 

significantly and can exceed the velocity of the initial impact. For example, for the longitudinal 

container with the largest deck elevation (i.e. Long-0.6m), after the initial impact the debris reaches 

similar horizontal velocity with the primary impact, but a vertical velocity that is about 2.06 time 

of the respective one at the instant of primary impact. Last but not least, for the cases that the 

tsunami bore reaches the deck, the debris velocity drops gradually, indicating the existence of a 

‘cushioning effect’ from the fluid that is trapped between the debris and the deck at the instant of 

the impact. 
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Figure 3-8 Debris horizontal and vertical displacement histories for three cases, including longitudinal and 

transverse container impact 

 

Figure 3-9 Debris rotations for three cases, including longitudinal and transverse container impact  

 

Figure 3-10 Debris velocities in the horizontal (left) and vertical (right) direction for three cases, including 

longitudinal and transverse container impact 
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3.3.2. Debris impact loads on bridge deck 

Horizontal and vertical loads 

Figure 3-11 shows the time histories of the total horizontal and vertical debris impact forces on the 

deck for the three selected cases. For, a deck elevation of 0.5m (i.e. two lower cases), the tsunami 

bore reaches the deck before the container, which exerts purely hydrodynamic loading in both 

directions. As the container propagates inland and impacts the deck for the first time, it applies 

impulsive loads in both directions. In case of the longitudinal container, the exerted impact load on 

the deck with the largest elevation in the horizontal direction is significantly higher the 

corresponding force in the vertical direction, e.g., about 4.8 times the vertical load. For the two 

other cases, the magnitude of the horizontal impact force is about 1.5 times the uplift force. In 

addition, for the cases where the tsunami reaches the deck and the fluid particles is trapped between 

the debris and the deck, i.e. cases Long-0.5 and Trans-0.5, the magnitude of the horizontal impact 

force is significantly smaller than for the deck at higher elevation than the tsunami (i.e., Long-0.6), 

which can be attributed to the cushioning effect of the fluid. Another interesting finding can be 

reached from the figure is that the deck experiences several vertical impact loads after the primary 

impact which could exceed the initial magnitude by up to about 290% (e.g. case Long-0.6). Overall, 

the horizontal impact force is always maximized at the primary impact but the vertical impact can 

be maximized either at the initial impact or as the debris moves below the soffit. This demonstrates 

the need to consider different load cases in the design of a new bridge, as was done by Istrati et al, 

(2018) [23] for clear-water conditions that will account also for different impact locations along 

the width of the superstructure.  
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Figure 3-11 Applied horizontal and vertical force histories for three cases: Long_zb=0.6m (top), Long_zb= 

0.5m (center) and Transv_zb =0.5m (bottom) 
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 Conclusions 

The present study conducted two-dimensional numerical simulations of the tsunami debris impact 

on a box-girder bridge deck using a multi-physics modeling approach, in which the fluid was 

modeled with particles via the SPH method and the debris, the bathymetry and the bridge deck 

were modeled as continuum elements via the FEM. In order to obtain a preliminary insight into the 

debris-tsunami-bridge interaction and the associated impact loads on the superstructure, two 

different orientations of a floating container and two deck elevations were investigated for a 

selected tsunami bore. While a much larger range of conditions is necessary for deciphering fully 

the complex interaction of floating debris with bridge decks, the multi-physics analyses presented 

herein provide preliminary evidence that:  

• At least two different patterns exist in the debris-fluid-deck interaction: (i) the debris 

impacts the concrete slab of the offshore overhang or the web of the box-girder and remains 

there until the end of the inundation, while exerting several secondary impacts on different 

components of the offshore side of the superstructure, and (ii) the debris impacts the deck 

on the offshore face and then moves below the superstructure by exhibiting a complex flow 

pattern with significant rotation and multiple impacts on the soffit. 

• The elevation of the deck and the initial orientation of the debris are the critical parameters 

that affect the movement of the debris below the deck and the debris-fluid-deck interaction. 

In fact, the transverse and longitudinal container exhibited a totally different debris-fluid-

deck interaction and flow patterns around the deck for the same tsunami bore and initial 

water level. For example, the longitudinal container either remained trapped below the 

offshore overhang or it moved below the superstructure by initially rotating counter-

clockwise up to 180 degrees and then rotating in the opposite direction as it passed below 

the soffit. On the other hand, the transverse debris kept rotating clockwise as it moved 
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below the superstructure exceeding the 180 degrees (total rotation of 400 degrees), which 

means that it rotates upside down, a situation that could cause damage to the non-structural 

components of the container. 

• The debris has a vertical velocity at the instant of the primary impact on the deck, with a 

magnitude in the range of (20-27) % of the horizontal velocity at the same instant, resulting 

in a simultaneous application of both horizontal and uplift loads on the superstructure. The 

uplift load was in the range of (20-67) % of the horizontal impact load, highlighting the 

need to consider the impact in the vertical direction, which has not been done to date. 

• When the debris moves below the deck, it can accelerate so much that it can reach (i) 

similar magnitudes of horizontal velocities as before the impact on the offshore face and 

(ii) vertical velocities that can be up to twice as large as the vertical velocity at the instant 

of the primary impact. This in turn can lead to the application of several vertical impact 

loads on the superstructure after the primary impact, the magnitude of which could exceed 

the initial magnitude by up to 290%.  

• The horizontal impact force is always maximized at the primary impact on the offshore 

slab or web but the vertical one can be maximized either at the initial impact or at any other 

instant as the debris moves below the deck. This indicates the need to consider multiple 

load cases in future design guidelines, as was done in Istrati et al, (2018) [23] for clear-

water conditions, in order to identify the critical case for the structure. 

• For the situation where the tsunami reaches the deck and water is trapped between the 

debris and the deck, i.e. cases Long_zb=0.5 and Transv_zb=0.5, the magnitude of the 

horizontal impact load is much smaller than for decks at higher elevations which cannot be 

reached by the tsunami. In the former case the debris velocity drops gradually as it comes 
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in contact with the fluid and the deck, while in the latter case the debris velocity drops 

instantly, indicating that the trapped fluid has a ‘cushioning’ effect of the applied loads, 

which is beneficial for the structure. 

In summary, the preliminary analyses reveal the complexity of the debris-tsunami-bridge 

interaction and associated loads on the superstructure, and highlight the need for further 

quantification and consideration in risk assessment frameworks of bridges. Follow-up studies 

should investigate a wider range of conditions (i.e. more water depths and bridge elevations) and 

include three-dimensional effects, in order to verify the validity of the presented findings or identify 

the range of their applicability. 
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4. Three-Dimensional Investigation of Floating Debris Effects on Bridge Superstructures 

During Tsunamis 

Abstract 

As coastal communities continue to grow and catastrophic tsunamis continue to occur around the 

world, understanding the complex tsunami-structure-interaction and the induced effects on coastal 

structures becomes increasingly important. Despite the extremely valuable progress made towards 

advancing the understanding of tsunamis in the last decade, cascading effects like the impact of 

large water-borne debris on structures and especially on bridges, are still poorly understood. 

Therefore, the objective of the present study is to cover the existing knowledge gap and evaluate 

the effects of tsunami-borne floating containers on bridge superstructures. A coupled SPH-FEM 

modeling approach is first calibrated and validated with prior experiments of debris impact on a 

column, and then used for conducting an extensive three-dimensional investigation that sheds light 

on the debris-flow-bridge interaction phenomenon and the associated forces. The SPH-FEM 

numerical results demonstrate that the initial water level, the elevation of the bridge and the bore 

properties have a significant and complex effect on the debris trajectories, velocity and pitching, as 

well as, the loads on the deck. In fact, it is revealed that there exist three different patterns in the 

debris-flow-deck interaction of transverse containers; A) the container impacts the offshore side of 

the superstructure and moves below it, which in some cases can lead to secondary impacts below 

the soffit that generate uplift loads, B) the container moves above the deck, which could potentially 

impact the top surface of the deck and generate downward loads and C) the debris is trapped below 

the offshore overhang and remains there generating repetitive local impacts on the web or the 

overhang. It is noteworthy that in the cases that the bore is high enough to reach the superstructure, 

reflection occurs on the offshore side of the bridge, leading to significant reduction of the debris 

impact velocity. This explains why bridges with higher elevations that have phenomenally less 

exposure to tsunamis, witness larger impact loads than lower bridges, when the tsunami flow passes 
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below the superstructure but the debris can reach it. Interestingly, in addition to a horizontal 

velocity (Vx) the debris has also a vertical velocity (Vz) at the instant of impact, which can be up 

to 93% of the horizontal one, generating impulsive bridge forces in both directions, a fact that has 

not be recognized to date in the literature. Overall, the presence of the debris increased the total 

forces by a factor of 2.67 and 1.85 on average in the two directions, while the maximum observed 

increase was 550% and 450% respectively, demonstrating the need to consider such effects in 

future design guidelines and risk assessment frameworks. 

Keywords: Tsunami; Debris; SPH; Wave; Deck; Coastal structure; Numerical modeling; Fluid-

structure intercation 

 Introduction 

Urban intensification of coastal zones has been continuously growing which increases the 

vulnerability of coastal structures to extreme hydrodynamic events such as tsunamis. Tsunami 

events can cause damage or failure of important infrastructure, such as bridges, which is critical 

due to the significant role of these structures in emergency services in the aftermath of the event. 

A total of 1,100 km of coastline was affected and 81 bridges were washed away as a result of the 

2004 Indian Ocean tsunami [1]. The Great East Japan tsunami resulted in widespread damage of 

about USD211 billion and in the washout of about 252 bridges [2,3]. As a tsunami wave propagates 

inland, it could entrain and transport debris in different shapes and sizes which could lead to a 

significant increase in the impact and damming loads increasing consequently the likelihood of 

damage. According to post-surveys, coastal structures should be capable of withstanding the loads 

associated with water-borne debris such as shipping containers which affect their safety and 

serviceability [4-6]. Moreover, FEMA has also outlined the catastrophic effect of debris and 

reported that about 27% of the total disaster recovery costs in the United States are attributed to the 

existence of water-borne debris [7]. Therefore, developing an understanding of the tsunami-debris-
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structure interaction and quantifying properly the associated loads is important in order to enhance 

the performance and resilience of coastal bridges and lessen the extent of damage during such 

extreme events. 

To this end several experimental and numerical studies have been carried out to investigate the 

tsunami inundation mechanism of bridges and the corresponding hydrodynamic forces [8-15]. 

Some studies assessed (i) the role of the air-entrapment below the deck of open-girder bridges [16-

18], revealing that it alters the fluid flow in the chambers and the fluid-structure interaction leading 

to a different pattern of horizontal and vertical pressures, and (ii) the efficiency of air-venting [11, 

19], which was seen to be dependent on the number of venting holes. Moreover a few studies 

focused on the dynamic fluid-structure interaction of flexible bridges [20, 21], revealing the 

possibility of dynamic amplification, while others focused on the development of simplified 

predictive load equations [22, 23] and design methodologies with multiple load cases that can 

capture both the forces and the overturning moment [24]. Although the aforementioned studies 

focused on fundamental aspects and design procedures, some studies investigated the vulnerability, 

risk and resilience of bridges and transportation networks to tsunamis [25, 26] and other extreme 

flooding events [27-30].  

The assumption in most of the past work was that the bridge was straight and the flow impacted 

the span at a normal angle, which enabled the simplification of the phenomenon as a two-

dimensional problem. However, a few studies investigated more complex cases with significant 

three-dimensional effects, including skewed bridges [31, 32] and straight bridges impacted by 

oblique flows or waves [33, 34] revealing the generation of out-of-plane forces, as well as, roll and 

yaw moments that do not exist in simplified 2D conditions and can increase the risk of failure. 
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The majority of the past studies focused mainly on clear-water conditions, as shown above. 

However, field surveys conducted in the aftermath of major events including the 2004 Indian Ocean 

Tsunami and the 2011 Japan Tsunami revealed that the cause of damage to coastal structures in 

tsunami-prone areas is not limited to hydrodynamic loads but is affected by water-borne debris 

loads as well [35-38]. In recent years, several studies have been carried out to investigate the 

dynamics and impact of water-borne debris. According to experimental studies carried out by 

Haehnel and Daly (2004) [39] and Matsutomi (2009) [40], the maximum debris impact force 

depends on the debris mass, the impact velocity, and the effective stiffness. Arikawa et al., (2007) 

[41] carried out an experimental study to explore the impact of a 1:5 scale model of a shipping 

container under air and tsunami conditions and proposed an empirical formula based on the Hertz 

theory to calculate the impact force. The performance of RC columns against the impact loads from 

water-borne shipping containers was investigated by Madurapperuma and Wijeyewickrema (2012) 

[42] and a linear relationship between the maximum impact force and container velocity up to 2m/s 

was reported. Ko et al., (2015) [6] conducted a series of experiments to study the impact of a 1:5 

scale shipping container on a column and concluded that the peak impact force in water was about 

1.2 times the corresponding impact force in the air. However, in another experimental study, it was 

observed that the cushioning of trapped water between the debris and the vertical wall reduced the 

impact energy and force [43].  

Shafiei (2016) [44] developed an equation to estimate the debris velocity based on the relative 

distance of debris pick-up location and the structure. Goseberg et al., (2016) [45] conducted an 

experimental study focusing on the motion of a 1:40 scaled model of a shipping container and 

observed that the debris tends to rotate toward an equilibrium position as it propagates inland with 

the long axis being perpendicular to the flow direction. Kennedy et al. (2017) [46] conducted a 

post-event field survey to identify the transport of blocks and boulders during Super Typhoon 
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Hayian and found that the movement of such large objects strongly exceeded the maximum values 

suggested in the literature. Derschum et al., (2018) [47] conducted a 1:40 scaled experimental study 

to investigate the impact of a shipping container on a vertical structure and reported that the initial 

orientation of the debris did not have a considerable effect on the debris impact load on the 

structure.  More recently, Park et al (2021) [48] investigated experimentally the tsunami-driven 

debris spreading with different densities and debris elements, and found that the less dense debris 

had a higher probability of collision with the obstacles. Similarly, Hou et al. (2022) [49] 

investigated the influence of the layout of the shipping containers on the spreading and maximum 

propagation distance inland, and showed that the number of container rows, columns and stacking 

height are the critical parameters. 

Although considerable amount of experimental work and field surveys related to water-borne 

debris have been conducted, the numerical studies are significantly fewer due to the associated 

computational challenges. For example, Como and Mahmoud (2013) [50] conducted a numerical 

assessment of the tsunami debris loading on wooden structural walls using the Arbitrary Lagrangian 

Eulerian (ALE) method. To overcome some of the existing challenges, a coupled approach between 

the Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) and the Discrete Element Method (DEM) was 

developed to simulate (i) the tsunami effects on a port with shipping containers in Portugal [51] 

and (ii) the block-fluid interaction during dam break bores [52], revealing the promising 

performance of such coupled methods. Similarly, Ruffini et al., (2021) [53] used a coupled 

approach between Duals Physics and Chrono and reported that the model is accurate to regenerate 

the floating debris dynamics (trajectory and velocity) of past experiments. In the same year a 

tsunami Hakathon was held in Japan [54], during which blind predictions of the transport of three 

container models under a tsunami-like bore were made. The results from four different numerical 

models were produced and compared to each other and the experiments, revealing considerable 
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differences and the need to (i) model accurately the flow field and (ii) use a two-way coupling in 

order to capture the interaction between the multiple debris. In addition to the two latter studies that 

focused mainly on simulating the debris dynamics, Hasanpour et al. (2021) [55] employed a 

numerical approach that coupled the SPH with the finite element method (SPH-FEM) and 

demonstrated its accuracy in simulating both the tsunami-borne debris transport and the impact on 

a coastal structure via comparison with two-dimensional large-scale experiments. Using the 

validated method, further insight into the tsunami debris effects was achieved, such as, the 

occurrence of a non-normal impact on the coastal structure and the existence of a non-linear force-

velocity trend for small water depths. Despite these few successful numerical studies, Reis et al. 

(2022) [56] mentioned the challenging nature of simulating tsunami-borne debris and the 

importance of making progress in this field in order to be able to move towards an integrated 

framework for the risk assessment of coastal structures exposed to earthquake-induced tsunamis.  

All the aforementioned studies focused either on the debris transport or on the debris impact on 

simplified vertical structures, building-like structures and walls. The number of studies that have 

investigated the debris effects on bridges is much lower. Yang (2016) [57] used the material point 

method to investigate the debris loads on bridge superstructures and reported that the debris impact 

forces in water could be up to 35% higher than the corresponding in-air cases. Oudenbroek et al., 

(2018) [58] conducted numerical and experimental investigations to study the damming of 

superstructures by wooden logs and the induced structural failure. It was reported that the bridge 

stability is affected by the presence of the logs via generation of additional drag and uplift forces. 

In addition, other studies have also focused on water-borne wooden logs during extreme floods, 

such as, the study of Majtan et al., (2021) [59] that investigated the impact forces on a masonry 

arch bridge using the SPH method and the studies of Panici and Alameida (2019) [60] and Zhang 

et al. (2021) [61] that evaluated experimentally the formation of woody debris jam at bridge piers. 
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Similarly, Istrati and Hasanpour (2022) [62] focused also on bridges piers but they investigated 

numerically the water-borne debris impact loads during dam break-induced extreme flows and 

reported that the debris impulsive loads are 6 to 10 times larger than the fluid force. In regards to 

tsunamis, Istrati et al., (2020) [63] carried out a three-dimensional FEM-based computational fluid 

dynamic analyses to investigate the container-induced damming loads on a coastal bridge and 

demonstrated that although the damming does not have a significant effect on the applied horizontal 

and vertical forces, it has a major effect on the overturning moment, yaw and roll moments, which 

lead to concentration of the forces in individual structural components increasing consequently the 

likelihood of damage. Last but not least, the most recent study of tsunami-borne debris impact on 

bridge superstructures was conducted by Hasanpour et al. (2022) [64], which documented a very 

complex debris-flow-bridge interaction with multiple impulsive loads applied at different locations 

around the deck, however, the study was limited to two dimensions.  

Despite the availability of plethora of studies on clear water tsunami conditions and on the effect 

of wood logs and large debris impact on building-like structures, the available investigations of 

tsunami-borne container impact on coastal bridges is extremely limited. Considering the 

catastrophic consequences and disruptions of past tsunami events with entrained debris, and the 

critical role of transportation networks, it is essential to decipher the complex debris-flow-bridge 

interaction and quantify the associated loads. Therefore, the main objective of this manuscript is to 

shed light on the latter topics via advanced three-dimensional numerical simulations of a transverse 

debris impacting a box-girder bridge, which is a common type of superstructure in coastal areas, 

such as the West Coast of the United States. 

 Methodology 

4.2.1. Description of numerical method 
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The Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics, which is the numerical method used in the current study, 

was originally invented to deal with astronomical problems [65]. SPH is a Lagrangian meshless 

technique, in which the fluid domain is represented by a set of non-connected particles. The 

particles carry individual material properties and move and interact with others within the 

computational domain according to conservation governing equations derived from the Navier-

Stokes equations (NS). The SPH technique employed in this investigation is available in LS-DYNA 

[66] and is based on weakly compressible smoothed particle hydrodynamics. This computational 

method can deal with problems of large deformations and distorted free-surface making it suitable 

for modeling highly non-linear free-surface motions [67]. Using a coupled SPH-FEM approach 

even more complex multi-physics problems can be investigated, such the debris-flow-structure 

interaction (Hasanpour et al., 2021). The SPH formulation is made up of two parts. The first part is 

the Kernel approximation which presents the integral form of the governing equations and has the 

following form [66, 67]: 

< 𝑓(𝑥) >= ∫ 𝑓(𝑥′)𝑊(𝑥 − 𝑥′, ℎ)𝑑𝑥′

𝛺

 Equation 4.1 

where 𝑓(𝑥) is a continuous function of the three-dimensional position vector 𝑥; 𝑊(𝑥 − 𝑥′, ℎ) is 

the smoothing function and  ℎ is the smoothing length. 

The second part is the particle approximation, which represents the entire computational domain 𝛺 

by finite number of particles. The Kernel approximation is transformed to the Equation 4.2, using 

the weighted average of the neighboring particles in its discretized form [66]: 
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< 𝑓(𝑥𝑖) >= ∑
𝑚𝑗 

𝜌𝑗
𝑓(𝑥𝑖) 𝑊(

𝑛

𝑗=1

𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗 , ℎ)   

= ∑
𝑚𝑗 

𝜌𝑗
𝑓(𝑥𝑗) 𝑊𝑖𝑗,

𝑛

𝑗=1

 

Equation 4.2 

where 𝑓(𝑥𝑗) is the physical value at the jth position, 𝑖 is the number of any particle in the domain; 

𝑛 is the total number of particles within the influence area of the particle at 𝑖; and 𝑚𝑗 and 𝜌𝑗 are the 

mass and density associated with particle j. 

The implemented SPH method in LS-DYNA is based on weakly compressible smoothed 

hydrodynamics (WCSPH). For the weakly compressible fluids, according to the variation in density 

and internal energy of fluid particles, the dynamic fluid pressures are calculated using an equation 

of state (EOS) given in Equation (3) [66]: 

𝑃 = 𝑘0[(
𝜌

𝜌0
)ϒ − 1] Equation 4.3 

where 𝜌0 denotes the reference water density, 𝜌 is the current density, ϒ is equal to 7 for water, and 

𝑘0 is used to control the maximum fluctuations of pressure, and is usually taken as follows [67]: 

     𝑐0 = √
 ϒ𝑘0

𝜌0
≥10 vmax  Equation 4.4 

where 𝑐0 is the speed of sound in water at the reference density.  

Penalty-based contact algorithms are utilized to define the interface between the SPH and 

FE parts, in which the particles are treated as the slave and other elements as the master. 

To treat the interaction between SPH and FE parts, the particles are considered as nodes, 

and the FE parts as surface. When the fluid particles come into contact with the surface, 
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each slave node is searched for penetration and if the slave node penetrates, a resisting 

force is applied to eliminate further penetration. The resisting force is stated by [66]: 

f=kdn  Equation 4.5 

where d is the penetration distance, n is the surface normal vector and k is a penalty factor. The 

stiffness factor k for master segment si is given in terms of the bulk modulus Ki, the volume Vi, and 

the face area Ai of the element that contains si as 

𝑘𝑖 =
𝐴𝑖 𝐾𝑖 𝑓𝑠𝑖  

𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙)
  Equation 4.6 

where 𝑓𝑠𝑖 is a scale factor for the interface stiffness and is defined equal 10. The constant k should 

be set large to minimize penetration and instabilities, but it should not be too large that it generates 

artificially large forces. As the contact location and the direction may be difficult to predict, the 

automatic contacts are recommended, since they can detect the penetration at each time step, 

irrespective of whether it is coming from the slave or master part. The automatic contacts determine 

the contact surface by projecting normally from the shell mid-plane to a distance equal to half of 

the contact thickness. It must be noted that the solver can simulate the contact between flexible 

structures, rigid and flexible structures, or between rigid bodies only. Interestingly, even in the case 

of rigid bodies where the deformations are not calculated, it is possible to define a bulk modulus at 

the material level, which enables the user to adjust the contact parameters (e.g., contact stiffness) 

and avoid numerical spikes in the contact forces. 

The interaction between the FE elements with each other is defined through a two-way treatment 

of contact in which both slave and master segments are checked for penetration. This type of contact 

is symmetric and the definition of the slave and master surfaces are arbitrary. As the prediction of 

the contact location and the direction may be difficult to conclude, the automatic contacts are 

recommended, since they can detect the penetration at each time-step, irrespective of whether it is 
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coming from the slave or master part. The automatic contacts determine the contact surface by 

projecting normally from the shell mid-plane to a distance equal to half of the contact thickness. 

4.2.2. Validation with experiments of container impact on coastal structure 

To evaluate the accuracy of the SPH-FE numerical method, the experimental investigation of 

Shafiei (2016) [68] was selected as a benchmark. The experiments were carried out at a 14 m long, 

1.2 m wide, and 0.8 m deep wave flume. The volume of water released during an experiment was 

from 1 up to 3 m3. For the experiments, three different bores were generated, namely a “weak” bore 

(B1) with a water depth of 400 mm,  a “moderate” bore (B2) with a water depth of 500 mm, and a 

“strong” bore (B3) with a water depth of 600 mm were generated. The coastal structure was 

represented by a 0.3 m˟0.3 m˟0.6 m square prism located 10m downstream from the gate.  Rigid 

disk and box-shaped devices were used as floating debris. The disk had an outer diameter of 0.2 m, 

the thickness of 0.05 m, the mass of 500 g and the density of 318 kg/m3 and the box has a cross-

section of 0.1 m˟0.1m˟0.3 m, the mass of 510g and, density of 170 kg/m3. The debris devices were 

placed 2m upstream of the structure, on the flume floor and were free to move in all directions.  

To measure the bore heights five wave gauges were used. The first wave gauge was positioned 2.5 

m downstream from the gate, with the remaining wave gauges equally spaced 1.75 m apart from 

each other over a total distance of 9.5 m downstream from the gate. The average bore velocity was 

calculated using the recorded time at which the bore front reached each wave gauge.  

A three-dimensional (3D) numerical model of the experimental setup was generated, using particles 

(SPH) for the fluid, and finite elements (FE) for the flume walls, the debris, and the structure. In 

the numerical model the length of the reservoir was selected to be 4.2m in order to match the 

maximum volume of water (3 m3) released during the experiment when the water level in the 

reservoir was 0.6m. Therefore, the 3D numerical flume with a total length of 18.2 m was developed 
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as shown in Figure 1. It must be mentioned that although the experimental work had a wide range 

of debris objects, the current paper presents selected results of the disk debris, because it was the 

debris shape with the most characteristic 3D effects due to its circular shape. The final 3D numerical 

model had a 1 cm particle size and 1cm FE mesh size, consisted of 632,848 shell elements and 

3,049,163 SPH particles.  

 

Figure 4-1 Cross section of the computational domain (top), numerical models with the gate, the debris, 

and the column 

The accuracy of the numerical approach is evaluated by comparing the results of free-surface and 

fluid particle velocities at different locations along the flume with experimental data measured by 

Shafiei (2016) [68]. Figure 4-2 demonstrates the variation of the free-surface and fluid velocity and 

the corresponding average velocity at every experimental wave gauge position. It can be observed 

that the numerically calculated free-surface at each wave gauge position is in good agreement with 

experimental data and the overall trends are reproduced with good accuracy. The average deviation 

from the maximum value is 5% and the over predictions do not exceed 4% for the selected bore 

height. In terms of the fluid velocity, for the selected bore, the average velocity is 2.45m/s and 2.5 

m/s for the experimental and numerical simulations, respectively. By comparing the measured and 

calculated velocity percentage errors of about 2% are found. The encouraging thing is that at each 

wave gauge location, the numerical model gives a close match with the experimental data in terms 

of the instant of the bore arrival, which is an important factor for the initiation of the debris 

entrainment and transport in the dam break flow. The observed trend verifies the ability of the 
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three-dimensional coupled SPH-FEM technique to capture the interaction of the fluid with the 

flume wall and predict the free-surface and the average fluid velocity during the bore propagation 

with good accuracy. 

Figure 4-3 shows time-series of the disk velocity and impact force on the column Good agreement 

with the experimental was achieved, with the maximum deviation from the measured maximum 

disk velocity being 3%. In terms of the disk impact force, the agreement between the computations 

and the physical test is reasonable. Although there exist noticeable differences in the temporal 

evolution of the force histories before the arrival of the debris at the structural location, i.e. when 

the column is impacted only by the bore (time between 2.85s and 2.95s), the agreement is 

surprisingly good when the debris starts interacting with the column and the deviation of the 

maximum values is only 2.26%. The observed trends reinforce our confidence in the three-

dimensional coupled SPH-FEM modeling approach to simulate and capture the bore propagation, 

debris velocity and debris-structure interaction with good accuracy. 
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Figure 4-2 Variation of the free surface and fluid velocity at different locations along the flume. 

Experimental [68] and numerical results for the strong bore (B3) 

 

Figure 4-3 Comparison of the disk debris velocity and impact force: experimental test [68]and numerical 

simulation for the strong bore (B3) 
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4.2.3. Three-dimensional numerical model of single debris impact on a box-girder bridge 

In order to quantify large debris impact on bridge decks subjected to extreme hydrodynamic events 

such as tsunamis, the validated numerical model of the previous section was considered as a 

baseline model and additional modifications were made. First, the coastal structure was replaced 

by a bridge deck with a scaled-down length of 0.5 m, and height of 0.13 m, which follows the 

dimensions of the deck used in the previous large-scale hydrodynamic tests [14]. Second, the 

floating debris was represented by a standard shipping container with typical full-scale dimensions 

of 6.1 m long, 2.6 m wide and 2.6 m tall. Based on the length scale of 1:20, the dimensions of the 

model container are 0.30 m long, 0.13 m wide and 0.13 m tall. Moreover, in order to ensure the 

availability of an adequate volume of water to pick up and transport the floating debris and to 

achieve a steady-state condition before the water in the reservoir finishes, the length of the reservoir 

for the numerical investigation was increased from 4.2m to 10m. Lastly, in order to avoid potential 

boundary effects from the outlet (e.g. distorted velocities or reflected bores, which could be large 

enough to generate subsequent motion to the debris and affect both the debris dynamics and the 

debris-wave-bridge interaction), the outlet was moved 2 m towards the right elongating the flume 

further. Also, an artificial beach with a 1:12th slope was added for energy dissipation, followed by 

an empty reservoir that gathered the released water after it passed the bridge. Therefore, the final 

numerical model had a total length of 36 m (including the end reservoir) and a width of 1.2 m. 

Figure 4 illustrates the cross-section of the three-dimensional developed numerical model. The 

model consisted of 969,908 shell elements and 4,203,331 SPH particles. All the computational 

analyses were run on the “Multihaz” high-performance computing (HPC) cluster at the University 

of Nevada, Reno using up to 80 cores per analysis. The analysis time ranged between 78 and 110hrs 

depending on the hydrodynamic characteristics. 
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Figure 4-4 Cross section of the computational domain (top), numerical models with the debris and the 

bridge 

The maximum full-scale weight of a 6.1m standard shipping container is 245.2 kN.  According to 

Ko et al., (2015) [6], the typical empty weight of a standard shipping container is about 9.2% of the 

maximum full-scale weight. For this research study, by matching 50% of the total weight of a 

standard shipping container including 9.2% of the full-scale weight representing the empty 

container plus 40.8% as the nonstructural mass/cargo, a total weight of 0.0153 kN was considered. 

Based on the Froude similarity law, the debris specimen at the 1:20 scale corresponds to a prototype 

weight of 122.6 kN. Nonstructural mass was added to the debris to model shipping container cargo 

and was treated as the mass that was attached to the specimen and homogeneously distributed along 

the bottom slab of the debris. The resultant draft of the debris for the numerical simulations was 

3.9 cm. It has to be mentioned that for the purpose of this study, the transverse orientation of the 

debris was defined in which the major axis of the debris was perpendicular to the direction of wave 

propagation and the minor axis of the debris is parallel to the flume horizontal axis. 

According to the Federal Highway Administration the weight per deck area of a two-span 

continuous CIP concrete box bridge, three-span continuous steel girder bridge, single-span precast 

girder bridge, three-span continuous CIP concrete bridge, three-span continuous CIP concrete box 

bridge and twelve span viaduct precast concrete bridge are 13.04kN/m2, 9.75kN/m2, 12.31kN/m2, 

16.66kN/m2, 15.59kN/m2 and 11.80kN/m2, respectively [69-73]. Therefore, for the parametric 
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investigation, the average weight of a hypothetical single span bridge was considered to be 

0.40kN/m2 which corresponds to a prototype average weight of 13.19kN/m2 at the 1:20 length scale. 

For the purpose of numerical investigations, three different deck elevations including 0.20 m (Za), 

0.30 m (Zb), and 0.35 m (Zc) were considered to compare different scenarios.  

A wide range of hydrodynamic conditions which could occur in extreme events was considered 

and reported in Table 4-1. Similar bores were used in previous studies [10, 68].  

Table 4-1 Hydrodynamic conditions 

Bore 

cases 

d: 

Initial water 

level (m) 

Hr: 

Reservoir 

level (m) 

Bore 

strength 

B1 0.10 
0.40 Weak 

B2 0.15 

B3 0.10 

0.60 Strong 
B4 0.15 

B5 0.20 

B6 0.25 

 Tsunami flow characteristics 

Figure 4-5 shows the variation of the free-surface and fluid particle velocities (Vf) for strong bores 

including B3, B4, B5, and B6. The free-surface time-histories are plotted at a location close to the 

offshore side of the debris, while the fluid particle velocities are plotted at the same x coordinate at 

the level of the maximum initial free-surface for the weakest bore (B1), i.e. Z=0.25 m. The figure 

shows that the tsunami bores at the debris location have a relatively long duration, which should be 

enough for the debris to transport from its initial location, impact the bridge superstructure and 

interact with it, and have reasonable velocities for tsunami-like conditions.  
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Figure 4-5 Free-surface (left) and fluid particle velocity histories (right) of tsunami flow in front of the 

debris location for strong bores and Z=0.25 m 

Figure 4-6 presents the numerically predicted maximum values of the free-surface and bore height 

at the aforementioned location and maximum values of the fluid velocities at three elevations 

(Z=0.15, 0.20, and 0.25 m) for all bore cases. The figure shows that while a higher level of the free-

surface and bore height is achieved for the stronger bore, a smaller value of the fluid velocity is 

recorded. As expected, fluid velocity reaches the maximum magnitude at the free-surface level and 

there is a reduction in fluid velocity over the vertical coordinate (depth). Reduction in fluid velocity 

along the depth is more significant for the weaker bores. 

 

Figure 4-6 Maximum free-surface values (left) and fluid velocities (right) of tsunami flow in front of the 

debris location for all the investigated bores and three elevations with Z=0.15, 0.20 and 0.25 m 
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 Debris movement and debris-fluid-bridge intercation 

4.4.1. General trends 

In order to visualize the tsunami-debris-bridge interaction, Figure 4-7 shows some selected 

snapshots of the x-velocities representing the sequence of tsunami-debris-deck interaction for case 

B4Zb (strong bore and bridge elevation of 0.30 m). The figure demonstrates that as the floating 

container moves inland and starts to interact with the deck, it impacts the offshore overhang which 

is followed by several impacts on the offshore web. Then, the debris moves below the bridge and 

applies multiple impacts on the soffit, and resurfaces again. The snapshots highlight the complexity 

of the tsunami flow pattern around the deck and flow-debris-bridge interaction. Moreover, the 

observed three-dimensional trends agree with the two-dimensional trends reported in the previous 

research study by Hasanpour et al., (2022) [64]. 

 

Figure 4-7 Tsunami-debris-bridge interaction for case B4Zb; strong bore and bridge elevation of 0.30 m 

To serve the purpose of the flow-debris-bridge interaction well, Figure 4-8 shows some selected 

snapshots of the x-velocities for three different representative cases including B2Zb (weak bore and 

bridge elevation of 0.30 m), B3Zb (strong bore and bridge elevation of 0.30 m), and B5Za (strong 

bore and bridge elevation of 0.20 m), as the container moves inland and impacts the bridge 

superstructure. The visual presentation of the phenomena reveals that for the selected cases, the 
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tsunami bore reaches the deck before the debris, which implies that the impulsive tsunami bore 

forces will not coincide with the debris impact forces. For the same bridge elevation (B2Zb and 

B3Zb and different bore strength), bore properties play a significant role in the debris transport and 

debris-tsunami-bridge interaction. In the case of the weak bore (B2Zb), as the container reaches the 

offshore side of the deck, it impacts the offshore web and then moves below the deck. However, in 

the case of the strong bore (B3Zb), after the primary impact on the offshore web, the container 

becomes trapped below the offshore overhang until the end of the inundation. For the last case 

(B6Za), as the debris propagates inland, it moves above the deck without any interaction with it. 

The snapshots clearly demonstrate the complex debris-tsunami and debris-tsunami-deck 

interactions and reveal that the elevation of the bridge and bore properties are critical parameters 

that affect the movement of the debris around the deck which determines the sequence of the 

loadings on the bridge superstructure.  
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Figure 4-8 Debris-tsunami and debris-tsunami-bridge interaction for three scenarios: B2Zb (left, weak bore 

and bridge elevation of 0.30 m), B3Zb (center, strong bore and bridge elevation of 0.30 m), and B5Za 

(right, strong bore and bridge elevation of 0.20 m) 

To explore the debris-tsunami and debris-tsunami-bridge interactions, different bore properties and 

bridge elevations were investigated in this study A total of thirteen cases were analyzed. In terms 

of the debris-tsunami-deck interaction, three different trends (A, B, and C) were observed. The 

most frequent trend is trend A and is happened when the debris impacts the offshore side of the 

bridge superstructure and moves below it. Eight cases out of thirteen show trend A. Trend B occurs 
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when the debris moves above the deck, with or without interaction with it. In four cases, trend B 

governs the debris interaction with the deck. The infrequent trend is trend C in which the debris 

impacts the offshore side of the bridge superstructure and becomes trapped below the offshore 

overhang until the end of inundation. One of the cases exhibits trend C. Table 4-2 illustrates that 

the movement of the debris is a function of both the bore properties and the bridge elevation. For 

example, in case B6, for similar flow characteristics, the container could either propagates below 

the bridge or moves above the deck which is determined by the bridge elevation. In the case of 

similar bridge elevation such as B3Zb, B4Zb, B5Zb, and B6Zb, depending on the bore properties, 

the debris can move below or above the bridge or becomes trapped below the offshore overhang 

until the end of inundation. Overall, the movement of the container and its interaction with the 

tsunami flow and the deck is a complex multi-physics phenomenon. Table 4-2 summarizes the 

observed flow-debris-bridge interaction for all investigated cases. 

Table 4-2 Debris-deck interaction for the investigated bore cases 

Bore 

Cases 
Hr (m) d (m) 

Bridge Elevation (m) 

0.20 (Za) 0.30 (Zb) 0.35 (Zc) 

B1 

0.40 

0.10 

 Impacts the offshore side 

and moves below the 

bridge (A) 

 

  B2 0.15 

 Impacts the offshore side 

and moves below the 

bridge (A)  

Impacts the offshore side 

and moves below the 

bridge (A) 

B3 

0.60 

0.10 

Impacts the offshore side 

and moves above the 

deck (B)  

 Impacts the offshore side 

and gets trapped below the 

offshore overhang (C) 

B4 0.15 

 Impacts the offshore side 

and moves above the 

deck (B) 

Impacts the offshore side 

and moves below the 

bridge (A) 

 Impacts the offshore 

side and moves below 

the bridge (A) 

B5  0.20 

 Impacts the offshore side 

and moves above the 

deck- NO CONTACT 

(B) 

Impacts the offshore side 

and moves below the 

bridge (A) 

Impacts the offshore 

side and moves below 

the bridge (A) 

B6 0.25   

Impacts the offshore side 

and moves above the deck 

(B) 

Impacts the offshore 

side and moves below 

the bridge (A) 
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4.4.2. Debris displacements and rotations 

In order to get a more quantitative view of the movement of the debris, Figure 4-9 plots the average 

vertical displacement (Dz) of the offshore and and onshore corners of the container and its trajectory 

(Dx vs. Dz) throughout the propagation inland. For this purpose, nine different cases based on (i) 

two different bridge elevations including 0.20m (Za) and 0.30m (Zb) and (ii) different bore 

properties are presented. This figure illustrates that the container flow is significanltly dependent 

on the bore properties and the bridge elevation, with totally different movements being observed 

for the investigated cases. The stronger bore elevates the container up to three times more than the 

weaker bore which consequently affects the tsunami-debris-deck interaction. For instance, in case 

of B2Za (weak bore and bridge elevation of 0.20m) the debris moves below the deck, while for the 

same bridge elevation and the stronger bore, i.e., B4Za, the debris propagates above the deck. 

Interestingly, in case of the stronger bores, the debris exhibits the upward and downward 

dispalcements (except case B6Zb, in which the debris moves above the deck), while when the debris 

picks up by the weaker bores, nearly a consistent movement of the debris is observed. Moreover, 

the figure highlights the effect of bridge elevation on the debris movement as well. For example, 

for the same bore properties and different deck elevation such as cases B3Za and B3Zb, the debris 

could either moves below the bridge or becomes trapped in front of the deck, depending on the 

bridge elevation.  
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Figure 4-9 Debris vertical displacement histories (top) and trajectories (bottom) for two bridge elevations 

(0.20 m (Za) and 0.30 m (Zb)) and different bore strengths 

The above time-histories gave an insight into the debris vertical displacement and trajectory. To 

get a better view of the debris displacement, Figure 4-10 presents the debris maximum vertical 

displacement for all the tested tsunami flows and bridge elevations. It is critical predicting the 

vertical displacement and location of the debris impact on the bridge. In fact, vertical displacement 

of the debris determines the range of interactions with the bridge superstructure that is a function 

of the bore properties and the deck elevation. This figure verifies the observed trends. For instance, 

in cases of B3Za, B4Za, and B5Za in which the debris moves above the deck, maximum vertical 

displacement (relative to the center of gravity) of 0.33 m, 0.25 m, and 0.23 m are reported, 

respectively. Furthermore, for the highest bridge elevations, i.e., cases B4Zc, B5Zc, and B6Zc, the 
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debris moves below the deck and exhibits vertical displacement of 0.16 m, 0.17 m, and 0.15 m, 

respectively.  

 

Figure 4-10 Debris maximum vertical displacement for all the investigated cases   

Figure 4-11 shows time-histories of the debris rotations relative to the initial position for two 

different bridge elevations including 0.20 m (Za) and 0.30 m (Zb) and different bore properties. The 

figure reveals that both bore properties and bridge elevation play a significant role in the debris 

rotation throughout the propagation and impact on the bridge superstructure. As shown, for the 

similar bridge elevation and bore strength, such as cases B1Za and B2Za, higher initial water levels 

results in approximately a 36% reduction in debris rotation. Furthermore, in case of similar bridge 

elevation and initial water level such as cases B2Zb and B4Zb, the stronger bore induces an 

approximately 3-fold larger maximum pitching angle relative to the weaker case of B2Zb. These 

trends verify quantitatively the significant role of bore properties on the debris flow. However, for 

the same bore properties, the bridge elevation could play a critical role and affects the movement 

of the debris around the deck and the debris-fluid-deck interaction. For instance, in the case of 

B4Za, the debris rotates up to 480 degrees and moves above the deck, while for the higher deck 

elevation, i.e., B4Zb, rotation of the debris reduces by approximately 31%, and the debris moves 
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below the deck. Another interesting finding can be reached from the container rotation, according 

to which, in some cases such as B4Za, B4Zb, and B5Zb the debris rotates more than 180 degrees 

(up to 480 degrees) which means that it rotates upside down, a fact that could potentially cause 

damage to cargo. Therefore, it is important in future risk assessment models, to predict the 

displacement and rotation of the floating container so that the designer can identify the structural 

components that are susceptible to debris impact.  

 

Figure 4-11 Debris rotation histories for two bridge elevations (0.20 m (Za) and 0.30 m (Zb)) and different 

bore strengths 

4.4.3. Debris velocities 

To provide further explanations for the observed trends in the previous figure, the debris offshore 

and onshore corners velocities in the horizontal (Vxd) and vertical (Vzd) directions for three selected 

cases including B3Za (strong bore and bridge elevation of 0.20 m), B4Zb (strong bore and bridge 

elevation of 0.30 m), and B5Zc (strong bore and bridge elevation of 0.35 m) are presented in Figure 

4-12. The figure demonstrates that while at the instant of primary impact, the offshore and onshore 

corners exhibit similar velocities (horizontal and vertical), throughout the entrainment process the 

velocities (horizontal and vertical) significantly differ for the offshore and onshore corners of the 

debris. Based on the figure, when the debris is picked up by the approaching bore and its motion is 
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initiated, the horizontal and vertical velocities of the offshore corners of the debris are higher than 

the respective velocities of the onshore corners. For instance, the maximum horizontal offshore 

velocity prior to the primary impact is about 6%, 25%, and 10% higher than the respective velocity 

of the onshore corners for cases B3Za, B4Zb, and B5Zc, respectively. In terms of the maximum 

vertical velocity before the first impact on the bridge superstructure, the SPH-FEM models predict 

higher offshore velocity than the onshore velocity by approximately 27%, 96%, and 17%, for cases 

B3Za, B4Zb, and B5Zc, respectively. The differences in the offshore and onshore velocities could 

be attributed to the presence of debris pitching and verifying the previously observed trends. For 

example, in the case of B4Zb, the debris rotates more than 180 degrees (up to 330 degrees) which 

cause significant differences in the offshore and onshore velocities. The presence of the debris 

pitching causes the floating container impacts the structure with an angle to the horizontal plane. 

The importance of the debris pitching and non-normal impact on the structures is reported by past 

studies as well [55, 68]. 
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Figure 4-12 Debris offshore and onshore corners velocities in the horizontal (top) and vertical (bottom) 

directions for three strong bore cases and different bridge elevation, including B3Za (bridge elevation of 

0.20 m), B4Zb (bridge elevation of 0.30 m), and B5Zc (bridge elevation of 0.35 m) 

To evaluate the effect of bore strength on the debris velocities, Figure 4-13 presents time-histories 

of the average debris velocities in the horizontal and vertical directions for two selected cases, 

including B1Za (weak bore and bridge elevation of 0.20 m) and B3Za (strong bore and bridge 

elevation of 0.20 m). As expected, a strong bore transfers more momentum to the container which 

results in a higher debris velocities. In fact, strong bore causes an increase of about 62% and 400% 

in the horizontal and vertical velocities, respectively. Moreover, a higher level of velocity affects 

the debris-flow-bridge interaction. For instance, in the case of B3Za, the debris propagates above 

the deck, while in the case of B1Za, the container impacts the offshore side of the bridge and moves 

below it.  
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Figure 4-14 shows time-series of the average horizontal and vertical debris velocities for different 

cases with similar bore strength (strong bore) and bridge elevation (0.30 m) and different initial 

water levels, including B3Zb (d=0.10 m), B4Zb (d=0.15 m), B5Zb (d=0.20 m) and B6Zb (d=0.25 

m). This figure reveals that initial water level plays a significant role in the debris velocities which 

affects tsunami-debris-deck interaction. For example, in the case of the shallower water depth, i.e, 

B3Zb, as the container propagates inland, it impacts the offshore side of the bridge and becomes 

trapped below the offshore overhang until the end of inundation (debris velocities drop significantly 

and becomes almost zero). However, in the case of the deepset water level, i.e, B6Zb, the debris 

impacts the deck and moves above it. In this case, after the primary impact, as the debris moves 

above the deck, it accelerates and reaches about 60% and 17% of the horizontal and vertical impact 

velocities, respectively. Regarding the two other cases, i.e., B4Zb and B5Zb, where the debris 

impacts the offshore side and moves below the bridge, a larger initial water level leads to an 

increase of about 70% in the horizontal velocity. In the aforementioned cases, after the primary 

impact on the bridge, the debris accelerates and, the horizontal velocity increases and reaches 

approximately 87% and 120% of the horizontal impact velocities, respectively. In terms of the 

vertical velocity, as the debris moves below the soffit, the vertical velocity increases significantly 

and can exceed even the velocity of the initial impact. For instance, an increase of about 163% and 

80% in the debris vertical velocity relative to the impact velocity is reported for cases B4Zb and 

B5Zb, respectively. Another interesting finding can be reached from the figure is that in the cases 

that the debris moves below the bridge and accelerates and re-surfaces with significant velocities 

(equal or greater than the primary impact velocity) if there are a set of bridges running parallel to 

each other, i.e., twin bridges, the second bridge experiences similar or worsening situation. Follow-

up studies should investigate the tsunami-borne debris impact loads on twin bridges to quantify the 

impact forces for future risk assessment frameworks of bridges.  
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Figure 4-13 Debris velocities in the horizontal (left) and vertical (right) directions for two selected cases 

with similar bridge elevation (0.20 m) and different bore strengths, including B1Za (weak bore), and B3Za 

(strong bore) generate 

 

Figure 4-14 Debris velocities in the horizontal (top) and vertical (bottom) directions for four selected 

strong bores with similar bridge elevation (0.30 m) and different initial water levels, including B3Zb 

(d=0.10 m), B4Zb (d=0.15 m), B5Zb (d=0.20 m), and B6Zb (d=0.25 m) 
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Time-histories of the debris horizontal and vertical velocities for similar bore properties and 

different bridge elevations are plotted in Figure 4-15. For this purpose, three different cases 

including B4Za (bridge elevation of 0.20 m), B4Zb (bridge elevation of 0.30 m), and B4Zc (bridge 

elevation of 0.35 m) are presented. In the case of the lowest bridge elevation, after the primary 

impact on the deck, the debris horizontal velocity drops gradually. However, for the two other 

cases, more abrupt decreases in the debris horizontal velocity are observed. The trends could be 

attributed to the (i) different debris-flow-deck interactions and (ii) cushioning effect from the 

trapped fluid between the debris and the deck at the instant of impact. While the debris moves 

below the soffit when it hits the bridge with higher elevations, i.e., 0.30 m and 0.35 m, it moves 

above the deck with the lowest elevation. Furthermore, fluid-structure interaction is more 

significant for the deck at a lower elevation than the deck at a higher elevation. Therefore, the 

smoothing role of fluid particles becomes more evident which causes a gradual decrease in the 

debris velocity. Moreover, the figure demonstrates that for the cases where the debris moving below 

the bridge, it exhibits approximately similar horizontal impact velocities irrespective of the bridge 

elevation, with about 4% higher velocity associated with the deck elevation of 0.35 m.  

 

Figure 4-15 Debris velocities in the horizontal (left) and vertical (right) directions for three selected cases 

with similar bore properties and different bridge elevations, including B4Za (bridge elevation of 0.20 m), 

B4Zb (bridge elevation of 0.30 m), and B4Zc (bridge elevation of 0.35 m) 
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Figure 4-16 illustrates maximum values of the debris velocities in the horizontal and vertical 

directions throughout the propagation before the primary impact on the bridge superstructure, i.e., 

maximum velocity, and at the instant of impact, i.e., impact velocity, for all the investigated cases. 

This figure reveals that the debris primary impact velocity is not necessarily the maximum velocity.  

In other words, the primary impact velocity is equal to or smaller than the maximum velocity 

throughout the propagation before the first impact. After the approaching bore entrains the debris, 

due to the transfer of tsunami flow momentum to the container, there is a transient effect, therefore, 

the container accelerates promptly and reaches the peak velocity. This effect is more significant in 

terms of horizontal velocity. However, when the debris impacts the bridge superstructure, the 

reflection of the wave from the offshore side of the bridge mitigates the debris energy and slows 

down the debris velocity. The reflection of the bore is more significant for cases in which the larger 

height of the bridge becomes inundated. The debris maximum horizontal velocity is 2.64, 1.82, and 

1.69 times higher than the impact velocity for the bridge elevation of 0.20 m (Za), 0.30 m (Zb), and 

0.35 m (Zc), respectively. In terms of the vertical velocity, the maximum velocity is 1.25, 1.12, and 

4.2 times higher than the associated impact velocity, respectively. The results presented herein raise 

the question of the future predictive equations of the debris impact forces on the bridges, the 

designer should consider the maximum velocity of the debris throughout the propagation with 

reduction coefficients, or the primary impact velocity.  
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Figure 4-16 Maximum values of the debris velocities in the horizontal (top) and vertical (bottom) 

directions at the instant of primary impact and throughout propagation 

To gain further insight into the debris impact velocities in the horizontal and vertical directions, 

Figure 4-17 presents the ratio of the primary vertical impact velocity relative to the respective 

horizontal velocity for all the investigated cases. As presented in previous figures, the debris has a 

primary vertical impact velocity. The magnitude of the vertical velocity for the bridge elevation of 

0.20m (Za) is in the range of (0.36-1.5)m/s which is approximately (42-70)% of the horizontal 

impact velocity. In the case of the bridge elevation of 0.3m (Zb), the debris vertical velocity lies 

between (0.44-0.97) m/s which is about (25-93)% of the respective horizontal velocity. For the 

highest bridge elevation, i.e., 0.35 m (Zc), the container exhibits a vertical velocity between 0.3 m/s 

up to 1m/s which is approximately (20-58)% of the horizontal impact velocity. Furthermore, for 

some cases in which the debris moves below the bridge, the magnitude of the follow-up vertical 

impact velocity is significant and is approximately 17%, 42%, 135%, 35%, and 30% of the primary 
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horizontal impact velocity for cases B2Za, B2Zb, B4Zb, B5Zb, and B4Zc, respectively. As mentioned 

by Hasanpour et al., (2022), the main focus of the majority of previous studies on debris impact on 

the structure and available simplified equations are on the horizontal velocity. However, the results 

of two-dimensional and three-dimensional numerical investigations demonstrate that the vertical 

velocity at the instant of primary impact is significant and should be considered in design 

guidelines.  

 

Figure 4-17 Ratio of the primary impact velocities for all investigated cases 

 Impact force on bridge superstructure 

Figure 4-18 shows time histories of the horizontal and vertical debris (Fd) and fluid (Ff) forces 

applied on the bridge superstructure with an elevation of 0.30 m for strong bores and different 

initial water levels including B3Zb (d=0.10 m), B4Zb (d=0.15 m), B5Zb (d=0.20 m), and B6Zb 

(d=0.25 m). As mentioned previously, the initial water level is one of the parameters that govern 

the flow-debris-deck interaction and causes different movements of the debris around the deck 

which consequently determines the sequence of loadings. In the case of the shallowest water depth 

(B3Zb) where the debris becomes trapped below the offshore overhang (trend C), the applied 

hydrodynamic forces are negligible and the container induces up to 2 and 1.2 times larger horizontal 
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and vertical forces, respectively. For the intermediate initial water levels (B4Zb and B5Zb) in which 

the debris impacts the offshore side and moves below the deck (trend A), the bridge exposes to 

higher debris and fluid impact forces in both directions. While the primary debris horizontal impact 

force is about 1.5 and 2 times the maximum fluid force in cases of B4Zb and B5Zb, respectively, 

similar uplift forces are applied on the bridge (debris and fluid). For these two cases, the magnitude 

of the primary horizontal debris impact force is about 1.75 times the uplift force. Another 

interesting finding that can be reached from this figure is that the soffit experiences several uplift 

forces after the primary impact as the debris moves below the bridge, which agrees with the 

observations made by Hasanpour et al., (2022). The magnitude of the secondary uplift force is 

about 76% and 82% of the initial impact for cases B4Zb and B5Zb, respectively. It should be 

mentioned that in the case of B4Zb, according to previous figures, the debris secondary vertical 

impact velocity overcomes the primary respective velocity with approximately 1.63 times higher 

velocity. However, the magnitude of the secondary impact force is smaller than the primary one 

which could be attributed to the presence of the debris pitching and non-linear force-velocity 

relation as reported by Hasanpour et al., (2021) [55].  For the deepest initial water depth (B6Zb) 

that the debris moves above the deck, the magnitude of the debris horizontal impact force is about 

1.6 times the fluid force. Moreover, as the debris propagates over the deck, it applies a downward 

force with a magnitude of about 40% of the respective horizontal force. Furthermore, in some cases, 

the debris and the fluid forces do not get maximized at the same instant during the inundation 

process, highlighting the need to consider different load cases in the design of new bridges to 

identify the governing scenario, as was done by Istrati et al., (2018) [24] for the clear-water 

condition that will account for different impact locations along the width of the superstructure.  
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Figure 4-18 Applied horizontal and vertical force histories for four cases with similar bridge elevation of 

0.30m and bore strength and different initial water depths, including B3Zb (d=0.10 m), B4Zb (d=0.15 m), 

B5Zb (d=0.20 m), and B6Zb (d=0.25 m) 
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To get further insight into the applied loading on the bridge superstructure, Figure 4-19 illustrates 

the time histories of the (a) debris horizontal impact force (Fxd), (b) debris vertical impact force 

(Fzd), (c) total horizontal force (Fxt), (d) total uplift force (Fzt), the maximum magnitude of the (e) 

debris impact force in the two directions and (f) peak values of the total applied loads in the two 

directions for strong bores and different initial water levels including B3Zb (d=0.10 m), B4Zb 

(d=0.15 m), B5Zb (d=0.20 m), and B6Zb (d=0.25 m). It is observed that as the initial water depth 

increases, the debris impact forces in the two directions increase as well. For example, by increasing 

the initial water level from 0.10 m to 0.25 m, the debris horizontal impact force increases by 

approximately 100%. For the initial water level of 0.20 m, the debris applies uplift force with 

approximately a 75% increase relative to the shallowest water depth (0.10 m). In the case of the 

deepest water depth, the container moves above the deck and induces downward force. In terms of 

the total horizontal applied loads, the largest bore applies up to about 140% higher force relative to 

the smallest one. For the total uplift force, in the case of B5Zb, when the bridge superstructure 

becomes fully inundated and the tsunami bore induces downward force, the debris applies the 

primary impact force. Therefore, the maximum total uplift force for the case decreases by up to 

50% relative to the B4Zb. In the case of the largest bore (B6Zb), the increase in hydrodynamic force 

is compensated by the debris downward force and the bridge superstructure experiences almost 

similar total vertical forces to the B4Zb. Overall, the observed trends reveal the complexity of the 

phenomena and indicate that more complex predictive equations should be developed accounting 

for both horizontal and uplift forces for the future risk assessment framework. 
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Figure 4-19 Time histories of the debris horizontal and vertical forces, total horizontal and vertical forces, 

and the maximum values of the debris and total horizontal and vertical forces for four cases with similar 

bridge elevation of 0.30 m and bore strength and different initial water depth, including B3Zb (d=0.10 m), 

B4Zb (d=0.15 m), B5Zb (d=0.20 m), and B6Zb (d=0.25 m) 

To evaluate the effect of the bridge elevation on the applied loadings, time-histories of the debris 

forces in the two directions for three cases with similar bore properties and different deck elevations 

including B4Za (bridge elevation of 0.20 m), B4Zb (bridge elevation of 0.30 m), and B4Zc (bridge 

elevation of 0.35 m) are presented in Figure 4-20. For the lower bridge elevation (Za), the horizontal 
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force caused by the tsunami bore overcomes the debris impact force with the fluid force being 

approximately 3 times larger than the debris impact forces. In this case, the debris moves above the 

deck (trend B) and applies downward force. On the other hand, for the highest deck elevation (Zc), 

the fluid forces become negligible (there is no significant fluid-deck) and the debris-deck 

interaction plays an important role. In this case, the debris exerts significant forces on the deck and 

the magnitude of the horizontal force is about 1.7 times the vertical load. However, as the debris 

propagates below the deck, it applies secondary impact force on the soffit which is about 8% of the 

respective initial magnitude. For the intermediate bridge elevation (Zc), the magnitude of the debris 

horizontal impact force is about 1.3 times the fluid force, while the debris and the bore apply 

approximately similar uplift forces.   

 

Figure 4-20 Applied horizontal and vertical force histories for three cases with similar bore properties and 

different bridge elevations, including B4Za (bridge elevation of 0.20 m), B4Zb (bridge elevation of 0.30 

m), and B4Zc (bridge elevation of 0.35 m) 
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Figure 4-21 presents the numerically calculated maximum values of the debris, fluid, and total 

impact forces in the two directions for three cases with similar bore properties and different deck 

elevations including B4Za (bridge elevation of 0.20 m), B4Zb (bridge elevation of 0.30 m), and 

B4Zc (bridge elevation of 0.35 m). This figure reveals that by increasing the deck elevation, the 

debris-induced forces are increased as well. For instance, an increase of about 385% and 106% in 

the horizontal and vertical loads for the highest deck elevation relative to the lowest one are 

observed, respectively. However, in terms of the hydrodynamic forces, a reduction of about 90% 

and 85% in the horizontal and uplift forces are reported. This trend could be attributed to the fluid-

structure interaction. As mentioned in the previous section, for the higher deck elevation, the 

tsunami bore barely reaches the deck, and the smoothing effect of fluid particles on the debris-deck 

interaction decreases. Therefore, debris has a significant contribution to the applied loadings and 

structural integrity. In terms of the total applied forces, the bridge with the highest elevation 

experiences up to 62% larger horizontal force relative to the lowest deck elevation. However, the 

lowest deck elevation exposes to approximately 27% larger uplift force relative to the highest 

bridge elevation.   

 

Figure 4-21 Maximum values of the debris, fluid, and total horizontal and vertical forces for three cases 

with similar bore properties and different bridge elevations, including B4Za (bridge elevation of 0.20 m), 

B4Zb (bridge elevation of 0.30 m), and B4Zc (bridge elevation of 0.35 m) 
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 Role of debris 

In order to decipher the role of debris on the hydrodynamic and total applied loads (combination 

of the hydrodynamic loading and the debris impact force), the selected cases were re-analyzed 

considering clear-water condition (no debris). Figure 4-22 depicts numerically calculated 

maximum values of the hydrodynamic forces for all the investigated tsunami flows and two 

scenarios; with and without debris. As shown, in the case of the lowest bridge elevation, i.e., Za, 

the presence of the debris has a negligible effect on the exerted horizontal hydrodynamic forces on 

the deck. In the case of B5Za, in which the debris propagates above the deck without any interaction 

with it, similar fluid forces are applied on the deck for both configurations. However, for the higher 

bridge elevation, the role of debris in the fluid-bridge interaction becomes more significant. For 

instance, the presence of the debris leads to an increase up to about 38% and 43% for the bridge 

elevation of 0.30 m (Zb) and 0.35 m (Zc) in the horizontal hydrodynamic force, respectively. In 

terms of the uplift force, an increasing rate of the applied load due to the presence of debris is 

observed. Similarly, the increase in peak uplift force appears to be significant for the higher deck 

elevation with an increase of about 23% and 57% for the elevation of 0.30 m and 0.35 m, 

respectively. For the higher deck elevation and clear-water conditions, tsunami bore barely reaches 

the deck. However, the presence of the debris leads to an increase in flow particle velocities around 

the deck (flow is constricted around the debris) and affects the flow-bridge interaction. Therefore, 

the approaching bore could inundate the bridge at a higher elevation and impose higher 

hydrodynamic loads on the bridge. 
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Figure 4-22 Maximum values of the hydrodynamic forces in the horizontal and vertical directions on the 

bridge superstructure for the investigated cases and two scenarios; with and without debris 

To provide further insight into the role of debris on the applied loadings, Figure 4-23 presents 

numerically predicted maximum values of the total forces for all the tested tsunami waves and two 

scenarios; with and without debris. This figure reveals that the presence of the debris leads to an 

increase in the total imposed loads (as expected). However, in the case of B5Za, the presence of the 

debris does not affect the magnitude of the total applied loads, since the debris does not interact 

with the bridge. For some cases in which the tsunami bore does not reach the bridge superstructure 

such as B2Zb, B3Zb, and B4Zc, the presence of the container plays an important role and has a 

significant contribution to the induced loadings. In fact, the bridge superstructure experiences about 
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3.1, 2.2, and 2.8 times larger horizontal force and approximately 1.01, 1.24, and 4.72 times larger 

uplift force, respectively. Overall, the increase in total horizontal impact force ranged between (0-

208) % for Za, (112-310) % for Zb, and (200-550) % for Zc. In terms of the total uplift loads, the 

increase in the force ranged between (0-12) % for Za, (0-110) % for Zb, and (70-470) % for Zc. For 

some cases where the debris moves above the deck, the increase in the hydrodynamic uplift force 

is canceled out by the downward debris impact force. For instance, in the case of B3Za, the bridge 

superstructure exposes to a similar uplift load.  

Overall, in terms of the total horizontal impact force, the mean measured force with debris impact 

is 1.53, 3.57, and 4.91 times larger than the case without debris for the bridge elevation of Za, Zb, 

and Zc, respectively, equating to a higher level of impact load. In terms of the total uplift load, the 

bridge superstructure should withstand 1.88, and 4.26 times larger forces compared to the clear-

water condition for Zb, and Zc, respectively. However, in the case of the lower elevation (Za), the 

bridge experiences approximately similar total uplift load, which could be attributed to the debris-

deck interaction. The observed trends confirmed that for higher bridge elevations, the contribution 

of the debris to the total impact force is more significant. As stated, in the case of the elevation 

equal to 0.35 m (Zc), the bridge exposes to 4.91 and 4.26 times larger horizontal and vertical total 

impact forces, respectively, compared to the clear-water condition. For higher elevations, it sounds 

improbable that the tsunami bore reaches the bridge to fully inundate it, therefore, debris-induced 

forces could govern the failure mechanism of the bridge superstructure.  

To improve the understanding of the role of debris on structural demand furthermore, Table 4-3 

presents the ratio of the total horizontal (Rx) and vertical (Rz) forces for the models with the debris 

versus the clear-water condition (with debris/without debris). This table supports the previous 

figures and shows that for the higher Rx and Rz that the tsunami bore barely reaches the deck, the 

debris plays an important role and applies significant impact loads on the bridge. For example, in 
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the case of the highest deck elevation (0.35 m), the presence of the debris causes an increase of up 

to 6.5 and 4.7 times in the total horizontal and uplift forces, respectively. Furthermore, for case 

B3Za that the debris moves above the deck (trend B), and Rz becomes less than 1, meaning that the 

total uplift is reduced relative to the clear-water condition. Overall, the observed trends in the 

previous figures and the reported data in Table 4-3 demonstrate that role of debris on horizontal 

impact force is more significant than the vertical load.  

 

Figure 4-23 Maximum values of the total impact forces in the horizontal and vertical directions on the 

bridge superstructure for the investigated cases and two scenarios; with and without debris 
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Table 4-3 Ratio of the total forces with and without debris in the two directions 

Bore Cases Hr (m) d (m) 

Bridge Elevation (m) 

0.20 (Za) 0.30 (Zb) 0.35 (Zc) 

B1 

0.40 

0.10 Rx=1.8, Rz=1.1  

 B2 0.15 Rx=1.7, Rz=1.1 Rx=3.1, Rz=1.1 

B3 

0.60 

0.10 Rx=1.5, Rz=0.9 Rx=2.2, Rz=1.2 

B4 0.15 Rx=1.5, Rx=1.1 Rx=3.2, Rz=2.5 Rx=2.8, Rz=4.7 

B5 0.20 
Rx=1, Rz=1 

(NO CONTACT) 
Rx=2.6, Rz=1.3 Rx=6.5, Rz=4.4 

B6 0.25  Rx=2.1, Rz=1.2 Rx=3, Rz=1.7 

 

 Conclusions and recommendations 

Numerical simulations using a coupled SPH-FEM method have been performed in order to 

investigate the three-dimensional debris-flow-bridge interaction. First, the numerical method was 

validated with an experimental study carried out by Shafiei (2016), revealing the ability to capture 

the debris dynamics and impact forces on coastal structures. Following the validation, another 

three-dimensional model was developed, which included a single container with a transverse 

orientation and a box-girder superstructure and was used to explore the effect of the bore properties, 

the initial water depth and the bridge elevation on the debris movement and the impact forces. The 

numerical results provided the following insights: 

• Debris-flow-bridge interaction patterns: Three different patterns A, B, C were observed 

in the movement of the debris around the deck, which were affected by the elevation of the 

bridge, initial water depth and bore properties. The most frequent pattern is A, which can 

be described by the debris impact on the offshore side of the bridge superstructure followed 

by the movement below the soffit until it resurfaces again on the onshore side. As the debris 

passes below the deck, in some cases it impacts the soffit generating uplift loads that can 
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even exceed the maximum horizontal ones. In pattern B the debris moves above the deck, 

with or without interacting with the top surface. The least frequent pattern is C, in which 

the debris impacts the offshore side of the superstructure and becomes trapped below the 

offshore overhang generating repetitive impulsive loads and long-duration damming loads 

until the end of the inundation.  

• Debris pitching: In most cases debris pitching was observed, which tended to reduce in 

the case of higher initial water levels by up to 36% and increase with the bore strength. In 

fact, the strongest bore introduced an approximately 3-fold larger maximum debris pitching 

angle relative to the weaker bore. Interestingly, in some case the debris rotated more than 

180 degrees (up to 480 degrees) which means that it turned upside down, a fact that could 

potentially damage the cargo and would indicate the need for appropriate support systems 

inside the container to protect the cargo. 

• Debris velocities:  In some cases, after the primary impact on the bridge, as the debris 

moves below the deck it accelerates and the horizontal velocity increases up to 

approximately 120% of the horizontal impact velocity, while the vertical velocity can 

increase up to 163% of the respective value at the primary impact. For the lowest bridge 

elevations, the debris tends to slow down as it approaches the bridge due to the reflection 

of the bore on the offshore face of the deck, which means that in these cases the debris 

impact velocity is smaller that the maximum debris velocity. The latter tends to occur when 

the approaching tsunami entrains the debris and starts moving it inland. Therefore, this 

indicates the need to develop methodologies that will be able to account for the bore 

reflection in order to predict accurately the debris impact velocities that are so essential for 

estimating the forces on bridges and the associated risk of damage. 
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Regarding the forces applied on the bridge superstructure, in the case of the shallowest water depth, 

the applied hydrodynamic (fluid) forces were negligible and the debris impact forces were up to 2 

and 1.2 times larger in the two directions respectively. As the initial water level increases, the bridge 

becomes exposed to higher debris and hydrodynamic forces in both directions. Interestingly, the 

horizontal debris forces seem to increase consistently with the increase of the water level, however, 

for the uplift forces this is true only up to a certain water level, after which the trend changes due 

to the dramatic changes in the debris movement patterns (e.g. debris moves above the deck instead 

of below the deck). Moreover, as expected the increase of the bore strength increased the loads on 

the deck, with the stronger tsunami bore exerting 140% larger horizontal forces than the weaker 

bore.  

Another parameter that has a governing effect on the total bridge forces is the deck elevation 

because it affects the ratio between the debris forces and fluid forces. For example, for small deck 

elevations the fluid forces can be up to 3 times larger than the debris forces, however, for larger 

deck elevations the trends are reversing and the debris forces are much larger than the fluid ones, 

dominating the total demand. Interestingly, as the bridge elevation increases, the debris impact 

forces increase in both directions, with the bridge at the highest elevation witnessing 385% and 

106% larger horizontal and vertical forces respectively than the lowest bridge. On the other hand, 

for the hydrodynamic forces, an opposite trend seems to occur, with a reduction of about 90% and 

85% in the horizontal and uplift forces between the bridge with the highest and lowest elevation. 

This finding is important for design and risk assessment purposes, because intuitively bridges with 

higher elevations are less exposed to direct tsunami loads, however, in certain conditions they can 

witness larger debris loads and consequently larger total loads than lower bridges, which would 

lead to a higher risk of failure. However, more work is required in the future in order to identify 

these conditions and the exact risk.  
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In comparison to the SPH-FEM analyses of clear-water tsunami conditions (no debris) it was found 

that the presence of the debris tends to affect also the fluid forces on the bridge, which could 

increase by up to 43% in the horizontal direction. This is because the existence of the debris affects 

spatially and temporally the flow velocities and consequently the pressures on the bridge. More 

importantly, for all the investigated cases the debris increased consistently the total horizontal 

forces, with the ratio of the total forces with debris to the total forces without the debris (Rx) being 

between 1.5 and 6.5 and having an average value of 2.67. Respectively the same ratio in the vertical 

direction (Ry) was between 0.9 and 4.7, with an average value of 1.85.  

In summary, the presented results reveal the complexity of the phenomena and indicate that 

appropriate predictive equations should be developed in order to predict both the horizontal and 

uplift forces at the instant of the primary debris impact on the bridges. Moreover, given the fact 

that in some cases the soffit experienced several uplift forces after the primary impact as the debris 

moved below the bridge, it might be necessary to consider multiple load cases that will apply the 

debris loads at different locations of the deck. Follow up studies with a wider range of 

hydrodynamic conditions, debris orientations and preferably at prototype scale should be conducted 

in order to quantify accurately all the aforementioned parameters. 
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5. Effect of Debris Orientation on the Debris-Tsunami-Bridge Interaction and Induced 

Forces 

Abstract 

Natural hazard events such as tsunamis pose a significant threat to coastal communities and 

infrastructure. These events can result in significant environmental destruction and damage to 

coastal infrastructure, including bridges, and can endanger human lives. The vulnerability of near-

shore bridges to both the hydrodynamic power of the tsunami and the impact forces of water-borne 

debris has been demonstrated by major earthquakes in the past. Field surveys have shown that the 

presence of debris carried by tsunami flow such as shipping containers, can lead to a significant 

increase in the peak forces impacting structures and potentially cause severe structural failure. In 

light of the potential consequences of natural hazards events, it is crucial to advance the 

understanding of tsunami-borne debris loadings on coastal bridges. The goal of this study is to 

utilize the coupled SPH-FEM molding technique to gain a deeper understanding of the fundamental 

physics behind three-dimensional (3D) debris-wave and debris-wave-bridge interactions. A 

comprehensive numerical investigation was conducted to examine the role of various parameters 

in these interactions. The findings of this study showed the debris can remain on the offshore side, 

travel above the deck, or move below it. The three-dimensional nature of flow can affect the debris 

movement and results in significant yaw rotation. The presence of debris pitching was also 

attributed to variations in the velocities of offshore and onshore corners. Interestingly, in some 

cases, after the initial impact, the container may accelerate and reach velocities that are similar to 

or greater than those at the instant of initial impact and consequently applied follow-up impacts. 

Furthermore, the longitudinal debris reaches higher velocities compared to the transverse debris 

which in turn leads to on average about 1.48 and 1.5 times greater horizontal and vertical debris 

forces, respectively. Last but not least, the presence of debris results in average about 3.64 and 2.13 

times larger horizontal and vertical forces, respectively, compared to cases without debris. 
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 Introduction 

In response to climate change and adverse consequences of population growth, natural hazard 

events like tsunamis, bring significant environmental destruction and devastation to coastal 

infrastructure such as bridges and endanger lives. As observed during the recent major earthquakes 

which took place in the Indian Ocean (2004) and Japan (2011), near-shore bridges located in 

tsunami-prone areas are increasingly vulnerable to not only the destructive hydrodynamic power 

of tsunamis, but also water-borne debris impact loads. The Indian Ocean tsunami caused about 

350,000 causalities which is considered the deadliest natural disaster of the 21st century [1]. A total 

of 1,100 km of coastline was affected and 81 bridges were washed away [2]. The Great East Japan 

resulted in widespread damages of about USD211 billion which made it the costliest natural 

disaster on record [3]. More than 119,000 residential buildings collapsed and 252 bridges were 

damaged [3, 4] and a total loss of life of over 19,000 occurred [5]. Post-tsunami reconnaissance 

surveys revealed that the induced forces by tsunami waves, debris, and floating objects led to a 

significant lateral displacement or washout of the bridge deck [6, 7]. The results derived from these 

surveys also showed that the presence of debris carried by tsunami flow is responsible for a drastic 

increase in the peak forces impacting the structures, which could lead to severe structural failure 

[8, 9]. Therefore, it is of extreme importance to advance the understanding of tsunami-borne debris 

loadings and the effects on coastal bridges to reduce casualties and improve the performance of 

these structures that may be subject to future earthquake and tsunami events.    

The documented extensive damage to coastal bridges in recent tsunamis provoked the research 

community around the world to focus on the tsunami inundation mechanism and contribute to the 

development of a better understanding of the tsunami forces on coastal bridges. Guo et al. (2015) 
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[10] proposed an analytical method to estimate the applied wave forces on submerged bridge 

superstructure. Nakamura et al. (2016) [11] experimentally and numerically evaluated the 

performance of bridge superstructure against tsunami and concluded that drag and Morisons’ 

equation are able to predict the steady-state component of the applied forces. Araki et al. (2010) 

[12] and Istrati (2017) [13] experimentally assessed the performance of bridge superstructure 

against different types of waves including unbroken, breaking, and post-breaking waves and bore, 

and observed different patterns of loadings. In fact, Istrati (2017) [13] demonstrated that the 

horizontal forces exceed the uplift forces by a factor of 2.2 for the turbulent bore, while in the case 

of the unbroken waves, the vertical forces were larger than the horizontal forces by up to a factor 

of 1.85. Some studies evaluated the effects of air entrapment on wave-induced forces on bridge 

deck and exhibited via small-scale [14] and large-scale experiments [15] or numerical simulations 

[16, 17] that bridge decks with solid diaphragms at the supports trapped significant amount of air 

in the chambers, increasing substantially the buoyancy and the total wave-induced uplift forces. 

More recently, it was revealed by Istrati and Buckle (2019) [15], that this trapped air does not only 

increase the total uplift loads but it has a complex role that modifies the fluid flow in the chambers 

and the wave-structure interaction, introduces a different pattern of horizontal and vertical 

pressures. Although the main focus of the past studies is on the maximum horizontal and uplift 

forces, some of them [13, 15, 18-21] highlighted the importance of the wave-induced overturning 

moment in combination with the uplift and horizontal forces which leads to increase demand in 

specific bearings and connections. More specifically, the large-scale experimental conducted by 

Istrati et al. (2018) [18] revealed that the force combination of the overturning moment generated 

at the time of the initial impact and large forces transfers to the significant uplift forces in the 

offshore bearings that are larger than the forces in the onshore bearings by up to a factor of 5.9 for 

turbulent bore.  
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In recent years, quantifying the impact forces caused by water-borne debris attracted the attention 

of researchers and several studies were gone into the evaluation of these loading conditions. 

Haehnel and Daly (2004) [22] and Matsutomi (2009) [23] studied the maximum induced force by 

woody debris and reported that the peak impact force is a function of impact velocity, the mass of 

the debris, and the effective stiffness between the floating object and the structure. The performance 

of RC columns against the impact loads from water-borne shipping containers was investigated by 

Madurapperuma and Wijeyewickrema (2012) [24] and a linear relationship between the maximum 

impact force and container velocity up to 2m/s was reported. Farahmandpour et al. (2016) [25] 

experimentally investigated debris impact forces on structures. Goseberg et al. (2016) [26] 

conducted 1:40 experimental studies to analyze floating container motion. Canelas et al., (2017) 

[27] employed the SPH-DCDEM numerical approach and the results showed the capability of this 

technique to capture the debris flow. In an experimental effort, Nistor et al. (2017) [28] studied 

debris motion over a horizontal apron and a linear relationship between the spreading angles and 

total inland displacement was reported. In another study by Roohparvar et al. (2018) [29], the 

transient motion of floating debris was evaluated and a model to predict the debris motion was 

proposed. Derschum et al. (2018) [30] carried out a 1:40 scaled experimental study to evaluate the 

impact of a shipping container on a vertical structure and reported that the hydraulic condition has 

a significant effect on impact geometry. Some research studies focused on the role of structural 

stiffness and demonstrated that the debris impact forces can be significantly decreased by 

increasing the deformability of the debris [31] or the structural flexibility [32]. 

Despite the major contribution to the damage or failure mechanism of coastal bridges during 

tsunami inundation, significantly limited research studies addressed the water-borne debris impact 

and damming on bridge decks. Using the material point method, the debris impact loading on the 

bridge deck was investigated by Yang (2016) [33] and it was revealed that the presence of debris 
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leads to a drastic increase in the peak forces impacting the structures, with the in-water analyses 

resulting up to 35% higher debris impact forces than the in-air scenarios. Oudenbroek et al. (2018) 

[34] experimentally and numerically studied the debris damming loads on a bridge deck and found 

that debris accumulation played a major role in the failure of the bridge by increasing the demands 

on structural components. More recently, tsunami-borne debris damming load on coastal bridges 

was investigated by Istrati et al. (2020) [35] through a three-dimensional numerical investigation. 

The results of the analyses revealed that while the debris damming does not affect the horizontal 

and vertical loads significantly, it has a major effect on the overturning moment which could 

introduce an additional uplift force and lead to the failure of the offshore bearings and connections. 

Moreover, if the container is trapped close to the supports of the span, due to the 3D effects, 

additional yow and roll moments are generated, which should be accounted for the design of the 

structural components to avoid potential damage or collapse. Ruffini et al., (2021) [36] employed 

the open-source DualSPHysics and it was shown that the model is able to re-generate the floating 

debris dynamics (trajectory and velocity) with good accuracy. Hasanpour et al. (2021) [37] used 

the coupled SPH-FEM to investigate the complex wave-debris-structure interaction and loads on 

coastal structures. The results of the analyses demonstrated that coupled SPH-FEM is able to 

capture the non-linear transformation of the tsunami wave as it propagates inland, debris-fluid 

interaction, and the impact on the coastal structure. Moreover, a high level of debris pitching which 

transferred to the non-normal impact on the coastal structure, and the resultant reduced contact area 

and impact force was observed. It was reported that the level of debris pitching is a function of 

tsunami flow characteristics and initial water depth and a non-linear force-velocity trend for small 

water depth was documented. More recently, Hasanpour et al., (2022) [38] studied the tsunami 

debris impact on bridge deck using the coupled SPH-FEM and reported that the debris shows both 

a horizontal and vertical velocity at the instant of the primary impact and applies impulsive loads 

simultaneously in both directions, and the debris-fluid-deck interaction is quite complex and can 
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accelerate the debris as it moves below the bridge, causing follow up impacts on the soffit with 

significant magnitudes much larger than the ones of the initial. In another study, Istrati and 

Hasanpour (2022) [39] carried out numerical investigation to study the water-borne debris impact 

loads on piers and the results revealed that the debris impulsive loads are 6 to 10 times larger than 

the fluid force. 

Considering the rapid growth of coastal communities, it is of utmost significance to increase the 

resiliency of coastal communities against extreme natural hazards such as tsunamis and the 

catastrophic effects of tsunami-borne debris loading to lessen the associated damages. In recent 

years, while extremely valuable progress was made towards developing and designing resilient 

coastal infrastructure to withstand the impact of natural disasters, a quite limited number of studies 

addressed tsunami-borne debris loading on coastal bridges. The objective of the present study is to 

utilize the coupled three-dimensional SPH-FEM technique to investigate tsunami-borne debris 

applied loadings on a bridge superstructure. 

 Methodology 

The SPH technique employed in this research was implemented in the LS-DYNA software and is 

based on weakly compressible smoothed particle hydrodynamics (WCSPH). LS-DYNA enables 

the coupling of mesh-based (FEM) and mesh-less methods (SPH). Extensive details of the method 

could be found in Hasanpour et al., (2021) [37]. 

Validation 

This paper is the continuation of another study [40]. The coupled SPH-FEM modeling technique 

was validated against experimental data of tsunami inland structures interaction and the impact of 

floating debris found in Shafiei (2016) [41]. Details of the numerical settings and the results could 

be found in Hasanpour et al., (2023) [40]. 
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Numerical models of longitudinal debris impact on a box-girder bridge 

In order to quantify the large debris impact on bridge decks subjected to extreme hydrodynamic 

events, the developed numerical model of the validation study was used with some modifications. 

First, the coastal structure was replaced with a scaled-down bridge deck that is 0.50 m long and 

0.13m tall, based on the dimensions used in previous large-scale hydrodynamic tests [13]. Second, 

a standard shipping container with dimensions of 6.1m by 2.6m by 2.6m was used to represent the 

floating debris. The dimensions of the model container are scaled down to 0.30m long, 0.13m wide, 

and 0.13m tall based on a length scale of 1:20. Third, the length of the reservoir in the numerical 

model was increased from 4.2m to 10m to ensure a steady-state condition and an adequate volume 

of water to transport the debris. Finally, the outlet was moved 2 m upstream and an artificial beach 

with a slope of 1:12 and an end reservoir was added to the model to avoid boundary conditions that 

could affect the debris-wave and debris-wave-bridge interactions. The resulting numerical model 

was 36 m long, 1.2 m wide, and consisted of 969,908 shell elements and 4,203,331 SPH particles. 

Figure 5-1 shows the cross-section (top), three-dimensional, and top views (bottom) of the 

numerical model. It should be noted that to generate the snapshot of the three-dimensional view, 

the SPH part was deactivated. The computational analyses run on a high-performance computing 

cluster at the University of Nevada, Reno, with analysis times ranging from 78 to 110 hours 

depending on the hydrodynamic characteristics.   
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Figure 5-1 Cross section of the computational domain (top), three-dimensional and top views of numerical 

models with the debris and the bridge (bottom) 

A standard shipping container with a maximum full-scale weight of 245.2 kN was used in this 

research study. According to Ko et al., (2015) [42], the typical empty weight of a standard shipping 

container is approximately 9.2% of the maximum full-scale weight. For this study, a total weight 

of 0.0153 kN was considered, which included 50% of the total weight of a standard shipping 

container (9.2% representing the empty container weight and 40.8% representing nonstructural 

mass/cargo). The debris specimen was scaled down to 1:20 using the Froude similarity law, 

resulting in a prototype weight of 122.6 kN. Nonstructural mass was added to the debris to simulate 

shipping container cargo, which was distributed uniformly along the bottom slab of the debris. For 

the purpose of this study, the longitudinal orientation of the debris was defined such that the major 

axis is parallel to the direction of wave propagation and the minor axis is perpendicular to the 

horizontal axis of the flume. The resulting draft of the debris for the numerical simulations is 3.9 

cm.  

The Federal Highway Administration has determined the weight per deck area for various types of 

bridges, including two-span continuous CIP concrete box bridges (13.04 kN /m2), three-span 

continuous steel girder bridges (9.75 kN /m2), single-span precast girder bridges (12.31 kN /m2), 

three-span continuous CIP concrete bridges (16.66 kN /m2), three-span continuous CIP concrete 

box bridges (15.59 kN /m2), and twelve span viaduct precast concrete bridges (11.80 kN /m2) [43-
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47]. For this parametric investigation, the average weight of a hypothetical single-span bridge is 

taken to be 0.40 kN /m2, which corresponds to a prototype average weight of 13.19 kN /m2 at a 

1:20 scale. In the numerical investigations, three different deck elevations (0.20 m, 0.30 m, and 

0.35 m) were considered to compare different scenarios.  

 Tsunami flow characteristics 

A range of hydrodynamic conditions, as shown in Table 5-1, were considered to study the debris-

wave and debris-wave-bridge interactions. The initial water level is varied from 0.10m to 0.25m in 

the analysis. The selected range of the reservoir depth is similar to that used by Shafiei (2016) [41]. 

The numerically predicted maximum values of the bore height, free-surface, maximum velocity at 

the level of the maximum initial free-surface for the weakest bore (B1), i.e. Z=0.25m, and 

maximum velocity at free-surface are reported in Table 5-1. As expected, the fluid velocity reaches 

its maximum magnitude at the free-surface level and decreases with depth.  

Figure 5-2 displays the variation of the bore height and fluid particle velocity (Vf) for strong bores 

(B3, B4, B5, and B6). The bore height time-histories are plotted along with the fluid particle 

velocities, which are measured at the same x coordinate and at the level of the maximum free-

surface for the weakest bore (B1, Z=0.25 m). The figure shows that the tsunami bores at the debris 

location have a relatively long duration, which allows the debris to be transported, impact the 

bridge, and interact with it. The figure also indicates that the velocities of the tsunami bores are 

appropriate for tsunami-like conditions.  
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Table 5-1 Hydrodynamic conditions and maximum magnitude of bore height, free-surface and fluid 

velocity at Z=0.25m and at free-surface 

Bore 

cases 

d: 

Initial 

water 

level (m) 

Hr: 

Reservoir 

level (m) 

Bore 

strength 

Bore 

height 

(m) 

Free-

surface 

(m) 

Max. 

velocity @ 

Z=0.25m 

(m/s) 

Max. 

velocity @ 

free-surface 

(m/s) 

B1 0.10 
0.40 Weak 

0.15 0.25 1.2 1.25 

B2 0.15 0.153 0.303 0.98 1.51 

B3 0.10 

0.60 Strong 

0.163 0.263 2 2.10 

B4 0.15 0.172 0.322 1.8 2.52 

B5 0.20 0.216 0.416 1.5 3.1 

B6 0.25 0.217 0.467 1.5 3.25 

 

Figure 5-2 Bore height (left) and fluid particle velocity histories (right) of tsunami flow in front of the 

debris location for the strong bores and Z=0.25 m 

 Debris movement and debris-flow-bridge interaction 

General trends 

Figure 5-3 presents selected snapshots of the x-velocities that show the sequence of debris-flow-

interaction for case B6Zb (strong bore and bridge elevation of 0.30m). The sequence of interaction 

comprises a series of temporal instants, including (a) slightly before the initial impact, (b) after the 

primary impact, (c) and (d) yaw rotation of the debris around the z-axis, (e) the maintenance of 

transverse orientation by the debris, (f) the emergence of the transverse debris upon re-surfacing. 

These snapshots demonstrate the impact of flow in the movement of the debris, highlighting the 
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three-dimensional nature of this effect. Additionally, the snapshots show the intricate nature of the 

tsunami flow patterns surrounding the bridge and the ways in which the flow, debris, and bridge 

interact with one another. These interactions are likely to be complex and dynamic, as the flow of 

the tsunamis and the movement of the debris can significantly impact the stability and integrity of 

the bridge. 

 

Figure 5-3 Top view of tsunami-debris-bridge interaction for case B6Zb; strong bore and bridge elevation 

of 0.30m 

To enhance understanding of the debris-flow-bridge interaction, Figure 5-4 presents selected 

snapshots of the x-velocities for three representative cases. These cases are as follows: (a) debris 

impacts the offshore side of the bridge and remains there till the end of inundation process, (b) 

debris impacts the offshore side and travels above the deck, and (c) debris impacts the bridge and 

moves below it. These snapshots provide insight into the various ways in which the debris can 

interact with the bridge and flow during a tsunami event. In the first case, the debris remains on the 

offshore side of the bridge, suggesting that the forces acting on the bridge are insufficient to move 

it further inland. In the second case, the debris moves above the deck after impact, possibly due to 

the combined effects of the flow and the debris momentum. In the third case, the acting forces 

propel the debris to move below the bridge. These snapshots demonstrate the complexity and 
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dynamics of the debris-flow-bridge interaction and underscore the importance of considering these 

interactions in the design of bridge superstructures in tsunami-prone areas.  

 

Figure 5-4 Debris-tsunami and debris-tsunami-bridge interaction for three scenarios: (a): top, debris 

becomes trapped below the offshore overhang, (b): center, debris moves above the deck, (c):  bottom, 

debris moves below the bridge 

To gain a more quantitative understanding of the movement of debris, Figure 5-5 plots the average 

vertical displacement (Dz) of the container and its trajectory (Dx vs. Dz) throughout inland 

propagation, with various cases analyzed based on different bore properties and bridge elevations. 

The figure illustrates that the container flow is significantly influenced by the bore properties and 

bridge elevation, leading to a diverse movement for the various cases. Estimating the vertical 

displacement of debris is crucial for future risk assessment and the prediction of potential impacts 

on the bridge. By understanding the likelihood of debris impact and the location of the impact, it is 

possible to assess the potential risks posed by tsunami events and take the appropriate measures to 
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mitigate them. This is particularly important for the design of bridge superstructures in tsunami-

prone areas, as it helps to ensure their structural integrity and safety.  

 

Figure 5-5 Debris vertical displacement histories (left) and trajectories (right) for selected cases 

To further understand the role of bore properties and bridge elevation on debris rotation, Figure 5-

6 presents time-histories of the debris rotations around the y-axis and the z-axis for the 

aforementioned cases. The results indicate that these factors significantly affect the rotational 

behavior of the debris during the propagation and impact the bridge superstructure. For example, 

in cases of B4Za and B5Zb, the debris rotates more than 180 degrees around the y-axis, resulting in 

an upside-down orientation that could potentially cause damage to cargo. This rotation around the 

y-axis is often referred to as pitch, and it can have significant implications for the stability and 

trajectory of the debris. 

In terms of the rotation around the z-axis, case B5Zb, rotates about 90 degrees, resulting in a shift 

in the longitudinal orientation of the debris to a transverse orientation. This rotation around the z-

axis is often referred to as yaw, and it can also have significant effects on the movement of the 

debris. For example, the change in debris orientation due to yaw can affect the flow field by 

increasing constriction, which can alter the fluid velocity and sequence of loadings. Additionally, 

in the case of a twin bridge, the resurfaced-transverse debris will likely impact the second bridge 
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differently compared to the first bridge. Overall, the rotational behavior of the debris is a complex 

phenomenon that is influenced by various factors.  

 

Figure 5-6 Debris pitch rotation and yaw rotation time-histories for selected cases 

Debris velocities 

The data presented in Figure 5-7 provide further insight into the trends observed in the previous 

figure by examining the offshore and onshore corner velocities of the debris in the horizontal (Vxd) 

and vertical directions (Vzd) for two selected cases with the same bridge elevation (0.35m) and 

different bore properties: B3Zc (d=0.10 m) and B4Zc (d=0.15 m). In the case of B4Zc, the results 

indicate that both offshore and onshore corners exhibit similar horizontal and vertical velocities 

during the propagation and impact on the bridge. However, in the case of B3Zc, while the offshore 

and onshore corners exhibit approximately similar velocities at the instant of primary impact, the 

velocities significantly diverge throughout the entrainment process. Specifically, the horizontal and 

vertical velocities of the offshore corners are generally higher than those of the onshore corners. 

The maximum horizontal and vertical offshore velocities prior to the primary impact is 

approximately 10% and 42% higher than the respective velocity of the onshore corners.  
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The variation in offshore and onshore velocities may be the result of debris pitching, which can 

cause the floating container to collide with the bridge at an angle relative to the horizontal plane. 

Previous research has emphasized the significance of debris pitching and non-normal impact angle 

[37, 41]. These findings suggest that the rotational behavior of the debris can significantly impact 

its velocity and collision with structures.  

 

Figure 5-7 Debris offshore and onshore corners velocities in the horizontal (top) and vertical (bottom) 

directions for the same bridge elevation and bore strength but initial water level, including B3Zc (d=0.10 

m), B4Zc (0.15 m) 

The results presented in Figure 5-8 demonstrate the effect of initial water level on the horizontal 

and vertical debris velocities in cases with comparable bore strength (strong bore) and bridge 

elevation (0.30 m). It is apparent that the initial water level has a notable impact on the tsunami-
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borne debris-bridge interaction. In the case of shallow water (B3Zb, d=0.10 m), the container 

impacts the offshore side of the bridge and becomes trapped below the offshore overhang until the 

end of the inundation process. This results in a drastic reduction in debris velocities and minimal 

movement.  In cases with deeper initial water levels (B4Zb, d=0.15 m, B5Zb, d=0.20 m, and B6Zb, 

d=0.25 m), the container impacts the offshore side of the bridge and moves below it. Following the 

initial impact, the container may accelerate and reach approximately similar impact velocities or 

exceed them. In certain cases such as B4Zb, B5Zb, and B6Zb,  the horizontal velocity reaches 

approximately 81%, 110%, and 115% of the initial impact velocity, respectively. The vertical 

velocity of the debris may also increase significantly as it moves below the soffit and may even 

exceed the velocity of the initial impact. This is observed in the case of B5Zb, where the vertical 

velocity of the debris increases by approximately 275% relative to the impact velocity.  

It is essential to consider the potential impact of debris on multiple bridges in close proximity, as 

the behavior of the debris may have significant consequences for the structural integrity and 

stability of these structures. In cases where the debris moves below the bridge, accelerates, and re-

surfaces with velocities equal to or greater than the primary impact velocity, a second bridge 

running parallel to the first (i.e., a twin bridge) may be subjected to similar or even more severe 

conditions. Further research is needed to evaluate the impact of tsunami-borne debris on twin 

bridges in order to accurately quantify the impact forces and assess the potential risks to these 

structures. This information can be used to develop risk assessment frameworks for the design and 

evaluation of bridge systems exposed to tsunami hazards.   
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Figure 5-8 Debris velocities in the horizontal (top) and vertical (bottom) directions for four selected strong 

bores with the same bridge elevation (0.30 m) but different initial water level, including B3Zb (d=0.10 m), 

B4Zb (d=0.15 m), B5Zb (d=0.20 m), and B6Zb (d=0.25 m) 

The time-histories of the horizontal and vertical velocities of the debris for different bridge 

elevations and the same bore properties are presented in Figure 5-9. Two cases are considered, 

including B2Za (bridge elevation of 0.20 m) and B2Zb (bridge elevation of 0.30 m). The results 

indicate that the bridge elevation plays a significant role in the debris velocity. In particular, the 

horizontal velocity of the debris may decrease gradually after the primary impact on the deck in 

cases with lower bridge elevations, while more abrupt decreases in horizontal velocity are observed 

for higher bridge elevations. This difference in trend may be attributed to the interaction between 

the debris and the bridge, as well as the cushioning effect of trapped fluid at the moment of impact. 

Additionally, the results show that the primary impact velocity of the debris is not necessarily the 

maximum velocity experienced by the debris during its propagation prior to the impact on the 
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bridge. In other words, as the approaching bore entrains the debris, there is a transient effect where 

the container experiences a sudden acceleration due to the transfer of tsunami flow momentum. 

However, when the debris impacts the bridge superstructure, the reflection of the wave from the 

offshore side of the bridge can mitigate the energy of the debris, causing a slowdown in velocity. 

 

Figure 5-9 Debris velocities in the horizontal (left) and vertical (right) directions for  selected cases with 

the same bore properties but different bridge elevation, including B2Za (bridge elevation of 0.20 m) and 

B2Zb (bridge elevation of 0.30 m) 

 Impact force on bridge superstructure 

Understanding the temporal evolution of the applied loadings on the bridge by debris and tsunami 

bores is critical for designing structures that can effectively resist these forces and remain safe. To 

this end, Figure 5-10 illustrates the time-histories of the horizontal and vertical forces applied on 

the bridge by both debris (Fd) and tsunami bore (Ff) at an elevation of 0.30 m. The forces are shown 

for strong bores and a range of initial water levels including B3Zb (d=0.10 m), B4Zb (d=0.15 m), 

B5Zb (d=0.20 m), and B6Zb (d=0.25 m). As discussed previously, the initial water level plays a 

crucial role in influencing the debris-flow-bridge interaction and can result in different movements 

of the debris around the deck, which in turn affects the sequence of loadings. 
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For the initial water level with the shallowest depth (B3Zb), where the debris becomes trapped 

below the offshore overhang, the applied hydrodynamic forces are negligible and the magnitude of 

the debris horizontal impact force is about 2.3 times the debris uplift force. For the other initial 

water levels, where the debris impacts the offshore side and moves below the bridge, the bridge is 

subjected to higher debris and impact forces in both directions. The magnitude of the primary 

horizontal debris impact force is approximately 1.85, 1.91, and 2.16 times the magnitude of the 

uplift force for cases B4Zb, B5Zb, and B6Zb, respectively. In the B5Zb and B6Zb cases, the bridge 

experiences successeive patterns of loadings in both directions, which can affect its stability and 

worsen the situation. It is important to note that in these two cases, the debris and fluid forces do 

not reach their maximum at the same instant during the inundation process, emphasizing the need 

to consider different load cases in the design of new bridges to identify the governing scenario, as 

was done by Istrati et al., (2018) [18] for clear-water condition. This approach takes into account 

the possibility of different impact locations along the width of the superstructure. 
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Figure 5-10 Applied horizontal and vertical debris and fluid force histories for four cases with similar 

bridge elevation of 0.30 m and bore strength and different initial water depths, including B3Zb (d=0.10 m), 

B4Zb (d=0.15 m), B5Zb (d=0.20 m), and B6Zb (d=0.25 m) 

To gain a deeper understanding of the loadings applied to the bridge superstructure, Figure 5-11 

presents the maximum magnitude of the debris and total impact forces in the two directions, for the 

aforementioned cases. It is observed that as the initial water depth increases, the debris and total 

impact forces in the two directions also increase. For instance, when the initial water level is 

increased from 0.10 m to 0.25 m, the horizontal and vertical impact forces exerted by the debris 

increases by approximately 77% and 88%, respectively. Similarly, the total applied forces in the 

horizontal and vertical directions increase by approximately 127% and 176%, respectively. These 

findings highlight the importance of considering the initial water level in the design process of 
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bridges in order to design structures that are able to withstand the force they will encounter during 

their lifetime.  

 

Figure 5-11 Maximum values of the debris and total horizontal and vertical forces for four cases with the 

same bridge elevation of 0.30m and bore strength, but different initial water depths, including B3Zb 

(d=0.10 m), B4Zb (d=0.15 m), B5Zb (d=0.20 m), and B6Zb (d=0.25 m) 

To evaluate effect of bridge elevation on the applied loadings, Figure 5-12 presents time-histories 

of the debris, fluid, and total applied forces in the two directions for two cases with the same bore 

properties but different bridge elevations: B2Za (bridge elevation of 0.20 m) and B2Zb (bridge 

elevation of 0.30 m). The bridge with the lower elevation experiences both fluid and debris impact 

forces. In the horizontal direction, the debris force is relatively larger and it applies a force that is 

1.48 times larger than the fluid force. In contrast, in the vertical direction, the fluid force is larger 

than the debris force, with the fluid force being approximately 3 times larger. On the other hand, 

for the higher deck elevation, the tsunami bore barely touches the deck and the bridge is subjected 

to the debris force only. The magnitude of the debris horizontal impact force is about 2.8 times the 

vertical force. Additionally, as the debris moves below the deck, it applies several uplift loads to 

the soffit with magnitudes that are greater than the primary impact. For instance, the magnitude of 

the vertical follow-up impact is about 1.26 times the primary one. These findings are in agreement 

with the conclusions reached by Hasanpour et al., (2022) [38]. Overall, the observed trends 
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highlight the need for the development of more comprehensive design equations that take into 

account both horizontal and vertical loads. This is essential in order to accurately predict and design 

for the forces experienced by a structure under debris impact. 

 

Figure 5-12 Applied horizontal and vertical debris, fluid, and total force histories for cases with the same 

bore properties but different bridge elevations, including B2Za (bridge elevation of 0.20 m) and B2Zb 

(bridge elevation of 0.30 m) 

 Role of debris orientation 

To further investigate the influence of initial debris orientation prior to entrainment on its 

movement and interaction of the debris with the bridge during debris flow, a reanalysis was 

conducted in all previously studied cases where the debris was oriented transversely relative to the 
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   Table 5-2 Debris-tsunami-bridge interaction for transverse debris [40] and longitudinal debris 

Bore 

Cases 
Hr (m) d (m) 

Bridge Elevation (m) 

0.20 (Za) 0.30 (Zb) 0.35 (Zc) 

 Debris Orientation  

Transv. Long. Transv. Long. Transv. Long. 

B1 

0.40 

0.10 

Impacts and 

moves below 

(A) 

Impacts and gets 

trapped below the 

offshore overhang 

(C) 

 
 

 

B2 0.15 

Impacts and 

moves below 

(A) 

Impacts and gets 

trapped below the 

offshore overhang 

(C) 

Impacts and 

moves below (A) 

Impacts and 

moves below (A) 

 

 

B3 

0.60 

0.10 

Impacts and 

moves above 

(B) 

Impacts and moves 

above (B) 

and gets trapped 

below the 

offshore 

overhang (C) 

Impacts and gets 

trapped below the 

offshore overhang 

(C) 

 

 

B4 0.15 

Impacts and 

moves above 

(B) 

Impacts and moves 

above (B) 

Impacts and 

moves below (A) 

Impacts and 

moves below (A) 

Impacts and 

moves below 

(A) 

Impacts and 

moves below 

(A) 

B5 0.20 

Impacts and 

moves above 

(B)- NO 

CONTACT 

Impacts and moves 

above (B)- NO 

CONTACT 

Impacts and 

moves below (A) 

Impacts and 

moves below (A) 

Impacts and 

moves below 

(A) 

Impacts and 

moves below 

(A) 

 

B6 

 

0.25 
   

Impacts and 

moves above (B) 

Impacts and 

moves below (A) 

Impacts and 

moves below 

(A) 

Impacts and 

moves below 

(A) 
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direction of wave propagation. In general, three distinct trends in the movement of the debris around 

the bridge during tsunami flow were observed. The first trend involves debris impacting the 

offshore side of the bridge and moving beneath the soffit (A). The second trend involves debris 

impacting the offshore and traveling above the deck (B). The third trend involves debris impacting 

the bridge and remaining trapped below the offshore overhang till the end of the inundation process 

(C). Table 5-2 presents the results of the investigation into the debris-tsunami-bridge interaction 

for both longitudinal and transverse debris orientations. As shown, in the majority of the cases, 

similar movement of the debris around the bridge is observed for both orientations. However, there 

are three cases- B1Za, B2Za, and B6Zb, that display different trends. Specifically, in the B1Za and 

B2Za cases, the transverse debris impacts the bridge and moves below it, while the longitudinal 

debris remains there after the initial impact. In the case of B6Zb, the transverse debris impacts, and 

travels above the deck, while the longitudinal debris impacts the bridge and moves below it.  

In order to gain a deeper understanding of the debris displacement, Figure 5-13 presents the 

maximum vertical displacement of debris for all studied cases and two debris orientations. The 

figure illustrates that the vertical displacement of the transverse debris is generally greater than that 

of the longitudinal debris. Accurate estimation of debris vertical displacement is essential for future 

risk assessment and the development of effective protection measures against the potential impact 

of debris flows on bridges. This is because the range of debris-flow-bridge interaction is mainly 

determined by the vertical displacement of the debris. 
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Figure 5-13 Debris maximum vertical displacement for two debris orientations; transverse and longitudinal 

Figure 5-14 shows the time-series of the debris velocities and impact forces in the two directions 

for case B1Za and two debris orientations. The debris exhibits two different trends when it interacts 

with the deck, with the longitudinal debris getting trapped and the transverse debris moving below 

the deck. The data indicate that the longitudinal debris reaches higher velocities compared to the 

transverse debris, with the horizontal and vertical velocities being approximately 1.54 and 1.19 

times those of the transverse debris, respectively. The results also demonstrate that the longitudinal 

debris exerts higher impact forces on the bridge compared to the transverse debris. Specifically, the 

peak horizontal and vertical impact forces induced by the longitudinal orientation are found to be 

approximately 1.47 and 1.29 times greater, respectively, than those exerted by the transverse 

orientation. This observation has also been reported in the literature [22,48-49]. 
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Figure 5-14 Time histories of the horizontal (top left) and vertical (top right) debris velocities, horizontal 

(bottom left) and vertical (bottom right) debris forces for case B1Za and two different debris orientations 

In order to further evaluate the effect of the initial orientation of the debris on the impact forces and 

velocities in the two directions, Figure 5-15 shows the numerically calculated maximum values of 

the impact forces and velocities in the two directions for both the longitudinal and transverse 

orientations. The green rectangle represents the cases in which the debris exhibits different 

movement trends for the two orientations. As demonstrated, the longitudinal debris reaches higher 

velocities compared to the transverse debris, which in turn leads to higher impact forces on the 

bridge in the two directions. This trend is observed in most cases, with the exception of case B6Zb, 
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in which the transverse debris experiences higher velocities due to the different debris-flow-bridge 

interactions. 

According to Table 5-3 which presents the ratio of the debris impact forces in the longitudinal 

direction to those in the transverse direction, the longitudinal debris applies on average 

approximately 1.48 and 1.5 times greater horizontal and vertical forces, respectively. 

 

Figure 5-15 Maximum values of the debris impact forces and velocities in the horizontal and vertical 

directions on the bridge superstructure for the investigated cases and two debris orientations 
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Table 5-3 Ratio of the debris forces: longitudinal and transverse orientations in the two directions 

Bore 

Cases 
Hr (m) d (m) 

Bridge Elevation (m) 

0.20 (Za) 0.30 (Zb) 0.35 (Zc) 

Rxd Rzd Rxd Rzd Rxd Rzd 

B1 
0.40 

0.10 1.47 1.29  

 B2 0.15 1.28 1.16 1.03 1.16 

B3 

0.60 

0.10 1.35 1.92 1.50 1.15 

B4 0.15 3.30 1.12 1.27 1.18 1.27 1.16 

B5 0.20   1.33 1.16 1.33 1.21 

B6 0.25  1.35 5.40 1.32 1.01 

Mean Rx=1.48 Rz=1.50 

SD 0.32 0.45 

 

Figure 5-16 presents the maximum values of the total forces on the bridge that are predicted 

numerically for two debris orientations. The results demonstrate that, in terms of the horizontal 

force, cases with longitudinal debris apply a great total force. However, the orientation that 

contributes higher total forces in the vertical direction is dependent on the moment of maximum 

debris and fluid force during the inundation process, with either longitudinal or transverse 

configurations potentially exerting a greater impact.  

Table 5-4 illustrates the ratio of the total forces applied by longitudinal debris to transverse debris. 

The results indicate that. On average, longitudinal orientation applies horizontal and vertical forces 

that are 1.27 and 1.19 times larger. These findings suggest that the longitudinal orientation has a 

greater influence on the forces acting on the bridge, particularly in the horizontal direction. 
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Figure 5-16 Maximum values of the total forces in the horizontal and vertical directions on the bridge 

superstructure for the investigated cases and two debris orientations 

Table 5-4 Ratio of the total forces: longitudinal and transverse orientations in the two directions 

Bore 

Cases 
Hr (m) d (m) 

Bridge Elevation (m) 

0.20 (Za) 0.30 (Zb) 0.35 (Zc) 

Rxt Rzt Rxt Rzt Rxt Rzt 

B1 
0.40 

0.10 1.49 1.37  

 B2 0.15 1.32 1.03 1.03 1.16 

B3 

0.60 

0.10 1.46 1.02 1.50 1.15 

B4 0.15 1.62 1.03 1.30 1.07 1.06 1.02 

B5 0.20   1.35 1.25 1.05 1.17 

B6 0.25  1.38 1.34 1.04 1.64 

Mean Rx=1.27 Rz=1.19 

SD 0.21 0.08 
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 Role of debris 

The effect of debris on hydrodynamic and total applied loads was analyzed by comparing 

simulations with and without debris under the same hydrodynamic conditions. Figure 5-17 shows 

the numerically calculated maximum magnitudes of the tsunami bore and total forces in the two 

directions. The results indicate that the presence of the debris has a negligible effect on the fluid 

impact forces. However, as expected, the total applied loadings are significantly higher when the 

debris is present.  

According to Figure 5-18, which displays the ratio of the total forces between the cases with and 

without debris in the two directions, on average, the presence of debris increases the total horizontal 

force by a factor of 2.4, 3.4, and 5.14 for the bridge elevation of 0.20 m, 0.30 m, and 0.35 m, 

respectively. In terms of the total uplift force, the presence of debris increases the total force by a 

factor of 1.11, 1.62, and 3.68 for the bridge elevation of 0.20m, 0.30m, and 0.35m, respectively. 

This data clearly demonstrates that the impact of debris on the applied loadings becomes more 

significant for the bridge at higher elevations, where the tsunami bore barely comes into contact 

with the deck.  
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Figure 5-17 Maximum values of the hydrodynamic and total forces in the horizontal and vertical directions 

on the bridge superstructure for the investigated cases and two scenarios; with and without debris 

 

Figure 5-18 Ratio of the maximum total force with and without debris in the two directions 
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 Conclusions 

The purpose of this study is to advance the understanding of the tsunami-borne debris impact 

loadings on a box-girder bridge. To achieve this goal, a novel coupled SPH-FEM modeling 

technique was employed. To ensure the accuracy of the approach, it was first validated through 

comparison with the experimental study conducted by Shafiei (2016) [41]. The validation results 

indicated that this approach is capable of accurately reproducing the three-dimensional debris 

dynamics and impact forces on coastal structures. Following this, a comprehensive parametric 

investigation was carried out to assess the effect of bore properties (bore strength and initial water 

level) and bridge elevation on debris-flow and debris-flow-bridge interactions.  

From the research that was undertaken, it is concluded that during the inundation process, three 

possible scenarios may occur with regard to the movement of the debris: (i) debris impacts the 

offshore side of the bridge and remains there until the end of the inundation process, (ii) debris 

impacts the offshore side and travels over the deck, or (ii) debris impacts the bridge and moves 

beneath it. In the majority of cases, the initial orientation of debris does not significantly affect the 

movement of debris around the bridge. Despite the similarities observed in the movement of debris 

with respect to the bridge, the vertical displacement of the transverse debris was generally greater 

than that of the longitudinal debris. Estimating the vertical displacement of debris, prediction of 

potential impacts on the bridge and the location of impact are crucial for future risk assessment 

frameworks.  

Furthermore, it was observed that the three-dimensional effect of fluid caused the debris to rotate 

around the z-axis. In some cases, the debris exhibited yaw rotation up to 90 degrees, resulting in a 

shift in the longitudinal orientation of the debris to a transverse orientation. This change in debris 

orientation due to yaw can alter the flow field by increasing constriction, which can subsequently 

affect fluid velocity and the sequence of loadings on the bridge. These findings highlight three-
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dimensional fluid-debris interaction in the analysis and design of coastal bridges subjected to 

tsunami flow.  

Evaluation of the debris velocities in the two directions revealed that:  

• In some cases, the maximum horizontal and vertical offshore velocities prior to the primary 

impact were found to be approximately 10% and 42% higher than the respective velocities 

of the onshore corners, respectively. This variation in velocities may be the result of debris 

pitching, which can cause a floating container to collide with the bridge at an angle relative 

to the horizontal plane. 

• In some cases, the container may accelerate after the initial impact and reach velocities that 

are similar to or even higher than the initial impact velocities. For instance, in the case 

B5Zb, the horizontal and vertical velocities increased to approximately 110% and 275% of 

the initial impact velocity, respectively.  

• It was demonstrated that the reflection of the wave from the offshore side of the bridge can 

reduce the velocity of the debris upon impact, such that the primary impact is not 

necessarily the maximum velocity experienced by the debris during its propagation. 

• The results showed that the longitudinal debris reached higher velocities compared to 

transverse debris.  

One of the main objectives of this study is to draw attention to the applied loadings on coastal 

bridges. The initial water level was found to have a significant impact on the impact forces. 

Specifically, when the initial water level was increased from 0.10 m to 0.25 m, the horizontal and 

vertical impact forces exerted by the debris increased by approximately 77% and 88%, respectively. 
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Similarly, the total applied forces in the horizontal and vertical directions increased by 

approximately 127% and 176%, respectively.  

The findings of this study suggest that, on average, the longitudinal debris applies approximately 

1.45 and 1.5 times greater horizontal and uplift forces, respectively, compared to the transverse 

debris. In terms of the total applied loadings, the longitudinal orientation results in about 1.27 and 

1.19 times larger horizontal and vertical forces, respectively.  

Evaluation of the role of debris on impact forces revealed that the presence of debris has a negligible 

effect on fluid impact forces, but as expected, the total applied loadings are significantly higher 

when the debris is present. On average, the presence of debris leads to 3.64 and 2.13 times larger 

horizontal and vertical forces, respectively, compared to cases without debris. 
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6. SPH-FEM Investigation of Floating Container Impact on Bridge Superstructures: Role of 

Debris Mass 

Abstract 

Coastal structures, particularly bridges, are highly susceptible to the destructive forces of tsunamis 

which can lead to the failure of their integrity and stability. Past tsunamis have resulted in 

significant damage to infrastructure, with bridges being particularly vulnerable. The importance of 

bridges in post-disaster response and recovery cannot be overstated, as damage to them can greatly 

impede rescue efforts and impede access to affected areas. One of the major causes of damage to 

coastal bridges during tsunamis is the impact of floating debris, such as shipping containers. These 

debris can cause washout or loss of decks. Despite the significant contribution of tsunami-borne 

debris to the applied loadings on bridges, there is a lack of research on the impact forces of floating 

debris on coastal bridges, which can be attributed to the challenging multi-physics nature of the 

phenomena. Therefore, the main goal of this paper is to employ the coupled SPH-FEM numerical 

approach to evaluate the role of debris mass on its dynamic and impact forces on coastal bridges. 

To accomplish this, two different orientations of the debris with varying masses were examined. 

The results of the analysis indicated that debris mass has a substantial impact on its movement with 

lighter debris displacing, on average, up to 1.75 times more than the heavier debris, depending on 

its orientation. Additionally, the findings demonstrated that as the mass of debris increases, there 

is a decrease in velocities and an increase in impact forces in the horizontal and vertical directions.  

Keywords: tsunami; wave; bore; flooding; debris; debris mass; SPH; numerical modeling; SPH-

FEM coupling; fluid structure interaction, bridge 

 Introduction 

Tsunamis are one of the most devastating natural disasters, with the potential to cause severe 

damage to coastal infrastructure such as transportation networks and bridges and compromise their 
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integrity and stability. Past tsunamis, notably the 2004 Indian Ocean and the 2011 Great East Japan 

tsunamis, led to unprecedented destruction of infrastructure. An estimated 1,500 km of coastline 

was affected and out of 186 damaged bridges, 81 of them were completely washed away during 

the Indian tsunami [1-2]. Similar damage occurred during the Tohoku tsunami, in which more than 

300 bridges received massive damage and a loss of $235 billion [3]. Transportation assets play a 

crucial role in post-disaster response and recovery and rescue process can be impeded by roads and 

bridges that are damaged or have a reduced level of serviceability. According to Williams et al. 

(2020) [4], bridges are more vulnerable to tsunami loads than roads and several studies have been 

conducted to study the tsunami-bridge interaction and the associated loads. Field surveys after the 

2004 tsunami revealed that tsunami-driven debris pose significant threats and a number of key 

bridges were impacted by debris and floating objects such as shipping containers; resulting in 

washout of the structure or loss of their decks [5-7]. While an appropriate quantification of the 

forces involved with water-borne debris is vital to design tsunami-resistant bridges, a very limited 

number of studies have addressed the floating debris impact forces on coastal bridges which can be 

attributed to the challenging multi-physics nature of the phenomena.      

To improve the safety of coastal bridges, several numerical and experimental research works have 

been carried out to study the wave-bridge interaction. After Hurricane Katrina, Robertson et al., 

(2007) [8] surveyed the damaged bridges and reported that hydrostatic and hydrodynamic loading 

played a major role in structural failure. Bradner et al., (2008) [9] conducted a large-scale 

experimental study of a concrete bridge deck under regular and irregular waves and presented 

predictive equations for applied pressures and forces. Araki et al. (2010) [10] investigated the 

performance of a bridge model against breaking and nonbreaking waves and concluded that the 

bridge experienced a higher level of impact forces in the case of a breaking wave. Kosa et al. (2010) 

[11] carried out an experimental investigation on a 1:50 scale bridge and reported that in contrast 
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to the broken wave, the bridge superstructure has to resist a higher level of uplift force than the 

horizontal force in the case of an unbroken wave. The three-dimensional effects of the skew angle 

of the bridge relative to the incoming wave during the tsunami impact were investigated by Motley 

et al., (2016) [12] and Istrati and Buckle (2021b) [13] and it was reported that as the angle of skew 

increases, the magnitude of the applied loadings decreases. Azadbakht and Yim (2015) [14] and 

Xiang et al., (2020) [15] conducted numerical simulation to investigate tsunami-induced loadings 

on coastal bridges and proposed simplified predictive equations. More specifically, Xiang et al., 

(2020) [15] assessed the effect of bridge elevation and wave height on the quasi-static and 

slamming phases of the loading and proposed an improved predictive equation that can capture 

both forces and moments. Istrati (2017) [16] carried out a large-scale experimental study on a 1:5 

scale model of a single-span bridge with different configurations using solitary waves and bores. 

The results showed that the total applied forces highly depend on the deck type and the wave type 

[16, 17]. Moreover, other critical aspects affecting the hydrodynamic demands on coastal bridges 

include role of trapped air below the deck [18, 19] and the demand on individual structural 

components [20] have been studied as well. Loli et al., (2022) [21] developed a framework that 

combines field-based and theoretical research for efficient evaluation of flood risk to bridge.  

A proper characterization of debris-fluid-structure interaction is crucial for evaluating the 

contribution of water-borne debris to the impact forces to design resilient infrastructure that can 

withstand the demand. Haehnel and Daly (2002) [22] and Matsutomi (2009) [23] investigated the 

maximum debris impact force on the structures and stated that the impact force is a function of 

debris mass, impact velocity and effective stiffness. Madurapperuma and Wijeyewickrema (2012) 

[24] evaluated the induced impact force from shipping containers on the RC columns and reported 

that the impact force is a linear function of the impact velocity up to 2m/s. Como and Mahmoud 

(2013) [25] carried out fluid-structure interaction analyses to study the debris impact on interior 
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and exterior wood structural panels and concluded that the impact force decreases for an interior 

panel. The impact on a column by a 1:5 scale model of a shipping container was investigated by 

Ko et al., (2015) [26]. The results showed that the impact force in water is larger than the impact 

force in the air by a factor of 1.2. Derschum et al., (2018) [27] performed a 1:40 dam-break test to 

investigate the shipping container impact force on a vertical structure and concluded that the initial 

impoundment depth plays a significant role in the impact force.  

In an experimental effort, Haehnel and Daly (2004) [28] used logs with varying mass to evaluate 

the impact forces on a structure and reported that impact force depends on the mass of the debris. 

Nouri et al., (2010) [29] utilized logs with different masses ranging between 0.474 kg to 1.479 kg 

and made a similar observation. Shafiei et al., (2016) [30] conducted an experimental study using 

two different debris types including box and disk with varying masses to evaluate the impact force 

on a cylindrical structure. The extra masses were firmly attached to the debris. The results revealed 

the dependency of the impact force on the debris mass. However, Paczkowski et al., (2012) [31] 

carried out an experimental study to investigate the in-air impact of a projectile with different 

masses and concluded that the impact force does not depend on the total mass of the debris. A 

similar observation was reported by Ko et al., (2015) [26] for the in-water impact. They found that 

the unattached extra masses inside the debris do not have an effect on the maximum impact force.  

While the majority of the past works mainly focused on investigating water-borne debris impact 

force on vertical structures, very limited studies addressed the debris impact force on bridge 

superstructures. For example, Yang (2016) [32] studied debris impact force on bridge 

superstructures using the material point method and stated that the existence of water-borne debris 

causes a drastic increase in the peak impact forces. Oudenbroek et al., (2018) [33] experimentally 

and numerically investigated the debris damming failure of bridge decks and piers and concluded 

that debris impact forces affect bridge functionality and integrity. Tsunami-borne debris damming 
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loads on a coastal bridge were evaluated by Istrati et al., (2020) [34] through three-dimensional 

computational fluid dynamic analyses. The results demonstrated that while the applied horizontal 

and vertical forces do not influence by the debris damming loads, it significantly affects the 

overturning moment which increases the vertical forces and demands on structural components. 

Moreover, it was shown that if the container is trapped close to the supports, as a result of the 3D 

effects, additional yow and roll moments are generated, highlighting the importance of the 

container location for designing the structural components. Hasanpour et al. (2021) [35] used the 

smoothed particle hydrodynamic coupled finite element method (SPH-FEM) modeling approach 

to investigate tsunami-borne debris transport and its impact on the coastal structure. The results 

demonstrated the accuracy of this technique to regenerate the debris transport and impact. In 

addition, a high level of debris pitching which lead to the non-normal impact and consequently 

reduced contact area and impact force was reported. They concluded that the level of debris pitching 

depends on tsunami flow characteristics and initial water depth and a non-linear force-velocity 

trend for small water depth was documented. In a study conducted by Majtan et al, (2021) [36] the 

SPH method was utilized to investigate the debris impact forces on a masonry arch bridge. More 

recently, Hasanpour et al., (2022) [37] evaluated the tsunami debris impact on a bridge deck 

utilizing the two-dimensional coupled SPH-FEM. The results showed that at the instant of primary 

impact, the debris has both a horizontal and vertical velocity and applies impact forces in both 

directions. The debris-fluid-deck interaction exhibits a quite complex trend and the debris 

accelerates as it propagates below the deck, leading to secondary impacts on the soffit with 

magnitudes much larger than the ones of the primary impact on the offshore side of the deck. In 

another study, Istrati and Hasanpour (2022) [38] carried out numerical investigation to study the 

water-borne debris impact loads on piers and the results revealed that the debris impulsive loads 

are 6 to 10 times larger than the fluid force. 
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A review of past studies revealed that extremely limited experimental and numerical investigations 

have been carried out to explore the debris-fluid-bridge interaction. Moreover, contradictory 

observations were made regarding the effect of debris mass on the peak impact forces, highlighting 

the complex nature of the phenomena and the necessity of exploring the debris impact forces. Given 

the critical role of bridges in the economic prosperity of the coastal communities and post-disaster 

recovery of the affected areas, it is extremely important to quantify the debris impact forces with 

varying masses on coastal bridges to develop resilient coastal infrastructure that can deal with the 

structural demands and remain operational against extreme events such as tsunamis. To this end, 

this study investigates the role of tsunami-borne debris mass on induced forces on coastal bridges, 

utilizing a three-dimensional coupled finite element and smoothed particle hydrodynamics 

modeling approach (SPH-FEM).   

 Methodology 

In this paper, the coupled SPH-FEM numerical method was utilized. The accuracy of the numerical 

technique was validated against experimental results from a study conducted by Shafiei (2016) 

[30]. A detailed explanation of the numerical technique and results of the validation study can be 

found in Hasanpour et al., (2023) [39-41]. 

6.2.1. Numerical models of debris impact with varying masses on a box-girder bridge 

This paper is a continuation of the study presented in Hasanpour et al., (2023) [39] and Hasanpour 

et al., (2023) [40] and applied the same numerical settings and assumptions. However, in terms of 

the debris mass, a range of masses including 9.2%, 50% and, 75% of the total weight of a standard 

shipping container was considered. As a result, two different debris orientations were analyzed, 

each based on three different mass values. According to ko et al., (2015) [26], 9.2% represents the 

typical empty weight of a standard shipping container. It is worth noting that, for the purpose of 

this paper, the bridge elevation of 0.30 m was only considered. In this study, only strong bores (as 
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defined by [39,40]) including B3 (Hr=0.60 m, d=0.10 m), B4 (Hr=0.60 m, d=0.15m), B5 (Hr=0.60 

m, d=0.20 m), and B6 (Hr=0.60 m, d=0.25 m) were considered for the tsunami flow, where Hr is 

the depth of water in the reservoir and d is the standing water level.  

 Debris-bore-bridge interaction 

6.3.1. General trends 

Figure 6-1 presents a visualization of the debris-flow-bridge interaction for the transverse debris 

and bore properties of case B6, with a debris mass of (a) 9.2% and (b) 75%. It is evident from these 

snapshots that, in addition to the initial orientation of the debris, bridge elevation, bore strength, 

and standing water level which was discussed in detail in previous publications [39-41], the mass 

of the debris also has a significant impact on its movement around the bridge. For instance, in this 

case, the lighter debris (9.2% mass) impacts the bridge and moves above the deck, while the 

heaviest container (75% mass) impacts the offshore side and travels below the soffit.  

 

Figure 6-1 Debris-flow-bridge interaction for transverse debris and case B6: (a) 9.2% mass, (b) 75% mass 
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To better comprehend the effect of debris mass on the debris-flow-bridge interaction, Table 6-1 

presents information on the movement of debris for all cases studied in this study. This table is 

organized based on the mass of the debris and its initial orientation, with Table 6-1a displaying the 

results of longitudinal debris movement and Table 6-1b displaying the results of transverse debris 

movement. Different trends in debris movement are observed based on the mass of the debris. For 

example, in the cases of B5 and B6, the longitudinal debris with 9.2% mass, moves above the deck 

without any interaction with it, while debris with other masses (50% and 75%) impacts the offshore 

side of the bridge and moves below it. However, for the transverse debris and case B4, debris of 

different masses all impact the bridge and move below it, indicating that debris mass does not seem 

to affect the movement of the debris in this case. 

Table 6-1 Debris-tsunami-bridge interaction 

 

a) Longitudinal orientation 

Bore 

Cases 
Hr (m) d (m) 

Debris mass (%) 

9.2 50 75 

B3 

0.60 

0.10 

Impacts and gets 

trapped below the 

offshore overhang  

Impacts and gets 

trapped below the 

offshore overhang  

Moves below- NO 

interaction 

B4 0.15 

Impacts and gets 

trapped below the 

offshore overhang 

Impacts and moves 

below  

 

Impacts and moves 

below  

 

B5 0.20 

Moves above the 

deck- NO 

interaction 

Impacts and moves 

below  

Impacts and moves 

below 

B6 0.25 

Moves above the 

deck- NO 

interaction 

Impacts and moves 

below  

Impacts and moves 

below 
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b) Transverse orientation 

Bore 

Cases 
Hr (m) d (m) 

Debris mass (%) 

9.2 50 75 

B3 

0.60 

0.10 
Impacts and moves 

below 

Impacts and gets 

trapped below the 

offshore overhang 

Impacts and moves 

below 

B4 0.15 
Impacts and moves 

below 

Impacts and moves 

below 

Impacts and moves 

below 

B5 0.20 
Impacts and moves 

above 

Impacts and moves 

below 

Impacts and moves 

below 

B6 0.25 
Impacts and moves 

above 

Impacts and moves 

above 

Impacts and moves 

below 

 

 

6.3.2. Debris displacements and rotations 

To gain a quantitative understanding of the movement of the container with varying masses as it 

propagates inland and impacts the bridge, Figure 6-2 presents the time-histories of the vertical 

displacement and trajectory of the debris for case B5. This figure demonstrates the significant effect 

of debris mass on its movement. As expected, the tsunami bore elevated debris with a mass of 9.2% 

more than debris with masses of 50% and 75%, resulting in different interactions with the deck.  

According to Figure 6-3 which displays the maximum vertical displacement of the debris for all 

the studied cases, on average, the maximum vertical displacement of longitudinal debris with 9.2% 

mass is 1.33 and 1.52 times larger than debris with masses of 50% and 75%., respectively. The 

transverse debris with the mass of 9.2% also shows a larger average vertical displacement, 1.36 

and 2 times larger than debris with masses of 50% and 75%, respectively.  
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The accurate estimation of the vertical displacement of debris is essential for predicting the effects 

of impact on the bridge and for identifying the location of impact. It is feasible that a container 

applies multiple impacts on the bridge which could potentially deteriorate the structural integrity 

of the bridge. 

 

Figure 6-2 Debris vertical displacement histories (top) and trajectories (bottom) for case B5 for two 

orientations with variable masses  
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Figure 6-3 Debris maximum vertical displacement for two orientations with variable masses  

Figure 6-4 demonstrates the rotation of the debris around the y-axis (pitch) for case B5, which 

includes two different orientations of the debris and a range of masses. In this figure, the vertical 

lines show the instant of initial impact for each case. The data demonstrate that the mass of the 

debris significantly affects its rotational movement. In the depicted cases, for both orientations of 

the debris, the debris with a mass of 9.2% moves above the deck. However, the longitudinal debris 

does not come into contact with the deck, while the transverse debris impacts the bridge and 

propagates above it. This difference in movement explains the significant variation in the pitching 

rotation of the transverse debris. The debris with masses of 50% and 75% in both orientations 

impacts the bridge and travels beneath it. However, the longitudinal debris continues to rotate after 

the primary impact and even when it resurfaces, while the transverse debris experiences a reduction 

in pitch rotation following the initial impact. This discrepancy in rotational behavior could 

potentially be attributed to the differences in the initial orientation of the debris.   
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Figure 6-4 Time histories of debris pitch rotation for case B5 and two orientations with variable masses  

6.3.3. Debris velocities 

Figure 6-5 demonstrates the time-series of horizontal (Vxd) and vertical (Vzd) velocities of debris 

in case B5 for two different debris orientations and varying masses. The results, as reported by 

Hasanpour et al., (2023) [40], show that the longitudinal debris reaches higher velocities in all 

scenarios. As shown in Table 6-1, the longitudinal debris with 9.2% impacts the bridge and 

becomes trapped below the offshore overhang till the end of the inundation process. That is why 

the debris velocity drops significantly and becomes almost zero after the initial impact. As 

expected, increasing the mass of the debris leads to a decrease in velocity. In this case, increasing 

the mass of the debris from 9.2% to 75% results in decrease in the maximum velocity of the 

longitudinal debris by 35% and 80% in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. The 

transverse debris also experiences a decrease in velocity of about 25% and 86% in the horizontal 

and vertical directions, respectively.  
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Figure 6-5 Debris velocities in the horizontal (top) and vertical (bottom) directions for case B4 for two 

debris orientations and variable masses 

Figure 6-6 displays the debris impact velocities in the horizontal and vertical directions for all 

studied cases. It is worth noting that for the longitudinal debris in cases B5 and B6 with 9.2% mass 

and case B3 with 75%, debris does not interact with the deck and the debris impact velocities are 

zero. The results presented in this figure indicate that increasing the mass of the longitudinal debris 

from 9.2% to 75% leads to an average reduction of approximately 25% and 65% in the horizontal 

and vertical velocities, respectively. Additionally, when the mass is increased from 50% to 75%, 

there is a reduction of approximately 17% and 12% in the horizontal and vertical velocities, 

respectively. For the transverse debris, increasing the mass from 9.2% to 75% results in an average 

reduction of approximately 21% and 75% in the horizontal and vertical velocities, respectively. 
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Furthermore, increasing the mass from 50% to 75% results in a reduction of approximately 20% 

and 23% in the horizontal and vertical velocities, respectively. These observations are consistent 

with the findings presented by Shafiei (2016) [30].  

 

Figure 6-6 Maximum values of debris velocities in the horizontal (left) and vertical (right) directions for all 

studied cases including two different orientations and variable masses 

 Impact forces on bridge superstructures 

The temporal progression of the loadings applied to the bridges as a result of debris and tsunami 

bores is essential in designing structures that can effectively resist and withstand these forces to 

ensure their safety. Figure 6-7 presents the time-histories of the debris horizontal (Fxd) and vertical 

(Fzd) impact forces applied on the bridge superstructure by case B6 for two debris orientations with 

variable masses. In the case of longitudinal debris, debris with 9.2% mass moves above the deck 

without interacting with it, while debris with higher masses (50% and 75%) impacts the offshore 

side of the bridge and moves beneath it. As expected, impact forces increase with the mass of the 

debris. In the aforementioned cases, the primary impact forces applied by the debris with 75% mass 

are up to 1.5 and 2 times larger than the respective horizontal and vertical forces applied by the 

debris with 50% mass, respectively. In the case of the transverse debris, debris with 9.2% and 50% 

masses impact the offshore side and travel above the deck, applying downward vertical forces. The 

heaviest debris impacts the offshore side and moves below the bridge. A similar trend in terms of 
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the impact forces is observed, with the greatest impact force being exerted by debris with 75% 

mass. Furthermore, the analysis of the impact force reveals that as the mass of debris increases 

from 9.2% to 75%, there is a fourfold increase in horizontal impact force. Additionally, a 

comparison of impact forces from debris with 50% and 75% mass indicates that the latter exerts 

1.4 times larger horizontal force.  

As seen in Figure 6-8, the impact forces of debris in both horizontal and vertical directions are 

analyzed for all scenarios under examination. It is noteworthy that for longitudinal debris in cases 

B5 and B6 with 9.2% mass, and case B3 with 75% mass, there is no interaction with the bridge. 

The data presented in this figure demonstrate that an increase in mass of longitudinal debris from 

9.2% to 75% results in an average increase of approximately 4.8 and 6 times in the horizontal and 

vertical impact forces, respectively. Furthermore, when the mass is increased from 50% to 75%, 

there is an average increase of approximately 1.4 and 2.4 times in the horizontal and vertical impact 

forces, respectively. In the case of transverse debris, increasing mass from 9.2% to 75% leads to an 

average increase of approximately 6.1 and 3.8 times in the horizontal and vertical forces, 

respectively. Furthermore, increasing mass from 50% to 75% results in an average increase of 

approximately 1.6 and 1.5 times in the horizontal and vertical forces, respectively.  
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Figure 6-7 Time histories of debris impact forces in the horizontal (top) and vertical (bottom) directions for 

case B6 for two debris orientations and variable masses 

 

Figure 6-8 Maximum values of debris impact forces in the horizontal (left) and vertical (right) directions 

for all studied case including two different orientations and variable masses 
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Figure 6-9 shows the time-histories of the total horizontal (Fxt) and vertical (Fzt) impact forces 

applied on the bridge superstructure by case B6 for two debris orientations with varying masses. 

The results demonstrate that, as expected, the total impact forces increase with the mass of the 

debris. It is important to note that, in the case of longitudinal debris with 9.2% mass, the total impact 

force is solely a result of the tsunami-bridge interaction. The analysis of the total horizontal impact 

force applied in the case of the longitudinal debris with 75% mass reveals that it is up to 1.31 and 

2.73 times larger than the respective horizontal forces applied in cases of debris with 50% and 9,2% 

mass, respectively. Additionally, a comparison of the total horizontal impact forces in cases of 

debris with 9.2% and 50% mass indicates that the latter exerts 2.07 times larger force. In contrast, 

the bridge experiences the largest total uplift force in the case of debris with 9.2% mass which is 

1.06 and 1.03 times the cases with 50% and 75% mass, respectively. 

In the case of the transverse debris, a similar trend in terms of the total impact forces is observed, 

with the highest total impact force being exerted by debris with 75% mass, which is 1.33 and 2.71 

times the cases with 50% and 9.2% mass, respectively. Furthermore, the analysis of the impact 

force reveals that as the mass of debris increases from 9.2% to 50%, there is a twofold increase in 

the total uplift impact force. Additionally, a comparison of the vertical impact forces from debris 

indicates that the heaviest debris exerts 1.4 and 1.2 times larger force than the debris with 50% and 

9.2% mass, respectively.  
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Figure 6-9 Time histories of total impact forces in the horizontal (top) and vertical (bottom) directions for 

case B6 for two debris orientations and variable masses 

The total impact forces in both horizontal and vertical directions are analyzed for all the studied 

cases and presented in Figure 6-10. The data demonstrate that an increase in the mass of 

longitudinal debris from 9.2% to 75% results in an average increase of approximately 2.9 and 1.4 

times in the horizontal and vertical impact forces, respectively. Additionally, when the mass is 

increased from 50% to 75%, there is an average increase of approximately 1.09 and 1.03 times in 

the horizontal and vertical impact forces, respectively. Furthermore, when it comes to transverse 

debris, In the case of transverse debris, an increase in mass from 9.2% to 75% leads to an average 

increase of approximately 4 and 1.9 times in the horizontal and vertical forces, respectively. 
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Furthermore, an increase in mass from 50% to 75% results in an average increase of approximately 

1.44 and 1.47 times in the horizontal and vertical forces, respectively.  

 
Figure 6-10 Maximum values of total.3 impact forces in the horizontal (left) and vertical (right) directions 

for all studied case including two different orientations and variable masses 

 

 Summary and conclusions 

The objective of this study was to examine the influence of debris mass on the debris-flow and 

debris-flow-bridge interactions by employing the coupled SPH-FEM numerical technique.  The 

study considered two orientations of the debris, with mass variations ranging from 9.2% to 75% of 

the total mass of standard shipping container and a spectrum of hydrodynamic conditions. Based 

on the results of the current study, the following conclusions were drawn: 

• Mass of the debris has a significant impact on its movement. The maximum vertical 

displacement of longitudinal debris with a mass of 9.2% was found to be 1.33 and 1.52 

times larger, on average, than debris with masses of 50% and 75%, respectively. Similarly, 

transverse debris with the mass of 9.2% also showed a larger average vertical displacement, 

1.36 and 2 times larger than debris with masses of 50% and 75%. 
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• The data show that as the mass of debris increases, the velocity of debris decreases. 

Specifically, as the mass of the longitudinal debris increases from 9.2% to 75%, there is an 

average reduction of 25% and 65% in the horizontal and vertical velocities, respectively. 

Additionally, an increase in mass of the transverse debris from 9.2% to 75% results in an 

average reduction of 21% and 75% in horizontal and vertical velocities, respectively. 

• The study found a correlation between the mass of debris and impact forces, where an 

increase in mass leads to a corresponding increase in impact forces. The data revealed that 

as the mass of the longitudinal debris increases from 9.2% to 75%, there is an average 

increase of 4.8 and 6 times in horizontal and uplift forces, respectively. Similarly, when 

the mass of the transverse debris increases from 9.2% to 75%, there is an average increase 

of 6.1 and 3.8 times in horizontal and vertical impact forces, respectively.  

• The results indicated that an increase in the mass of longitudinal debris from 9.2% to 75% 

results in an average increase of approximately 2.9 and 1.4 times in the horizontal and 

vertical total impact forces, respectively. Additionally, an increase in debris mass from 

9.2% to 75% for the transverse debris is found to result in an average increase of 

approximately 4 and 1.9 times in the horizontal and vertical total impact forces, 

respectively. 

In conclusion, the findings of the three-dimensional analyses conclusively demonstrate the 

significant effect of debris mass on its dynamic and impact forces experienced by bridge 

superstructure. Further research should expand upon the current study by incorporating a more 

diverse range of hydrodynamic conditions and debris masses in order to verify the validity of these 

results and to determine the range of their applicability.     
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Chapter 7 
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7. Prescriptive Design Equations  

 Background 

The impact of tsunami-borne debris on coastal structures is an important issue because the 

likelihood of severe damage caused by large and heavy objects carried in the bore must be 

anticipated. Further these loads are in addition to the hydrodynamic forces of the bore itself. 

Although sophisticated numerical modeling using high-performance computing gives insight into 

these forces, this approach is not suitable for everyday design-office use and prescriptive design 

equations are required.  Such equations have been proposed for buildings but there are none for 

bridges at this time. Developing such equations is a significant challenge given the diverse size, 

orientation, and stiffness of potential debris objects, and the hydrodynamic conditions of the bore 

(velocity and height), still-water conditions, and bridge elevation. This chapter summarizes the 

equations for buildings, compares their application to bridges against rigorous numerical 

modelling, and then makes recommendations for bridge-specific equations.  

 Prescriptive equations for debris impact loads on buildings 

Three simplified prescriptive equations have been proposed and adopted in various codes for the 

estimation of horizontal debris forces on buildings. They are as follows: 

(a) ASCE (2007) [1] proposed a single DOF model to study the impact of two rigid bodies. 

The model, referred to as the Contact Stiffness Approach, gives the following value for the 

debris impact force, Fd 

𝐹𝑑 = 𝑢𝑑√𝑚𝑑𝐾𝑑 
Equation 7.1 

where 𝑢𝑑 is debris velocity, 𝑚𝑑 is debris mass, and 𝐾𝑑 is debris stiffness. 
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(b) In their design guidelines for structures and infrastructure subject to flood impact, ASCE 

(2010) [2] and FEMA (2011) [3] recommended the following equation for Fd, which is 

based on Impulse Momentum and two rigid bodies:  

𝐹𝑑 =
𝜋 𝑚𝑑𝑢𝑑

2∆𝑡
 Equation 7.2 

where ∆𝑡 is the contact duration. The term 
𝜋

2
 is included to estimate the maximum impact force 

rather than the average force, assuming a sinusoidal variation of force with time [4]. FEMA (2011) 

[4] recommends a range of values for ∆𝑡 from 0.1 to 1s, while ASCE suggests a value of 0.03s. 

The choice of ∆𝑡 can significantly affect the calculated impact force and the wide range of 

recommended values may lead to significant differences in the estimated force.  

(c) FEMA P464 (2012) [5] and ASCE (2016) [6] uses a more generalized form of Equation 

7.1 as below:  

𝐹𝑑 = 1.3 𝑢𝑑√𝑚𝑑𝐾𝑑𝐶𝑎𝑑𝑑 
Equation 7.3 

where 𝐶𝑎𝑑𝑑 is the added mass coefficient of 1 and 2 for the longitudinal and transverse debris 

orientation, respectively. The 1.3 multiplier is an importance coefficient for ‘essential’ structures, 

as specified in ASCE/SEI 7-10. 

Review of these prescriptive equations shows a lack of consistency, but apparently, they are 

acceptable for buildings. Application to bridges is explored below. 

 Comparison of results from simplified equations for buildings with numerical 

simulations of bridges 

7.3.1. Results 

A comparison of results from the numerical investigation of bridges (debris horizontal impact 

force) with the values from the three simplified equations for buildings noted above, is presented 
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in this section. For this purpose, three different debris masses, (9.2%, 50%, and 75% of the 

maximum weight of a shipping container), three scaled bridge elevations (0.20 m, 0.30 m, and 0.35 

m), two debris orientations (longitudinal and transverse), and a range of hydrodynamic conditions 

are considered. It is important to consider the elevation of the bridge as a factor in determining the 

accuracy of impact force calculations using simplified equations, as it can have a significant effect 

on the debris velocities at the point of impact. Figures 7-1 through 7-3 present comparisons of the 

numerical data for longitudinal debris with 50% mass, and bridge elevations of 0.20 m, 0.30 m, and 

0.35 m, respectively. The results of the comparative analysis for the longitudinal debris with masses 

of 9.2% and 75% for the bridge elevation of 0.30 m are displayed in Figures 7-4 and 7-5, 

respectively.  

Figures 7-6 through 7-8 depict the comparison of data for the transverse debris with 50% mass for 

the bridge elevations of 0.20 m 0.30 m, and 0.35 m, respectively. The results of the transverse 

debris with masses of 9.2% and 75% and the bridge elevation of 0.30m are presented in Figures 7-

9 and 7-10, respectively.  

A summary of the average values of the debris impact force for the studied cases with different 

debris orientations, masses, and bridge elevations is presented in Table 7-1.  

7.3.2. Discussion 

The analysis revealed that for the longitudinal debris with 50% mass and the bridge elevation of 

0.20 m, both Equation 7.1 and Equation 7.3 result in an overestimation of the impact force, with 

Equation 7.1 overestimating by 12% and Equation 7.3 overestimating by 66%. Similar results were 

found for the transverse debris, with Equation 7.1 overpredicting by 36% and Equation 7.3 

overpredicting by 137%. The results of the analysis indicated that the lightest debris and the bridge 

elevation of 0.30 m display a similar trend of overestimation for both orientations. Specifically, 

Equation 7.1 overestimates the impact force by 19% for the longitudinal debris and 97% for the 
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transverse debris, while Equation 7.3 overestimates by 75% for the longitudinal debris and 155% 

for the transverse debris.  

Furthermore, the analysis demonstrated that for the debris with 50% mass in both longitudinal and 

transverse orientations and the bridge elevation of 0.30 m, only Equation 7.3 results in an 

overestimation of the peak impact force. The overestimation is 17% for the longitudinal debris and 

18% for the transverse debris. 

The data also indicated that for the highest bridge elevation (0.35 m) and the debris with 50% mass 

in both directions, all three equations tend to underestimate the peak impact force. For example, 

Equation 7.3 underestimated the impact of longitudinal debris by 33% and transverse debris by 

23%. A similar trend is observed for the heaviest debris and the bridge elevation of 0.30m in both 

directions, with Equation 3 underestimating longitudinal debris by 65% and transverse debris by 

30%. 

 

Figure 7-1 Comparison of longitudinal debris impact force for 50% mass and bridge elevation of 0.20m 
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Figure 7-2 Comparison of longitudinal debris impact force for 50% mass and bridge elevation of 0.30 m 

(Zb)   

 

Figure 7-3 Comparison of longitudinal debris impact force for 50% mass and bridge elevation of 0.35 m 

(Zc)   

 

Figure 7-4 Comparison of longitudinal debris impact force for 9.2% mass and bridge elevation of 0.30 m 

(Zb) 
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Figure 7-5 Comparison of longitudinal debris impact force for 75% mass and bridge elevation of 0.30 m 

(Zb) 

 

Figure 7-6 Comparison of transverse debris impact force for 50% mass and bridge elevation of 0.20 m (Za) 

 

Figure 7-7 Comparison of transverse debris impact force for 50% mass and bridge elevation of 0.30 m (Zb) 
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Figure 7-8 Comparison of transverse debris impact force for 50% mass and bridge elevation of 0.35 m (Zc) 

 

Figure 7-9 Comparison of transverse debris impact force for 9.2% mass and bridge elevation of 0.30 m 

(Zb) 

 

Figure 7-10 Comparison of transverse debris impact force for 75% mass and bridge elevation of 0.30 m 

(Zb) 
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Table 7-1 Average values of the debris horizontal impact force calculated by numerical simulations and 

estimated by the simplified equations 

 
a. Debris mass=50% 

  Longitudinal orientation Transverse orientation 

  NUM Eq.7.1 Eq.7.2 Eq.7.3 NUM Eq.7.1 Eq.7.2 Eq.7.3 

Bridge 

elevation 

0.20 m 2.6 2.91 1.31 4.32 1.8 2.45 1.11 4.28 

0.30 m 4.5 3.41 1.54 5.26 3.4 3.1 1.4 4.03 

0.35 m 6.7 3.38 1.53 5.02 5.1 3.2 1.44 4.15 
 

 

b. Debris mass=9.2% 
  Longitudinal orientation Transverse orientation 

  NUM Eq.7.1 Eq.7.2 Eq.7.3 NUM Eq.7.1 Eq.7.2 Eq.7.3 

Bridge 

elevation 
0.30 m  1.07 1.27 0.25 1.88 1.06 2.09 0.4 2.71 

 

 

c. Debris mass=75% 
  Longitudinal orientation Transverse orientation 

  NUM Eq.7.1 Eq.7.2 Eq.7.3 NUM Eq.7.1 Eq.7.2 Eq.7.3 

Bridge 

elevation 
0.30 m  7.4 3.03 1.67 4.49 5.1 3.03 1.67 3.94 

 

 

 Recommendations for bridges 

It may be concluded from the results in the previous section that the prescriptive equations for 

horizontal loads on buildings might be used for estimating horizontal loads on bridges. In particular 

Equation 7.3 ([5,6]) appears to provide an upper limit on horizontal load in many cases.  However, 

a major difference between a building and a bridge is that debris may pass under a bridge causing 

vertical impact forces at the same time as horizontal impacts. Such behavior is not seen in a 

building.   

Based on the numerical simulations described in previous chapters (see chapters 4-6), the maximum 

vertical debris force can be correlated to factors such as debris mass, initial orientation, and 

magnitude of horizontal impact force. For the scenarios where the maximum impact forces in the 

two directions applied simultaneously, which is observed in the majority of the cases, the maximum 

vertical debris impact force on a bridge (Fv) may be approximated by:  
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𝐹𝑣 = 0.5 ∗ 𝐹𝑑 Equation 7.4 

where Fd is given by Equation 7.3. It is noted that this force acts upward on the bridge 

superstructure. 
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Chapter 8 
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8. Summary, Conclusions, and Future Work 

 Summary 

Tsunamis are one of the most devastating natural disasters, with the potential to cause significant 

damage to coastal infrastructure, such as transportation networks and bridges, and compromise 

their stability. The 2004 Indian Ocean and 2011 Great East Japan tsunamis are notable examples 

of the destruction that can be caused by these events, with approximately 1,500 km of coastline 

affected and numerous bridges damaged or destroyed in each instance. Bridges are particularly 

vulnerable to tsunami damage, and field surveys following past disasters have demonstrated that 

tsunami-driven debris, including shipping containers, can wash out or damage bridge 

superstructures. Despite the importance of understanding the impact of floating debris on coastal 

bridges, there have been relatively few studies on this topic, due to the complex multi-physics 

nature of the phenomena. Accurate quantification of the forces involved is essential for the design 

of tsunami-resistant bridges, as transportation infrastructure is vital for post-disaster response and 

recovery efforts. The main objective of this dissertation and doctoral work is to improve our 

fundamental understanding of the physics involved in the debris-flow-bridge interaction and the 

associated loads, with the ultimate aim of improving the design of bridge superstructures that are 

more resistant to damage and more resilient in the face of natural disasters.  

To achieve the stated goal above, a novel coupled method of Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics 

(SPH) and Finite Element (FE) was employed to investigate the impact loading of tsunami-borne 

debris on coastal bridges. The validity of the numerical approach was verified through comparison 

with the results of a large-scale experimental study found in the literature. The two-dimensional 

investigation revealed that this technique is capable of accurately capturing the flow propagation, 

as well as the debris-flow and the debris-flow-structure interaction. Following the validation, a two-
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dimensional investigation was conducted to assess the impact of a shipping container on a box-

girder bridge under various tsunami flows, bridge elevations, and initial debris orientations. 

In the next step, the three-dimensional validity of the numerical technique was tested by comparing 

the results to an experimental study of debris impact on the coastal structure. Two types of debris, 

including a box and a disk, were used in the study. The results of the three-dimensional evaluations 

showed that this method is able to accurately capture the tsunami flow, as well as the debris-flow 

and the debris-flow-structure interactions. Following the successful validation of the three-

dimensional numerical technique, an extensive numerical investigation was conducted using a 1/20 

scale model to analyze the effect of different parameters on the debris impact loadings on coastal 

bridges during a tsunami event. The model included a scaled-down version of a standard shipping 

container with dimensions of 0.30m long, 0.13m wide, and 0.13m tall and a box-girder bridge with 

dimensions of 0.50m (length) by 0.13m (height). The parameters examined included the tsunami 

flow characteristics, the elevation of the bridge, the initial orientation of the debris, and the mass 

of the debris.  

 Conclusions 

The dissertation is presented in standalone paper format, as outlined in Chapter 1. For detailed 

conclusions of each section of the study, the reader is directed to the respective chapters. In 

summary, the simulation results obtained through the application of coupled SPH-FEM numerical 

technique have provided insight into the effect of tsunami flow characteristics, the initial orientation 

of the debris, the debris mass, and the bridge elevation on the movement, velocity, and impact 

forces of debris. The findings have shown that the debris can become trapped below the offshore 

overhang, travel above the deck, or move below it, depending on the aforementioned parameters. 

Additionally, the study has demonstrated that variations in the velocities of the offshore and 

onshore corners can result in significant debris pitching, which in turn leads to non-normal impact 
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angles and could potentially result in a non-linear force-velocity trend that has not been considered 

to date. Furthermore, it was found that the debris has both a horizontal and vertical velocity at the 

instant of the initial impact on the offshore side of the bridge, exerting impulsive loads 

simultaneously in both directions.  The complexity of the debris-fluid-bridge interaction was also 

highlighted with some cases resulting in secondary impacts of greater magnitude than the primary 

impact. The study also found that the longitudinal debris reaches higher velocities compared to the 

transverse debris, which leads to an average increase of 1.48 and 1.5 times greater horizontal and 

vertical forces, respectively. Additionally, presence of the longitudinal debris results in an average 

of 3.64 and 2.13 times larger horizontal and vertical forces, respectively, in comparison to cases 

without debris. Similarly, presence of the transverse debris results in an average increase of 3.33 

and 3.07 times larger horizontal and vertical forces, respectively, compared to the cases without 

debris. It was also found that the debris mass has a significant impact on its movement, with lighter 

debris typically elevating up to 1.75 times more than heavier debris, depending on debris 

orientation.  Additionally, as the debris mass increases, there is a corresponding decrease in the 

debris velocities. Specifically, as the longitudinal debris mass increases from 9.2% to 75%, there 

is an average reduction of 25% and 65% in the horizontal and vertical velocities, respectively. 

Similarly, an increase in the mass of transverse debris from 9.2% to 75% results on an average 

reduction of 21% and 75% in the horizontal and vertical velocities, respectively. Furthermore, it 

was found that as the mass of longitudinal debris increases from 9.2% to 75%, there is an average 

increase of 4.8 and 6 times in the horizontal and uplift forces, respectively. Similarly, as the mass 

of transverse debris increases from 9.2% to 75%, there is an average increase of 6.1 and 3.8 times 

in the horizontal and vertical impact forces, respectively.  
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 Recommendations for future work 

The coupled SPH-FEM numerical analyses presented in this dissertation have given an insight into 

the role of hydrodynamic parameters, bridge elevation, debris orientation, and debris mass and have 

advanced our understanding of the debris-wave-structure interaction during the tsunami inundation. 

At the same time, the work has highlighted the complexity of certain phenomena and identified 

topics that merit further investigation. Potential topics for future research include: 

• Mitigation strategies for new and existing bridges for reducing tsunami demand  

• Examine other types of bridges, such as open-girder, under a broad range of hydrodynamic 

conditions 

• Investigate the impact forces if the debris interacts with the substructure  

• Conduct full-scale analyses to confirm that there is no significant scale effect 

• Examine the effect of multiple debris impact forces on coastal bridges 

• Study effect of bridge and debris flexibility on response 

 


